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STATE OF MAINE
lnter--Departmental Memorandum

Date

April 13, l982

____
__
_ _ _ _ _ __
Walter
A.
Anderson
To _ _ _ _ _

Dept. Maine Geological Survey

rom _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _F.
__
_ _ _ _ _ __
Carole
Ricker

Dept. Maine Geological Survey

F

King
Resources,
Inc.
File
u ject _ _ _Memo
_ _ _for
___
_..=__
_ _ _ ___:__
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sb

When I arrived at work on April 13, 1982, I had a message
on my desk to call Libby Butler, Attorney General's Office,
3051.
She was requesting information on lease from the State
Maine to King Resources, Inc. in 1969. This information was
for David Flanagan in the Governor's office.
I called Ms. Butler and she requested that I get together
copies of the Applications for Staking of Claims, the
Mining Lease and the escrow agreement between King Resources, Inc.
and the Maine Mining Bureau, plus sample copies of renewals
to show how these claims progressed through the years.
I completely reviewed the file that we have in this office
and made copies of the following:
Application for Staking of Claims with acceptance by
Robert G. Doyle
Application for Land Use Ruling (I found no further action
beyond the application)
Permit to Use Machinery
License to Mine No. 7
License to Mine No. 7 - Second Renewal
I also copied some correspondence that I thought might be
neededa
A list follows:
1. Escrow Agreement
2. Letter to Hon. James S. Erwin from U. So Dept. of the Interior
3. Memo from Robert G. Doyle to Kermit V. Lipez, Executive Dept.
4o Memos from Lee M. Schepps, Assistant Attorney General
So Letters from King Resources, Robert G. Doyle and the Maine
National Bank showing return of escrow money.

I gave this package to someone from the Governor's office who
came to pick it up late in the afternoon.

·.-_:.· rh ":,._ .

Mr. Charles A. Baer
King Resources Company
Box 9698, South Denver Station
Denver, Colorado 80209
Dear Mr. Baer:
I have reviewed with counsel the verbal agreement between
the Federal Government and ourselves relative to the degree of
exploration activity which can take place in the Atlantic OCS
during the pendancy of the U.S. v. Maine, et al. This agreement states that exploration activity will be allowed on the
Atlantic OCS up to the point of penetration of the substrate.
In other words, any geophysical activity, interpretive work,
or airborne studies may be conducted as long as the bottom of
the sea bed is not touched.
You may have noticed that the Federal government has
issued an exploratory permit to a four-company group to conduct
a technical review. It would also be necessary for either the
Bureau or the Company to notify the U.S. Coast Guard of the
areal extent and duration of the survey. This latter is
required under Federal Maritime law.
Very truly yours,
~

i:4;:-..:_1
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April 22, 1975

Mr. David N. Fisher
Drummond & Drummond
120 Exchange S treet
Portland, . Maine

\

\

Dear Mr. Fisher :

In reference to our telephone conversation,I wish to a dvise
you as acting administrator in the Capitol of Augusta of the
Ma ine Mining Bureau, I am req uesting that payment of the e .scrowed
funds, plus interest , to the King Resources Company s hould be
delayed until I have had an opp ortunity to review the entire
matter with couns e l .
Thank you for your atte.ntion to this matter.
touch with you in the ne x t two weeks.

I will be in

Very truly yours,

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator -~ Maine .Mining
Bureau

cc :

Charle s A. Baer

RGD: jp

Security Lile Building. Denver, Cnlor;idc1 80?02

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Arc:c1 Code- 303

Telepl1cne 892 -7171

April 9, 1975

First National Bank of Portland
Porland, Maine 04111

Gentlemen:
In April 1968, King Resources Company and The Maine Mining
Bureau entered into an escrow agreement with your bank under which
$333,760.00 was deposited.
Enclosed is a certified copy of the Decision of the Supreme
Court of the United States, under which Decision the provisions of
the escrow agreement calling for repayment of your entire deposit,
is called for. I would appreciate your sending me your Cashier's
Check for the amount on deposit, including a statement showing the
amounts of interest credited each calendar year and the rate of
interest calculation used by your Dank for each interest calcula~
ti on.
Very truly yours,
KING RESOURCES COMPANY
//,

CAB:k
cc: Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Cureau
State of Maine
Augusta, Maine 04330

i·,

L,t I l/ J'-C{/J
Charles A.
Trustee

MAINE NATIONAL BANK

400 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND. MAINE 041 12

May

5, 1975

KING RESOURCES COMPANY
TIME DEPOSIT OPEN ACCOUNT
(30 Day Notice)

$333,760.00

Deposit Balance
Statement of Accrued Interest

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

8
12
12
12
12
12
12
4

months interest@ 4 %
months interest@ 4 %
months interest@ 4 %
months interest@ 4½ %
months interest@ 4½ %
months interest@ 4½ %
months interest@ 4½ %
months, 4 days interest@ 4½
Total Interest Due

$

8,900.27
13,350.40
13,350.40
1.5,019.20
15' 019. 20
15,019.20
15,019.20
5,173.28

$

100, 851 •15

%

Deposit was made May 1, 1968 at 4 %.
Interest rate was changed to 4½ %on January 1, 1971.

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND

120 Exchange Street
Portland, Maine 04111

King Resources Company
201 South Cherokee
Demr r, Colorado 80223

r
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.A ~. ention:
llea.-r r-1:l'

Chaxles A. Daer, Truert.ee

.Ba.ex:

Re:

\

King Resources Compa.D3/M:3J.:Ae Mining

:Bureau/Maine Na:tional Bank
In accordance with the t ems of Escro 1 Ag-.eeement, dated

April 30, 1968 between Kiri..g Resources Company and the aine

I-fi.ri. .ing

Bureau, I am enclosing herewith check of Maine National Ban."<: i n
the aznmmt of 'll'!~34,611.15 ma.de pEzya.ble to King ReeoU1--oeo Compan,y
in :p~ent of 333,760.00, plus interest thereon at the rate ~.
inclioatal in the enclosed statement.

I am also enclosing herewith

my

letter of April 28, 1975

which was re ur.ned as indica;l;ed.

OJ

r

Enclosures
cc:

Bureau of Geoloer, Department of Conservation·
obert G-. Doyle, Administ:ra:tor
Maine Mining :Bureau

J ohn Paul Erler, Esq.
William T. Vail

Vice President-Financial Operation

STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum
To
From

Robert G. Doyle
Donald G. Alexander, Asst .

1 _ 2 _9 _,__
1 _9 _7 _5
Date _ _A_p_r_i_

D ept. - - -Geology
---=-=------------

De pt. ---=A-=-t-=--=t-=o-=r:..:nc.::_e:::::....,__y---=G~e::..cn:..:-=e-=r:...._a.::..:l=-------

Subject _ _ _ _ ____;K'-'---i_n~g..,__=R=----e_s_o_u_r_c_e_s__
e_s---'c_r_o_w
__a_c_c_o_u_n_t___________________

You have indicated that King Resources has sent you a copy
of a letter to the First National Bank of Portland requesting that
the funds placed with that bank pursuant to the escrow agreement
of April 30, 1968 be turned over to King Resources . You have
asked if there was any objection to turning over those funds to
to King Resources . You have also indicated that King Resources
engaged in significant activities to explore for resources in
the area of their claim during the years 1969 and 1970, and some
activities in 1971 .
If King Resources generally complied with the terms of their
escrow agreement , including engaging in some exploration activities,
then there is no objection to turning over the money to them as
specified in the escrow agreement o
A copy of th:t. agreement is attached hereto .
DGA/mf
Attachment

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
To

Robert Doyle

~~0 Frnm _ L_e_e_ M
_ . _ S_c_h_e~p~p~s_ , _A
_ s_s_i_s_t_a_n_t_ _

Date

September 28 , 19 71

Dept. _ _ _M
_i_·_n_i_n---'g'--_
B_u_r_e_a_u________

Dept. _ _ _A
_t _t_o_r_n_e~ y_ G_e_n_ e_r_a_l______

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _K
_i_·_n_g_ R
_ e_s_o_u_r_ c_e_s____________________________

Pursuant to our meeting on September 27, 1971, and at your request,
this will confirm that it is my view that the license to mine issued
to King Resources Company covering the offshore property, together
with the underlying claims, are transferable by King without the
consent of the Mining Bureau. The license to mine contemplated by
and issued under 10 M.R . S.A. § 2105 is more akin to a year to year
mining lease than the usual naked license to mine, and as such may be
assigned . Moreover, King's rights under its license to mine and
the underlying claims vested prior to the enactment of the Oil and
Gas Conservation and control Act (P.L. 1969, ch. 310, 10 M.R.S.A.
§ 2151-2166) and the recent amendments to the mining laws. The
royalty and similarly substantive provisions of the old law, therefore, continue to apply to King. As you know, however, non-substantive matters covered by the new laws do apply to King and,
of course, King's license to mine, while it is renewable under
specified conditions, expires each December 31st.

LMS/mf

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum Date Sept. 28, 1971

Tu '
From

Kermit V. Lipez

'=.\ Robert

Dept. _ _ _
E_x_e_c_u_t_i_v_e__________

G. Doyle

Subject ______
T_r_a..,...n_s_f_e_r_o_f_K_1_·n------"'-g_R_e_s_o_u_r_c_e_s_C_o_m_.._p_a_n~y..___L_i_c_e_n_s_e____________

Because of the weak financial condition in which King
Resources Company has found themselves, I attempted, about
two months ago, to build a file of legal information and
opinions concerning various courses of action which might
occur relative to KRC holdings in the Gulf of Maine.
I had
the Attorney General's office answer some questions relative
to transfer, bankruptcy, reorganization, etc.
In the event
of bankruptcy or reorganization, Fuller suggested that it was
an administrative decision. This would probably be true of
transfer as well.
Under the present situation, KRC is working on their
Second Renewal of License to Mine No. 7 which devolves from
the claim staking and escrow agreement of 1968. The Company
has satisfied its obligations up to and including October 1,
1971. We expect that their License will be renewed for 1972.
About two weeks ago I felt it advisable to discuss
possible transfer of the License with our counsel, Mr. Lee
Schepps. Since that time he has been reviewing with the
deputies the pertinent laws and documents; and has prepared
for us a series of informal opinions regarding a possible
transfer.
On September 17 I received a call from Scurry-Rainbow, LTD.,
a medium-sized Canadian oil company with holdings throughout
North America.
The call was to notify me that KRC and Scurry
had completed negotiations of a transfer of the License held
by King and that they requested permission to have discussions
with us here in Augusta.
I reviewed the situation again with
Mr. Schepps and met with the KRC and Scurry representatives
on September 24.
The representatives requested that a transfer be approved
by the Bureau and that the present escrow agreement be
replaced and a new escrow agreement dated September 24 be
accepted by the Bureau.
The Company also requested that the
escrow fund, now amounting _to approximately $375,000, be
replaced with fi1.G1--GRa.a;E=-as~t;.ee~...,.p romisory noteY@n the { Royal Bank
of Canada".
There were dis~ ussions on Fr J day and during the

l

---

weekend with the State Treasurer and the Attorney General's
office regarding both the transfer and new escrow agreement.
The Mining Bureau met on Monday, September 27, to discuss
these requests from the companies. Mr. Schepps advised the
following:
1.

That the area held by King under License was
based on 165,000 mining claims under the old
system which pre-dated the oil and gas control act
of 1969.
It was the opinion of the Attorney
General's office that since the claims were
clearly alienable, the License was, under terms
and conditions proposed by the Bureau, also
alienable.

wlvJL.e. ,
2.

~ ,~r.__ ·,.., l ·.-· , , ·
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K-i -R-<:J was- '3~Fa-BGI.-Eea =thered outsicae;\ the oil and
control act an d a t. r a-rrs1?~ ~
~fl&i=~ - :hce:0.£c
'.t:'espe-c t s :b · <~p~a,n-€l-.~a¾a:heo:isea a s we'i.l.;.

Additionally, the Attorney General's office,
about a year ago, advised the Bureau that the
oil and gas control act was not clear in regard
to the authority of the Bureau in granting permits
and leases for oil and gas exploration. · A housekeeping amendment was prepared by the 105th
Legislature. This amendment was indefinitely
!
,
1
postponed for reasons I have yet to determine. N 1.;, _.. · · \ ·· · ... · .,
B oc: a H·S:e m this question about the actual wording r; .
.
· .·
of the act, it was suggested by counsel· that /ev.,--;-s J!L-6:,;,,_,;~ ' : _r•. ~ · "'
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Counsel stated that it appears tha t the Bureau
must accept a transfer of the License to Mine
if the transferee is a qualified and acceptable
company, merely upon correct notification to
.
_
the Bureau of such a transfer.
'.. t'. ~:•l 1 , ' : · .' -h /'-1,:, :.u f ~fvlfA---<
1),f. r(.,vv1)1..{,1 1 /<·( :;, .. '' :~ ('{,•.· ·,,;,,,;,' • ~•-•t,·, , 1..,~· ,1; , , ,. f,1 ·1, -ferh-1.A.. c,M.flou)J-""r,;, J ,,.,,..j
· ~ · / ,'i.,'
Counsel -did sugge-st that . ~he -~egulations
· •,·
, ~{ ''-~ , ; 1 5.
implementing the oil act be approved even though
there was some question whether some parts of
the regulations were clearly ~
l by the
wording of the law.
Counsel furt ~ r stated that
the intent was definitely in t rh e ~aw but another
approach to the Legislature for clarity was
0

~•I

•
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indicated. Finally,
guaranteed promisory
as a replacement for
held by the Portland

counsel advised that a
note would not be acceptable
the present escrow account
Bank.

At the Bureau meeting yesterday, after executive session
and meetings with the companies, the chairman directed Mr.
Schepps and myself to discuss transfer and the escrow agreement
with the companies and advise them that the guaranteed
~
~
promisory note was not acceptable and that s e m ~
~
gu a•F ai2:teeG1 cash directly collectable from the bank ~ only
way that the Bureau would accept a new agreement. Also the
chairman directed that should an acceptable form of escrow be
presented, the Bureau would then review the whole situation
for action at a subsequent meeting.
Mr. Schepps and I met with the companies and advised them
of the Bureau's position. Mr. Schepps stated that the Bureau
would have to receive ..&_7om the Po1;..,tJ~~ Bank a letter or
other document guarant1?ng payment t o -the State of the escrow
amount with interest in the event 1a. federal case regarding
ownership be won by the State. The companies decided to
discuss the situation with the Portland Bank and advise the
Bureau of their further action. We will await their answer
before meeting again.
One of the questions raised at the meeting was the
Bureau's ability to receive from the new Licensee, if granted,
amounts of money for holding the ground which would be in
accordance with permit fees currently established in the
United States and Canada. I advised the Bureau that we had a
course of action which would provide an equal level of fees
and work requirements for the new License.
These terms and
conditions would be as follows:
1.

A satisfactory escrow agreement.

2.

A $500.00 transfer fee for the short while
remaining in calendar year 1971.

3.

A License renewal fee of between $10,000 and
$20,000 annually.

4.

A work requirement of approximately $165,000
a year.
~
e ~¥,-ear maximllTI!_i;:.ene W'cll on the License with
annual ren ~
. a:'ft~t ~
period only if the
fede a.l-c"ase has not been dec ±aed.

-3-

6.

If the federal case is decided in the favor of
the State of Maine, the Licensee would immediately
transfer its ownership to come under the oil and
gas control act in all of its activities.

The Bureau will take no further action until we hear again
from the companies. I will keep you advised as we hear from
them.

-4-
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Application to Record tl:e Staking Out of a Claim covering a large
a:.:eo. oi' subme:cgcd lands in t he Atlmri:i5.c Ocean offsh!)re t he Sta"tc of
Mai.nc. We ru1a.erstand that the pera:~t Te~erred to in the applicati-;:in
pu_ry:irts to grant exclusive oil and gas explor::i..tior. and e x:r,loitat5.cn
ric;lrts to approximately 313 million v.c:res of the s e submer 6 2d. l and
areas ex-cenc1inc; from points npp:ro:dr,atcly eleven miles seawru.·a of' the
coas t of 1-1aine to points over eighty m.i.les
.
into t he ocean.

This i s "'Go coi1stitu.te official notice ·;:;o t'r1e st~v.:te of 1:k;;i.n e, and to
King Re soL:.rces Company., that; the )'!'c,le:i..·;;1.l Gov ernment r,rot2sts the
i~su~n.ce of the pe1"n1it,, and .1~11e e~{c~ci se of 21.y :rig)1ts tl1e:.. et111der· "'c,y·
t,11e per~.'1:i.t·Cee, to Jche extent t hat it co1re1-zs ro... eas of t 11e ct1ter coi1t:I.ncntal shel:f subject t o t he exclu:,i.ve juri::;dict.ion rmd cont.:ccl or·
the United States, under the Outer Gcmt;ineu-i; a l Shelf Lands Act of

1953 (6~( Stat. 462; 1~3

u.s.c.

Secs. 1331-13t:.3).
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In ~-_,:l.ted. S t ~ Y. Cal:l.forn:ta. , 332 U. S. 19 (194-T) ., the Sup1°-s:rrte
Court helcl that paromou.nt. ric;hts ov ,~r t he submerged l ancls of t 11e
r.1a.rt3innl sea ac1ja.ce11t to the coasts of t,l1e U11.J_ted Stutes arc an
att:dbute -of' national rather than sto.te sovereignty. The cou.r-t
:pointed ou:t that o.t, the time the ZL";.tcd States 1-ron its independence

t he1·e was no settled international l aw or custom re[sard.ing ownership

of a mnr3ir1al sen., and that neitl1e1.., tl1e Er2sllsl1 charte1"S £.>;r'D.t_tea. to
t·,l1is 11ntion ' s ~et·tler$, nor tb.e t:cJat:y of· :pca.ce 1-;ith Engl2i1d., sl10·;:reu
a -ou:cnose ~co set ar3ic1c a11 occavi "'o el . ~. for colo~1ial or state cr:,rr1ex'sli.i u
'.)-3?
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h QS aireudy coi.1siclered anc. decided t he i ssu8 of.' whethe:r' co2,stal states
1n~y clairu 01Inerst'.d.p of tl1e s1..fr,rr1er·gecl lana.s cf' adjacer1t seas bazcd oi1
coloni al cl1n2~·cer g-rants. I,Qr tl1ese reasons 1-re f'eel ·tl1ere is no leg.:il
bas:i.s f r c.ny claim by the Sto:te o:r M2,ine to submc~ge:d lands sea~•ra:r·d.
\#

p

o::Z' its coG.s t ba~ed. en a colonial charter.
Ove:c the years oil1ce the Cot1g-ress eni.ctea. .:che 1953 contir1ent.al shelf
l e gi eJ. n--Cion t,bis ))epar't,ment has cnjo;rcd. ·Ghe coo1:;e:ca:t~ion cf the coas·Gal
stc:tcs in offsl1ore develcrpn1e11t t:1attt:!:es "Go ir1su:ce that -t,he m:~tt1.tl
Fec1e~'"al -St a-ce ir!"terc~r'cs in. these 1-re.te1-a and lanc1 areas are lJ:cotected.
'Ebis cco_;;,c::. ation has included consultations so u.s t o precluclc unilate1·cl ac:-tion by ei·che:r government i n granting permits or leases in any
d:lspu-t2d a~·ea pending final resolution of the conflict. It is the:i. ef'ore suc;e::es·Gea. t,110.:G a r.:.eet~i11g "be a:trc:.~g::;O.. ~o tl1a.:c lre r:1a:r disc11ss 1Jotl1
tJ1e leial iss.ues involved in tilJ.e :r·esJ;-::c·t~.i ve claims cf t,he t·wo go-"rerr.1.ment.s n11cl t h e i rn,;:2ediate problems a:r·i s :lng as c>. result of the permit
g1°ar'.-cea. to King Resources Comp an~,. If you will no•tify us of e.r1
2..ccc-ptable date we will coor·c.:l.nate ar:.·angements with represer,:tr.-i;ives
of ·clrn Der, 2...rtment of Ste.te anQ. the D2:part:nent of' Justice who will
partici:pstc ,:-: rit.h us on behalf' of the Fcde1·al G-overnr.1ent.
0

0

We shall a1,p:rccj_ate having a ccpy of P1•03pcctor ts 1'e:t::ni t r1 0. 68-33 ,
da-cecl April 9, 1968; issued ·1;0 Ki!1g Res,01.c:~ces CO:.?ll)ru'.\Y 1 t ogether ·,nth
co-.9ies of all attachments, ex..11ib:l.ts, mo.1:;s am'! chaTts re:fen·ed to in
-their A-pplicati on t.o Record the fli:;aking Out Of a Claim, recorded
Ap:ril 30, 1968. If the:re is r::.r!.y ch rn~ge for co:pies o:t~ these docurrients.?
pD.y:;1ent. will be made upon r.eceip•t o:t:' your b:i.lling.
H:Lnc ex'cl;f ~rem;~~:
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May 22 , 1968

Dr . A. F . Frederickson
King Re ources
Security Life Bu"lding
Denver , Colorado
Dear Fred :
In reply to your letter of May 13 , I am enclosing a copy of
an opinion by Leon Walker that th Bureau may accept and place
i n escrow fees for rec ording of mining claims . There is also
enclosed a copy of t he Council Or<ler au,horizing the Bureau t o
undert ake suc h a step . I find these two documents to tate pos it ··.v LY that the Mai ne Mining Bure au does have t:he authority
to receive and place in escrow the filing fees for the King
Resources claim block in the Gulf of 1'!aine .
I further note that it is by the Bureau through ito
Admini strator that a license fee of $500 maximum amount is to be
charged the applicant for a License to Mine on a single mineral
deposit wi hin the appli cant t s block . J·n the specific c .se of
King Resource , thi s s i ngle mi neral deposit refe r s to a gas or
oil pool coveri-ng all or part of the claim block . Should additional pools be discover ed , there is t he possibility of addi t i onal
licenses being required for each pool .
I wish to ncte .in closing that there will be di cussion
between the Attorney Gene ral ' office and the Bureau on these
and other rnatters sub equently relating to the King Resources
situation . I will keep you closely advised as the discussions
progress .
Very truly your~ ,

MAINE MINI NG BUREAU

Rober t G. Doyle
Admini trator
RGD :pm

STATE OF MAINE
Inter-Departmental Memorandum Date,_ _A_p_r_i_1_ 2_6_,_ 1_9_6_8_
To

Robert G . Doyle , Admr .

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

From

Leon V. Walker , Jr., Assistant

Dept.

Attorney General

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-=-F--"e""e::..:s= --=f~o._.r=-----M
'-==i~n'""i,,.,n,....g;1-..,.C'-'l::..:a=i ,m:.::s
.,_ ,_____________________

In rep l y to your memo of April 25, it is my
opinion that under 10 M. R. S . A. § 2104, the Mining
Bureau may accept, as fees for the filing of mining
claism, notice from a Maine bank t h at there is on
deposit, in escrow, with the bank sufficient funds
to pay such fees , where said funds are not subject
to withdrawal except by order of the Bureau and the
person filing the claims .
The reason is that there is no lega l difference
between this procedure and one in which the money is
handed to the Bureau and then deposited in escrow
by the Bureau .

d

.-,/ · -~ / /,

/e-£<:f-:1/;,
~e
Leon V. Walker,
r.
Assistant Attorney General

LVWJr : H

April 25, 1968
Leon V. Walker, Jr., Asst. Atty. Gen.

Attorney General

Ro be rt G. Doyle, Administrator

Maine Mining Bure a u

Oil Claim Staking

QUESTION
May the i:-'l ining Bureau accept, as fees :for the filing of mining claims,

notice from a Haine bank that there is on d eposit with the bank
sufficient funds to pay such filing fee s , said funds being not subject
to withdrawal except by order' of the Bureau anc the person filing the
claims?
RGD:gb
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Mr. Robert Doyle, Stat~, Geologis_t
State Capital
Augusta, Maine

'i;" \ .
II
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. '·

Dear Mr. Doyle :

•

,''.. 't••,. .
1·\

\,'

~,,.,·,

In accordance with Stat~ of l\faine regulations on mining of #7, this is to
advise you that the King Resources Company has c<;impleted a thorough geological
arid geophysical review of all offshore' literatu_
r e publish~d
aµd pertinent to the Gulf of ·
.
. .
·~ • .....
Maine, and has now completed its preliminary plans· for the-.accomplishment of
geophysical survey in the Gulf of Maine for 1969 . ..A reasonable estimate of the inhouse company cost to accomplish thi's· s·u rvey 'review has been in .excess of $9,000.
1

'

, • J·

1

,. \ ' Sincerely yours,
KING RESOURCES
COMPANY
\
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.
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'.McNama Jr.
,
At antiq; Di~sion Manager , .,_-·
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First X.:i.tional Bx-~( of Por'!:,l.:;..-:cl
Po:.· -~l.::.."".d
l·;ainc

1.
S::d.il fti..--ids rc?r3cc:-rt i'ilin~ .f ccs p~d to t:-.o 1-~ir.c 1-:in~j~
Bureau or -16-6 1 880 ;;-.i...'1ing claiiT..s filed with t.:."-lc HL"'1inr, Burc~u of t:;.c
State of }b.inc on the
30th
day of f.pril, 1966.,
2.
It is the int~:1tio:1 of ItLnS; RG!::ourcc~ Co~prr~y to c:vlor0_1
develop c:nd .:-.inc oil, f;.:!S ~7.d mineral rzsourc0.s on p!--oporty, tho titl9
of l,hich could. b8 in question.
'·

a.
I.71 the cvc:it th_,_t a court of f~12.l ju::c-.isdiction. s::.2-.l:L
dotel"E'j_ne that tho St..:itc of Hain~ is the o:-;.;.01~ of said p:c-0::-:c::-~~r
a..'Yld tho oil, g2.3 .:i.r:d. cinc:ctl :."'i~rits thercu.--id.er, or lcgisl2.t:i.0~1
B.ha..1.1 hc.·vc been p~s~8cl so G.ctcj,_...;i1in:i.r1e s1).ci..4 o:·:rn.e1'shi.p, tl1c:1. s~.i<l
func'.s shall be paid over to th8 }:1--L.-i0 Hi.nin~ Bure2..~, togotl:~r
ui th int8rc0t thcre::0:1 at a rate to b8 detcr,.-d.ned as set for-th
in i:,a1.,azrc1ph 3 he1. . cof o
bo

L-i the evc:1.t t.11at a · cour·~ of fintl jur-lsdiction s:-12J.l

c:lotc:rrnL"'"lc that t,h.~ s-~:2.t0 of 1{21.ne is no~ t..~c

o~-!r!Cj_""I

of sci<l pr.:>-•

r~c:;-~ e1nd. r.tlne:r2..l ri,zht:::; tr..cr0tmcloz-, o::.· lcsis-lation s:iaJ.l h2..ve bcc:n p2.s:c;~d so dc'.:;c:c;:-.i.n.iJ1g .such o:-;ni.:::-s:>.ip)
thcr: ·s·cid fu:1d.:::; sn.2.ll b3 p2.id ove;~ to Kin~ P.-: !sourccs Co:::-p.::..--iy,
toeether with iJ1tc:-~3t t:1cr0on at, a r2.t(;: to be dcter·,r,.i..-1cd 2.s
set forth in pa~ag~aph 3 horcofQ

. perty a.-:d t.c'-le oil;

c.,
Stld fili~z f~cs are for the yc2:r 19630 It is the
int.c·:-it of K~~z R0scU:'C0!"; Cc:.,,~!JlY ·to ·~ir.:.cly a.p::,ly ;~er cl licc;---.so
--, cl... v_., ,,;·;
r.·-1-:-'l,· ,~d -;,1 <• •·1· d ·:-:-·t·n -: ,., v,, c1-<-'.... -J•.. ••
to ~,n,i·nc o...,., -:-h.rv. _
,..;c··•
.. .. ---.-,,c,·,
....,v
....
, ,, v, · .1~0 -~
1969 Q.,d subscque:.'1'.:. ycQ",."'S "i:.ho:::c.:Lf'.:,c:c .:-c,-;d fu:::thcr, i-'.:. is the
intent of }(in~ Rcsou:.~ccs Co::,:xmy to ar-,:)ly fo1-- a r.:ining lcz.~e:
frora the l':2..L"1e }:.i...r1i:i~ Bt:!'c;:;.U: ~t Cllch .lvir.:e as it, zhD-11 dctc~r. liri.no., ~:.d 5.:1 t,[!-~ C.."lw~t, . ~:l2J~ the stld. :\;~::L.,.~o J.·:i:1.i.r::c Bu~.. c~tl s:~2-11
not gr~'1.t to }Cine R(;:O"L:i~cc:.J Co:.·~?~l1}' st~c:1 J.icc.n.sc "t 0 r:tl..,..~c, oi~
1,,..;'- •
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Ji'..ining lc.~zc, fo-.: ~"""'-Y rt1~::;c~ 1-:h,:'..-'cso~~~::.~, _t1:c:i zcid. fw1ds s!1:-·l l
be pa;ta. cV(;:......Co :0-!.-:.S:: RG:sot:1--(:0S Co:-:-.::>~'1y., . "~9g8.,~~Cj,"' 1-D. ~h in~e:1'~3t,
at a :cc.t·~ to b~ C-ctc:.~~cd ~s ~o"'c. .forJvh i:n. p:i~j_1ag-~·\J.p:i 3 hG1~0of °'

It is furthor U..7dc:•::;·~oo:l .::.i-:.il ~~:::-ccd t:12:t., if J.:.!:c 2:,plic.:-~•.:.::.0:-L
ic tii7:cly .filed., the . ~u"1Utl f c0 fo:· .::i. lice:n::;c to ;n.:-:.o .::;~d. ac:ccJ.eC
i..'1 s1ibsc~u~"""1t J'1.2..r s (i'.l.ftc~ J~963) :::};.2-11 be Fi vc EtL~d1--c:d Doll~!.r.:;
($5CO.C{)) ~s ·~c"'..:, fort·.h in the ot~.tuto l)Cl.,tlliTuJe t:,o ro..,.7L'1G l~-:-:
i.., t,'10 State of EililCo

. It is furt:1cr U..7dc:·.stood. ~~d. cLf'::::'Ce:d thci.t sXJ.a. ;;-.i..,'1L'1e lcc..sc
shill p:-ovi<lo i'or
J.:,c:;:--;;1 o:f: t::c.,t,y (20 )" year;:,, ,:hic:i ~c~ ;:,;;.:Ql
be rcnc~:.::.olo for Ll!'1. ~ddi tio~d t:;:::nty (20) ycJ..r- tcr..i upon :c.:::qucst w7d ~pplicci.tio~ by King no~ourco::; Co~pc..'1y, p:::'ovi~,G t~at
Xi...-1r; Rc::;ou:.:-cos Co::1p2..'1y sh.:ul :it tho time bo ro::plo.:.'inc., r.i.L,inz
o~ developing tho ~for~ccid claimg

a

Tho failure to co;;.;->ly l;ith nny of t:1c forcz;oi."1 0 , by the St2.to
of lfoinc., th:-ou[0 i t3 }iliJ.in~ EurC:)."J. (or sudi ot~o:.;, ~';!,cr.cy or doPQ~t:-1c..···r'(. of t..1.0 Sta tc '1S mc..y ai tho ti;.-:c hcJ..1rc ~uthori ty ovc~ "'.:.:.0·
so.me)., ·will :coqui:rc th~..-t. s2id .fund~ be po.id over to K.i,n~ Rcsou:·c~~
Co;;-;p~J1y., together ,d.th interest thc:ccon at a rate t,:) be · dctcr;-;d.ncd
as set forth in p2.1.~agro.ph 3 h0:;:,cof o
·
·d..
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a..w.
a.b2.11don its ;:,.t,tcr.-,pt to loc2.~.c oil, r;2..s or r.inc1~a1s in caid .:-~cro- ··
.age £or a period. of :fizc (5} yc::.::c;:;, o:- (ii) Ki..,g Rc::;ouz,ccs
Co:npc:.."1y shcll gi vo 1::d).:-tc::1 no'.:,ico to the }m.nc }3..-:i.-''1f:: B'J..ro2.u of
its int.e..-it to a bond.on stld clcims 1 th,m scid fu.,cls s:,ill be ptl,i
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It is· u.-:de:.:'stood ~"1d 2.rr-~ced th2.t this e::;c:-o~-7 a.:;rcc;;;c:r;;
shall not ter;;ti.nate for- a p8r5.od of ten (10) ycz:,."s .from tho .dat·:
hereof unless:

(1) J. court of fi.'1al jt.risclictio::1 (u o So Supr~;;:o Cou:r'.;)
. shall have v.ci.dc a dctcr.tlnatiori upori the ~-t,tcr. of o:-::tcr-z..Y.p
of s2.id pj_"Op8rty a..d. the oil, e2.:t ~--id mi.."1eral ri~~ts t.1.c:::•0 ..
U.'1dcr;

(2) LcGislatj_on shall have. be.en p2.sscd d.ctc::o;:-d..'1..-L-n!; tr-.c
rig,.1.ts c:.s :rola).:,e to the Sta tc of J-fu.:i.nc ~"ld the Uni te:cl St 2. tc s
of 1'..~eric~ ,-Tith regard. to the ownership of said property ~md
the oil., cas and mincr2.l riehts thcrew-ic.cr; or

(3) Kine Rc::.ourccs Co;-;-,})ar}.Y. shall fail to .:i.:::,:ply for a
lice."so or rccciv.J t.'"lo s2r.:o v...~do:." zoc'.:.io::i 21C5, Title 10 of
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It is u.ndc~·~tood ~nd. ~:3::--~c:d tl1:J. ·t, J~i:ri~ n~~CU!'~CG Co::::).::.:iy :;:;.all
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for 1-7;1ich said B2.i-ik Hill;; upo::1 thirty (JO) d.:q::; 1 p:.~io:."" ,:ri~~~-:-i. ;:o'.:.icc.,
deli vcr ~oid 1--unds; tocet.hcr 1·; i th intc~c::;t t }1e:.. co!'! ilt tho zt,-;.7.-cd :.~~:.c
. of· rates of i:1tc1,cst o:-i l'\Jgu.J_::.r s~vil1c:s accc l'-1.-:.t,s '-t FirGJv 1-!t:..tio:?.,~-1 D~1c
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p.:i.r.y. Tho tc:::-;:1s of stlci bon.d shell :..· cquir0 th2..·:::.) in th() e:vc:-:t th2..t
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fort.'1o 'L1.c rc:to of interest O!"l s.::icl func',::; s:1211 b::! the st2.tcd r2..tc
or rates of :L"ltcrcst o~ rcgulc.r sav:i.ni[; ·2cco1:21t.s ~t I?ir::;t H.:i.'.:.:i.or:ol :Ckn.!-: ,
of Portl2.nd., H.:ii-n c, 1•: hich ·Hc:.:-c in effect c.u:.~i.i1S ·t.tc p::):.:-iod of t::.is
escro:-1 2.gree::r.:c:-ito If s~id_ Ba!l!i: h-:.s clcj_i i.rcJ... cd ::;:;i<l fll+-"td.s.3 toict:1.c:-ltl:'e,h i.i'1tel"CSt t -he:::..nco11 c'.S ~or.:::s~id., to YJ..11g F!c:s o:.:~(::C:-; Co::.9::s.1~l p:.1..:-SUa.."1.t. to this 1Jar~ 1:::..~.::.Dh. ~, in t:-.c cv8nt t!!c):t i"i:. shcll -th-2rcdtcr b~
dctc:.ninecl th2. t scid f\.~"1ds ·.arc pc.:T2."olc to J;:inz Rc~o'!l:-cc·s CJ;:,.?z_~.y;;
it is undcrstoccl ~.J1d cgrcccl ·th2..t sci.d ~Bw;Jc i$ l..~!C.C)r ~o fl\:::--t.!1 ·~1"' obJ.iec:,.tion t-0 pay ever to ~-ig Rcsov.rc8s Co~:·t92.."1y scicl i'-..:.."1.d.~., toiothc:- ~-;ri th
int0rcsJ.:, the1 eon as ~i'orcscid, bilt, shall b3 dcc:.:.:;d ·;;,.o hc.vc: cor,iplicd
with all of t...~0 ,terns and co;;diJ.:,ions oi' this c::;c:t0~: ~~r(:e,-:.c..'1.'v.
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STATE OF l\'IAINE

:MAINE ~HNING BUH.EAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD Tr-IE STAIGNG OUT OF A CLAI!/I

( Loc;.lor's kg;1l n;.mc :incl ;.d(lrcss ns ~hown

011

Prospector\ Permit)

holder of Pros11cctor's Permit No . ...... §..8-..:-:.:3...~.:._; <lated .... APXt.+.......2.. 1. •••• J,..9.. 9..~.............~ ...., as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the i\fainc .
~fining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attachqd hereto, and more particulndy is clcscribe<l as follows:

l. Chim No. 1

.
.
·
Offshore Maine
Lhroug h .--1 6 6-1. 8.8 0 ... ····-··x.Ra-~o-:iXt-iix ... -,-·--····-·-.. - · __ ..... :>:6'-~cc,1t:;·XD!x.._____..___ ·_· · ·· -

~

3. Description of location of claim ,~ith reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or pcrman~t monumen~: The location of the

claims is offshore Maine, desi~n~~8a
by latitude and longitudes as described in the attached sheet with
reference points as defined in the ~ttached sheets so designated.
(See attached Exhibits A, B, & C.)

1,

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and comer markings; app1icab1e witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, pcwer.
lines, buildings and other such objects as· will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to ar,plicatiori ).
-

(Se~ appended Coast

&

Geodetic Charts #305, #311,

&

#315.)

I certify that the claim was staked out and bourn:bry lines mark ed or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the _...f...9..t..h_ .. _.-....:...~ day of ~.....Apr..i .1... ..-........, 19..... 9...S. ..• The cbip1, is to be recorded in the name of

·. _Ktng._..R~..s..Q.P.r.c.0..s.._..C.omp.a.ny..,._....5.7. ....Exc.b.a.ng.e...... S.tx~.$..t... ,__J?..Q.:ct.J..?,J19..,_J1.i?.-.i.D~------

<Lc.;:il n:imc :incl address :is shown on Pro~pcctor's Permit)
4..--· .......
9 -_....68
· ho, d er o.'Prospec tors• Penm'tN.
w h o 1s
l o. _,68-33
..-..-....-...··-···- -·-· .. -.... , d1 t c d ··-··-·
,~--• as h ercw1'th exh'b•·
1 i.e d.
1

1

~-

First filing ____ Renewal -- ·- - -

January 15, 1975

Mr. Roger L. Davis
Vice President, Finance
King Resources Company
Box 9698, South Denver Station
Denver, Colorado 80209
Dear Roger :
This letter is to acknowledge receipt of your check
No. 5594 in the amount of $500.00 to cover renewal fee
on your Maine Mining Bureau License to Mine # 7.
Your License is held in good standing.

Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

ROBERT G.

DOYLE

Administrator
RGD:jet

201 South Cherokee
Box 9698, South Denver Station
Denver, Colorado 80209
(303) 778-7171

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

December 13, 1974

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
Augusta, Maine 04330
Re:

Offshore Leasing License
License to Mine #7

Dear Bob,
Enclosed is our check #5594 in the amount
of $500.00 for 1975 Offshore Leasing
License as above.
Very truly yours,

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

~t~

Vice President, Finance

RLD/bb
Enc.
cc:

Mr. R. W. Shields

1st Ed. , Mar. 19 49
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Charles A. 3aer, Trustee of
King Resources Company - General Account

6533005

1975 Offshore Leasing License
(Exploration Permit 68-33)
(License to Mine #7)

$500.00

124-0306-1

N?

5594

July 2, 1968

James

s.

Erwin

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Attorney General
M8:ine Mining Bureau

King Resources Exhibits

Enclosed are Xerox copies of Exhibits A & B. Also enclosed is our
only copy that we have of Exhibit c. We would appreciate having it
returned. Would it be possible to wait until an additional copy can
be ordered from Denver.

RGD~gb

PRETI

&

FLAHERTY

ATTORNEYS

AT

LAW

ROBERT F. PRETI
JOHN J . FLAHERTY

443 CONGRESS STREET

ARTHUR A . PEABODY

PORTLAND, MAINE 04111

ROBERT W. SMITH
MARTIN R . JOHNSON

775-5831

DAVID M . COHEN

AREA CODE 207

JOHN PAUL ERLER
HAROLD C . PACHIOS
ROBERT E . BURNS
THOMAS A . COX

June 17, 1975

RICHARD H . SPENCER, JR.
GERALD F. PETRUCCELL I
K EITH A . POWERS
PETER H. RYSMAN

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
Augusta, Maine
04330
Re:

King Resources Company - 1975 License Fee

Dear Mr. Doyle:
In accordance with Title 10 M.R.S.A. §2105, King Resources
Company paid to the State of Maine in January, 1975, the sum of
Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) as a license fee. On March 17,
1975, the Supreme Court of the United States decided that Maine
did not have the necessary right, title and interest in the land
in question to lease it to King Resources.
For that reason, as of March 17, King lost whatever rights
it had.
This represents only two and one-half months of the
year for which the $500.00 fee was paid. For that reason, King
Resources Company requests that the State of Maine refund to it
$395.77, which is the portion of the license for the nine and
one-half remaining months in the year, 1975.

J"'PE/sss
cc:

Charles A. Baer

March 26. 1975

Mr. Harland B~ Bruns
211 Cwaberland Aven~e 308
Portland, l.faine 04111

Following our telephone conversation regarding King
ll.esourcu, I baye tried to find a1u1w-ers to your que&tione. It
ia appareet that this matter re5ts with ~..r~ Robart Doyle in the

Bureau of Mini.ng whose address is 99 Western Avenue, Auguata, Maine
04330, and I a~ forw&rding correapoudeuce to hill.
To repeat our talaphone converaa.tion, a judgment as to
whether thia lease vith the State wo~ld pravail following the
Supreae Court ruling on Outer Continental Shelf, is obviously
not within my area.

Likewia• the relationship of King 1lesottrees

and tbes depoait through tbe State 1s not in my province.

I hope you get to the bottom of whatever you are irorking
for.
Very truly yours,

~

Hadley P. Atlass
Coade11ioner
HPA;md

cc: Robart Doyle, Bureau of Minin&
Jeannie Shapiro

/

STATE

OFFICE

OF

AUGUSTA,

OF

MAINE

THE GOVERNOR
MAINE 04330

March 20, 1975

Mr . Harland B. Bruns
211 Cumberland Avenue 308
Portland, Maine 04111
Dear Mr . Bruns:
Tnis will acknowledge receipt of your letter of
March 5 . I am forwarding your correspondenc.e t .
Hadley Atlass, the newly appointed Commissioner o
Commerce and Industry.
Mr. At lass has researched the .s ubje~....4:!~ ¥eo\.l

concern and is preparing an answer to
ent
directly . I feel certain your ques ~n~
answered.

v/

Best wishes.

JBL/ gwd

5496
cc:

Hadley Atlass

HARLAND B. BRUNS
211 Cumberland Ave. 308
Portland, Maine 04111

5 March 1975.

Hon. James B. Longley, Governor
State House
.Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Go,ernor Longley:
Sometime during y~ur .election osmpaign I remember you saying that the door to
the State capital would always be open and that all mail ooming to you would be taken
oara promptly.
I wrote to you on 1 Deomm.ber 1974 as follows:

"Enclosed find photostatic copies or two letters written by James F. Keefe,
Com.T'flissioner, Maine Department of Commerce & Industry. These are in
response to inquiries and proddings by me and contain inf'ormation
whi~h is pertinent .fo some of your going-on at this time and of which
I hope you are aware•
I would be interested in knowing whether or not you are aware of this
situation and wonder, assuming the money in question is on deposit
in an inter est bearing account, what disposition is being, or will be
made, of this money and accumulated interest •
.Assuring you of my continued suppo£-~."
Not having heard from you, I wrote you again on 6 January 1975, asking if you
had received these letters and again forwarded the photostats.
Again to-day I am writing you and have gone to the trouble of obtaining photostats again.
Being retired f'rom the business field I have no photostatic facilities
at my disposal; therefore, I mn obliged to seek and hirs such facilities.
I continue to support you and want to believe in you:· ,. but at t..-ia moment I am
somewhat disenchanted because thie is the fourth attempt to get your answers to my
questions. I£ you dont want to acknowledge my letters and answer my questions,
please tell me so andishall back off.
Sincerely,

~

Jc-~ , d . ~

Harland B. Bruns

BOARD OF HARB::JH COEJ.'ISSIONERS FOR THE HARBOR OF PORTLAND
Commercial Street
Portlm.d, Maine
cii.111

40

C-0-P~

27 FF.!brua.ry 1W4

r.. ir:e~"·e, Comr.i&sioner
lfoir.e Depnrtmcnt o~ COI:!--eroo ~ Industry
~tcto Capitol,
A.i.i:;ustc, Haiue
o4330

M1·. J ..mer:

Deur Co·· missioner Y.e -,fe:
I
I

I

j.

I

iI
!

I
I

1°: ith .Seeretary or tre Inter:.or Rogers t'orton oallinr-; fnr a ten fold
inorcP-ba ir. off 21h-:1re oil drillir.c, the ,· ~ arc t~·o cor,·i r::~nts I ":i:>1 :ld l Fo to
milk ea

(1)
At th~ til!l~ King Rfleouroes Company WtUI purr:he.sim· the
Lon~ lnlfllld TanJ.: .F'arm, did not that Car.pony mel-:-e a pa.yr1ent or
~3r:io.ooo to thtt Stete of l'dno tor orr Ghor-e drilling righta?
I.ix! did not !Jr. John J. i'olTtll1!&ra of the King Corn?sny l11tor
ulc that the money be returned to thrun nn.J it 11i-a6 rel'ueed?

I

(2)
If any of the above h true, what arfect would s.:-'9~,
The n.it~r C0ntinentRl s· elf LMds Act, have on this prior
ftrrengen:ent with ling f?eaouroes CoillJ>any?
These oomn:ente are atriotly personal ones m.r,d I would app!"eoiAte any
OO!!"'!!lent8

you

Elly

Off~r.

Vorf tru 1y yours.

Hnrlend B.

Bruna

--

March 7, 1974-

Mr. Harland B. Bruns
Roard of Harbor Co~nissioners
:- -·J aine Stnt e Pier
ijQ Commercial Street
Portland, ~-Jaine OLHll
Denr Mr. Bruns:

I wish I could be mm•c positive, but all I knuw is that
we had a petroleum gl'ulogist on um' stc1ff at: t he l:imc King Resources
was ncgol:j_ating for the Lon~ Is land Tank Far- rn, ancl I nm qu .Ll:e conv:inceJ, on the b as is of 1·ep01.'ts to me by tl ,is gcntlc!mcm, trwt oi-1and/or nc1.tural gas exist of f r,ur s hot•c s .
l[o·.•i C'l ' C L', l \vi.ll l(!avt! ii:
to the couets to clete1°miI1P whu owns tlw !lul.:ct.' Co nti11 C!ffl: r1l SI H!lf lands.
The point is, T think, no matter• who owns ,these l a nds or
the rights to thc~m, we should t'eceivc a part ol' the royalties o r.• a
tax.
It is estimrited by the New England Rive1· I3asins Commission,
using the royalty formulas of Thomas O' Neill's bill in the House
and Senator Hathawa y 's bill, that the amount: to be divided up could
be as much as S'-1- billion.
As you !Jl'obab ly know, Alasku. recP.ived $900 million for ·
oil discover~J in Prudhoe Bay, and tl1e Governor of Alaska now feels
they shoulcJ have received mo re .
Hm>Jeve1', when the !;,900 million was
put in l:he state's hands~ they chartereu a plane to fly the money
to the Oank of America on a rriday so they would not lose a weekend's
interest.

The whole point is thrit no matter how this turns out there
is a great dea.l of money involved.
Sincerely,
,.,_;),·: ' '
/·_:· ,· _1.,: '. I / ,I
,, ,,,...

---✓

/

( _/

/

J/ ~

.I:,

-~

James K. Keefe
Commissioner

JKK:b

, Administration

289-2656

Re!learch & Analysis

Development

Promotion

289-3206

289-2656

289-)206

Information Services
289-3206

Foreign Trade/Marketing
289-2656

Portland' Harbor Commission
40 Commercial· Street
Portland, Maine 04111

N-v1.-,.j__

15 fuoru,iry 1974

Mr. James K. Keefe, Commiaaioncr
Maine Department of Cn.l!lTT'eroe & Industry
State Co~itol,
Augusto, Maino
0L330
Dear Camni~sioner Keefea
Furthflr wHh rer;e.r,1 to my leitFJr to you of 27 February 197!,.

I 'r: afraid that the 1 est sentfmce in my letter to you ·,· oe !!at
properly put and,. therefore, I didn't p.;et the infor-rnation I r.•anted.
1}-

...

Does Kinr, Eesonroeu CompB!ly still havs the $300,.000 on deposit
with the State ror dr11 lin1!: rights on the outer continental shelf?
Or will S.29P2 superoede any previoue arrangements thot mi~ht have
bnen made, if th~ State 1a holding the $300,000.
I do not like to bothor you again, but would apprcoiate this
information.
Sincerely,

Htu-lar.d B. Bruns

i'larch 29, 197'+

Mr. Harland B. Bruns
Bo;:ird ol l[,1r,l1or Commissioners
Maine State Pier
110 Comme1•c.i.E11 Street
Portland, f•lt1inc 011.111
Dear Mr.

Bruns:

J h,1vc' clone~ some chccldn:-; ,incl ca11
N!port that the $3U!J, ()(JU from !Ung I{ c'som·ccs
for· a 1w1'111.i_t on 3.3 nd.11.i.on o.crc~s of lt111Cl
o:L l the l:'oi.lst uf /'iiJ j1w is st jll , 111 depos:U:.
This mom!y is in a Portland !Jank ,111d has
been there ::;ince l'J68 01' (Jr).
f•!y apologies for not fintling out
about this sooner ancl relaying the in format ion
to you before.

Sincerely,

/
/

.

/ ,,

clam es K. Keefe
Commissione1'

JKK:b
I .

;

..... , , , _

i:
I

I-

Admlni■ tntion

R-arch & Analy,~

Development

Promotion

lnform11lon Services

Pon,ill" Trlde/Mukelinll

289-2656

289-3206

289-2656

289-3206

289-3206

289-2656

I

January 15, 1975

Mr. Harland B. Bruns
211· Cumberland Avenue
Portland, Maine 04111
Dear Harland Bruns:
This will acknowledge receipt of your January 6th correspondence
noting that you had not received acknowledgment relative to
photostatic copies of letters which you had forwarded to this
office.
Please be advised that we have no record of having received same
•••••• although we will readily admit that during this transition
period and move to Augusta, it is entirely possible that they may
have been lost in transit.
Therefore, we would appreciate your forwarding another copy.
Thanking you in advance for your attention to the above.
Very truly yours,

(Miss) BettyAnn Hamlin
bh

211 Cumberland Ave (308)
Portland, Maine o4111
6 January 1975.

Hon. James B. Longley, Governor
State House
kJgusta, Maine
o4330
Deer Governor Longleyz
Under date of 1 December 1974, I wrote you, enclosing photostatic
copies of two letters written by Mr. James F. Keefe, COillJT!issioner, Maine
Department- of' Co:l'lillerce &: rndustry relative to the some $300,000 recs"ived
from King Resources Company f'or drilling rights on 3.3 million acres of'
land o:f'f the coast of Maine.
If these did not reach you, will you please so advise so that I might
"31.lbmit them again. · Incidentally, I sent them to you in Lewiston and
possibly you did not receive them.
Very truly yours,

-~--~

Harland B. Bruns

Security Life Building, Denver, Colorado 80202

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Area Code 303 Telephone 892 -7171

September 18, 1974

Maine Mining Bureau
State of Maine
Augusta, Maine 04330

Attn;

Mr. Robert G. Doyle

Gentlemen:
It is my understanding that the Special Master in Case
#35 Original before the Supreme Court of the United States, involving
the granting of offshore mineral leases by the State of Maine, has
rendered his report. I have written for a copy in order to review his
findings and recommendations. I understand it is not favorable to the
State of Maine. I can only surmise that the Supreme Court will follow
their Special Master's recommendations.
I can only renew my previous offer to you that, under the
circumstances, these mining claims be cancelled and the State of Maine
release the escrow deposit through the Trustee for King Resources
Company.
Very truly yours,
KING RESOURCES COMPANY

CAB:k

Charles A. Baer
Trustee

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
To Robert G . Doyle,
From

Subject

State Geologist

Lee M. Schepps , Assistant

Date

August 12,

Dept.

Mi ning Bureau

Dept.

Attorney General

King Resources

I return herewith the original of

to you from

King Resources Company, dated May 20,

LEE M. SCHEPPS
Ass i stant Attorney General

LMS:mfe
enc .

1974

;',VJ'
\ .
r:-

J

Security Life Bu i lding , De nver, Co lorado 80202

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Area Code 303 T e lephone 892 - 7171

May 20, 1974

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Maine Mining Bureau
State of Maine
Augusta? Maine 04330

Dear Mr. Doyle:
Prior to rece1 v,ng your letter of May 7th, with regard to what
restricttons the Federal Government had placed, or intended to place, on
the mining permits issued by the State of Maine to King Resources Company,
I researched our files.
The letter from the U.S. Department of Interior, Solicitor Edward
Weinberg, dated June 5, 1968, to the Honorable James S. Erwin, Attorney
General, State of Maine and the Solicitor's letter of the same date directed t6 King Resources Company caused Ktng Resources to obtain a legal
opinton from King Resources Company's counsel. I find that the attorney
thought it was perfectly all right for one geophysical vessel on its way
to Newfoundland to run a routine test because no one would know they were
worktng for Ktng Resources Company. But the attorney also obviously
thought that even this was a violation of the Solicitor's letter.
This il 1 ustrates how King Resources Company might have been wi 11 i ng
to bend the law if they cared to, however? this Trustee does not believi
that he has any such desires or responsibilities.
It is my opinion that I would have to obtain the approval of the
Federal Court in Denver before conducting any such survey and that I would
have to submit to the Court documentation to support any statement that I
believe that we were not in violation of any restrictions the U.S. Government had placed on King Resources Company in 1968. I assume that you might
easily find this material to substantiate your verbal agreement with the
Federal Government. I would appreciate it if you would transmit it to me.
Very truly yours,
KING RESOURCES COMPANY

/J j ~
,. / Cj)
CA t d~ &>.1 l .{'- J cZe✓Cha r l es A. Baer
Trustee

CAB:k

PRETI

8.

FLAHERTY

ATTORNEYS

AT

LAW

ROBE:RT F. PRETI
JOHN J. FLAHERTY

443 CONGRESS

ARTHUR A. PEABODY

STREE:T

PORTLAND, MAINE

04111

FREDERICK A.JOHNSON
ROBERT W. SMITH

775·5831

MARTIN R. JOHNSON

AREA CODE 2 07

DAVID M. COHEN
JOHN PAUL ERLER
HAROLD C. PACHIOS
ROBERT E. BURNS
THOMAS A. COX
RICHARD H. SPENCER, JR.

March 7, 1974

GERALD F. PETRUCCELLI

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Bob:
Re:

King Resources Company

In accordance with the conversation in your office of a couple of
weeks ago I am enclosing a copy of the Order appointing the
Trustee in the Chapter X Proceedings issued by the Federal Court
of Denver.
Because of the pending Chapter X Proceeding and because most
activities of King Resources Company are stayed pending these
Proceedings, there has been no activity with regard to our mining
rights.
Very truly yours,

FAJ/gdc
Enclosure

'

.

V
lN THE U!'CTT.lill S'l'A'fES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DIS'.L'RIC1' OF COLORADO

Il{ THE MATTER OF

.

KING RESOURCES COMPANY,
DEBTOR

)
)
)
)
)

•

'

:
t.

IN PROCEEDINGS FOR

.

REORGANIZATION
:00. 71-B-2921

ORDERS FOR FINAL REPORTS BY RESIGNING TRUSTEES,
· APPOiiITTNG SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE Al'ID DID.ECTillG

FURTHER PROCEEDINGS

.I

THISMc1.TTER having been transferred to this Court from the
lfort.hern District of Texas by an Order entered on October 18, 1971,
bj,Ju.dge .Sarah, T. Hughes, and it appearing fro:n the record herein that

'
· these proceedings ·for the reorganization of King Resources CoIP.pa.P.y
were initiated by a c!editors' petition filed in the Northern District .
. Qf ·T exas, Dallas Division, on · Augu.s"j; 1!~, 1971, a.--id it appearing tha.t

_. on Au.:,lTllst 23, 1971, an Order was entered approving the petition and
. appointing Kiel
Boone,
of Dallas,
Texas, as the Trustee of the Debtor's
.
.
.
•'.

esto.te, and that by Ordzr' entere.d on August 23, 1971, A. Rowland
Boucher was appointed as Additional Trustee of the Debtor for th~
·purposes r.pecificd in Section 189 of the Bankruptcy Act which Order
e.lso set the salaries for the officers of the Debtor corporation and
establ:i.shed an interim e.llowance to the sidd Additio:ial Trustee a.t
the rate of $6,250.00 per monl:;l1, and it now appearing that Ki~l Boone
and A. Rowland Boucher have subr:iitted their resigriaticins :~s Trustee and
•Additional Trustee herein, and that a successor Trustee- shou.l.d·· beappointed by this Court with direct.ions for further proceedings herein,
it is now ORDERED:
1.

'.the resignat5:ons of Kiel Boone o,s 1'rustee and A. Rowland

Ilouchcr as .Additional Trustee are accepted, .a."1d the sureties on thei:i•
respective bo;-id.s are d'ischn.rged frc:o. fu:rther liability thereunder.
Hi th:i.11 thi): t,~,r ci.c;.ys · fro:11 ·this· date the 0c1.id Kiel Boone and A. Rbvrla.ud

BoucL,~r siiall file tilei:r. final reports e.nd accounts herein.
2.

Cha.r1es A. BJ.er of Denver, Colorado, is hereby e.ppoint.ed

.

'

1'rustce of the Estate of the !Jebtor hereln.

.. . .
•·

'l'hn.t said Trustt·e shall, within :fi'✓e days from the uate •hc.:rc·or; rJ•
...
give a bond to the UnHed St.ates in the sum of $50,000.00, with" cuch - · ·•·'

3.

sureties as shall be a,1Jproved by the Court, for the fai thf'u.l performance
••.••

I

of his duties as such Trustee, and shall file with the Clerk of this.

L\

Court an· affidavit sho,dng
·that he is qualified and is a di;interestcd
.c ,
·. pers6t1

157

undet and with.in the. definition .and meaning of Sections 1:%-and

158 of the Bankruptcy Act, as required by Rule X-2 of the Ilankruptcy
· Rulef of this Court.

4. Upon the q~alification of the Trustee by the execution and
filing of the bond c!,.nd affidavit af(.)resaid with the Clerk of this
Court, the s.aid Trustee shall take a;u of the property of the Debtor
into his exclusive possession and control, and said Trustee is hereby
vested with all the powers· of a Trustee as provided by Chapter X of the
Bankruptcy Act; and shall be vested with the same title and with the
sarne rights,'be subject ·to the same duties and may exercise, consistently
· with the provisions of said Chapter X the same powers of a Trustee
appointed purs1.,1.ant to -Section 4!} of the said Act and the same powers
·as a receivc:c. in eq·-1.ity would have if appointed by a court of the
Un'ited ·states for the proper·ty of1 a debtor. to the extent consistent
. with t~e provisions of ~aid Chapter X, all, however, subject to the
controi of this Court.

5.

That the .prior Trustee and Additional Trustee-, the Debtor,

its officers, :directors, agents and employees, and any receiver or
.. receivers heretofore appointed by any court, and any assignee or
· assignees for t~e benefit of creditors, be and they hereby are direct-ed
to surrender and'deliver to said Trustee all of the property of the
Debtor of whatsoever nature and wheresoever situate, now in its or
'

-

their po::.;ser.sion P.nf,_/or qontrol, and the D.ebtQ:r _and all other persons,
firms and corporaJions are hereby ;enjoined and restrai!l;ed from in any
· wise interfering with the exclusive possession and control o:f said
'l'h.rstce of said property, and fro:n selling, assigning, concealing, en-

cw;,bering, tr.ansferring or otherwise disposing of or affecting any of
the said property.

•I

6.

I,n .addition to the a.forcsaid r:ichts and powers, nrid.vrlthout''
f·.

ljmitntion thr~rcon, the said Trustee iG hereby vested with J)owcr to

-·

•

r--'

4

.....

adJninii:.ter the said property, to preserve, maintain. o.nd keep the srune
in- good condition and r'epair; to continue to operate, manage and con-

...

,.

trol the business of the Debtor as heretofore conducted bJ' the Debtor
until the further orders of this Court, and in connection with the
srune, to e;nploy and discharge and fix and pay the compensation of all
manaeers, .agents and employees of the Debtor; provided that the compensation of officers of the Debtor who are employed by the said
Trustee sh~ be fixed ~y the Judge;• to collect and receive the incoI!!e, revenue and profit~<of -said business, a,nd to collect outstand-

ing accounts'· receivabie; to .pay, until f~ther orders of this Court, all
necessary c':!rcnt expenses, and to make all necessar~ purchases, for
cash .or on credit, inioperating, managing and preserving the property
. of the Debtor and:conducting its business; to. perform existing con,•

'·

tracts of the Debtor.and to enter into .and perform other contracts

in the

reguJ.ar course of the conduct of the business; provided, however,

that no property bt' alienated or bypot.he~ated, except in the ordinary
and ·regular course of the business of the Debtor, without prior
. approval of 'this Court; to

pay eJ.l necessary expenses of printing,

publishing and mailing of notices, plans, applications and orders
.'required by .the Act or by the orders of this Court; to pay all taxes
lawful

incurred in the

~he Debtor's property.

he business

. ~-+-m~......

f'~

or im

t

on

.

owing the payment of waees the

·T:('1.istce · shall purchase a Federal Depository Receipt in the a.rnount of
.the aggregate of the employer's and employee's portions of FICA contri. butions· nn~ er,~loyee' s federal income tax attributable to the wages
then paid, and shall deposit in a separate bank account the amount
of the Colorado income taxes required to be withheld cm sald wo.ges.

••

Concurrently with the purchase of each depository receipt the Trustee
shall mail a photo or other copy of the depository recei:p_t to:

.
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.

District Director of the Internal Revenue Service
Spccinl Procedures Section
•:
Roo:n 3015
1961 Stout Street
Denver, Colorado 80201
. ...
: .

0

•• •

The Trustee shn.11 timely file all returns required for all taxc::;

ciuc

1.1

to·any govern.'Tlentul unit and incurrc~ during the pendency of this.
proceedinc in accordance with the requirements of applicable la:w. ·. ·
, In the event · returns .relating to FICA and fe'deral i1icorue tax with-

holding indicate at the time of 'filing a balance due the United
States after appropriate· credits have·been applied, such balance
.,

~riall be radtted ~tlth· the ret~rns.

All other taxes due to any

eovernme~ta.l unit[and incurred during the pendency of this proceedshall be paid in accordance with the requirements of applicable
le.w.

The Trustee shall also prepare and deliver to employees all

·withh6ld~ng statements which a.re required to be prepared and delivered
under applicable law and regulations.

All returns and prcyments relating

to taxe::; due the United States shall be mailed to the following address:
.~ .,

District Directol:' of Internal Revenue·Service
Special P-roGcdures Section
Rcmn 3015 ·.

--

1961 . Stout Street
Denver, Colorado 80201
,

7. ·The said Trustee shall_ open new books of account, shSJl::~)1g
.. ;-_"'-:-1 .·

-- \

all earnings, expenses, receipts ancl disbul".sements subsequent to the
date of this Oro.c;·, and shall prese1·ve proper vouchers for all pc:.;yments made upon account thereof, and deposit the monies coming into
his possession in any banking institutions designated by the Judges
of this Court as a depository f'or the money of estates,• and,- said
Trustee is·authorized to make all payments and to draw a;ny and all
'checks, with signatures· as said Trustee shall direct and approve, in
the ordina.:ry cor..duct of the said busin'?-ss, and the ma.rmgement and
ad.tninistration of th~ Debtor's property~

8. .Tha.t :pending·-further orders of this Court, the compensation of
the·of-i'iccrs· of th'c-·Dcbtor~shall.be the same e.s that authorizcd·by the
.District Court for the Northern ;District of Texas, as .follows:

"
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.

,

V
"

C. :Harrison Cooper, President
Hobson Hann, Vice President in
Charge of Production . •

2,250.00 per month

Roger Davis, Vice President and
Controller

· 2,000.00 per month

Robert Dippo, Secretary

1,400.00 per month

Fra.r1k. Petrie, .Treasurer

_,l/700.00 per month

A. Row.land Boucher, Chairman
of the. J3oard of Directors

6,250.00 per month

9. The said Trustee shall file with the Clerk of this Co'Ul!t
not less than three days before the .date of the hearing provided for
in Pare.graph 10. hereof, a report an~ su.mma.ry of the operations of

the business and the present condition thereof, and not later than
the 15th of each month during the period the Trustee continues to
operate the business.of the Debtor, a report and summary (in duplicate)
of such operation during the preceding month, including a classified
statement of receipts and disbursements, balance on hand at the
beginning and at the end of the month, indebtedness incurred, credit
e~ended, and contract1~tl or other obligations assumed.
-·10.

The Trustee shall Give notice to creditors and stock.holders

of the Debtor, indenture trustees, the Secretary of the Treasury,

arid

the Securities and Exchange Co!!unission, of a hearing to be held

in Courtroom E, United States Courthouse, 1929 Stout Street, Denver,
Colorado, on November 19, 1971, at 8:00 o'clock a.m., at which hearing
or any-adjournment thereof, object~on may be made to the retention of'.

the ?:ruste~, by mailing,-at least ten days prior to such hearing, a
..

notice

of' ·such

hearing, postace prepaid, to each creditor and stock-

holder appearing as such·on the books of the Debtor or otherwise
known to the Debtor, and to indenture trustees, the S~cretary of the·
Treasury and by mailing two copies of such.notice to the. Securities

..

and Excho.nge Commission, by registered first-class mail, postD.5e pre-

..

:p,dd, ar}.clre;;sccl to it at Washington, D.C., or at such other place as

it shcll designate by written notice filed in the proceeding and served
upon the parties hereto, said notice to be in substa.ntlally the followine;
form:
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,.
"NOTICE: In the District Court of the United States
for: t.hc District of Colorado. In the Matter of ·.:
Kins Resources Compa.ny, Debtor; In Procccdines for
the Rcorga.nizntj_on of a Corporation pursuant to
· Cho.pt er X of the fo.nkruptcy Act, No. 71-B-2921.
TO CREDI'l'ORS AND STOCKHOLDERS OF THE DEBTOR:

•
t ·

,..

'

On

October 18, 1971, an Orclcr was entered in these
proceedinc;s then pending in the Northern District
of Texas, Dallas Division, transferrinG said proceedinG to the District of Colorado, and on October 20, 1971, J(iel Boone submitted his.resi5nation
as Trustee of the Debtor corporation, and A. Rowland
Bouche~-submittcd his resignation as Additional
Trustee herein. Those resignations have been
accepted by the Court, am.l on October 20, 1971,
an Order was entered appointing Charles A. Baer,
of Denver, Colorado, as Trustee of said Debtor.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, _pursuant to the Order
appointing saj_d Trustee, that a hearing will be
held on the 19th day of November, 1971, before
The Honorable Fred M. Winner, United States
District Judge, in Courtroom E, United States
Courthouse, 1929 Stout Street, Denver, Colorado,
at which hes.ring, or any adjournment thereof,
objection may be made to the retention of said
Charles A. Tuter as Trustee on the ground that he
is not qualified or disinterested within the
meaning of Sections 157 and 158 of the Bankruptcy
Act, which hearing is.pursuant to the requirements
of Secti_on 160 of said Act.

BY ORDER OF THE COURT
(Dated)
Charles A.· B3.er, •rrustee of
King Resources Company, Debtor"
11.

The Trustee be, and he is hereby, directed to forthwith com-

mence and diligently pursue a full and thorough investigation of:
the accounts, property, liabilities and financial condition of the
Debtor, including, without limitation, the value of all notes,
coll~teral and all other assets held by the Debtor; the operation
of tl~e Deb~or' s business,. including, ·without limitation, any fraud,

misconduct, mismanagement or irregularities therein; the desirability

.

of the continum1ce of .Debtor's business; all possible claims and

causes of ection which may be available to the Debtor against all
present and former directors, officers, stock.holders, subscribers
4

.

to shares of the Debtor, or any other persons, firms or corporations;
and a.ny othn- nw.ttc:rs rclcvn.nt to the l)roccecling.

The Trustee· shall

make a report thereon to the Judge at su-!h date as is hereafter fixed.

-6_.,

•

..

I

"

.·- "
•I

.,
12.

'

The Trustee may examine the present c1.nd· former directors
\

.

.

a.nd officers of the Debtor and any other witnesses, including,

r·

without limitation, present a.nd fonner shareholders, subscribers
of shares, and debtor~ of the Debtor corporation, as the Trustee

'"'

•

\.i

Ilk".Y determine, in connection with his investigation of the matters

.. · - .,. ·,1

. •,.

f:et f9rth al::>ovc •.

13. · The sc>,id Trustee is authorized to institute, prosecute,
d,efend, comprorilise, adjust, intervene in, or become party to any
action ·or proceeding at law or equity in any state or United States

-

court, as may be necessary for the protection, maintenance and preservation of the assets of the Debtor.
11~.

The ~rust~e 1:18-Y reject

any

executory contracts of' the

Debtor, ~xcept contracts in the public authority, upon notice to the
parties to such contracts and to such other parties in interest as
may be hereafter designated.

15.

'l'he Trustee shall give notice to the Securities and Ex-

chanse Commission of aJ.l steps taken in connection with ~his pr9ceeding.

16.

Until final decree or the further orders _of this Cou.:r;:t, all

creditors~ debenture holders, debenture trustees and stockholders,
and all sheriffs, marshals and other officers, and their respective
attorneys, servants, agents and employees, and all other persons, firms
and co1j;)orations be, and they hereby are, jointly and 9 everall,y, en. ~oined and stayed from commencing or continuing any action at law or
_:·f

l;

,

'J

~lit or proceeding in· equity to foreclose any lien or enforce uny
'•

~:

claim {',.gain st said Debtor or its J;>:roperty:, or a,gaj nst the· Trustee in
any court, or from executing or issuing or causing the execution or

. ...

issuDnce out of any cocu-~ of any vrrit, process, surrenons, attachment,
sub:poena, re:plevin, execution or other process for the pur:pose of
innouudi:n,r o:r takincr ·-uossession of or interferin
an:t clair.1 or lien 1.rnon · G1\Y vro·pcrty mmed 'by or
.... --

.. _..

'

-~~:..__..--····-~·. ~- •.. ···-... _______

'

.

with
:in '. the possession

of the s'aid Debtor, or saicl Trustee, ancl from doing any act or thing
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.

'
'
'·

•·

.

.

,.

V

wh<:1.tsocver to interfere vri th the possession, mnno.gemcnt or operation - · -~ •

by said Debtor or said Trustee of the property and assets of the
•
..Debt;Tor in any wa.y interfering ,with s aid Trustee in the discharge '.
0

\.i

of his duties in this proccedine, or interfering in a.ny manner during
the pendenc~· of this proceeding with the exclusive jurisdiction of

this Court over .said Debtor, its properties, and. said 'l'rustee.
Sun O.il Company and aJ.1 its subsidiaries are hereby specifically erijoined from taking any action to terminate, cancel, forfeit,
foreclose ·or in any other way affec~ the interests and properties of
King Resources Company which a.re the subject of an agreement or agree-

. ments-.entered into on September 28, 1970, by and between Sun Oil
·compa.PY and/or its subsidiaries·with King Resources Company.
The:foll?wing suits and actions are specifically excepted
from the injunctive provisions of this Order:

17.

(1)

Nea.ryv. I.O.S.,Ltcl."', et al (Civil Action
No. 235-71) in the United States District
Court for the District of lie;•r Jersey.

(2)

Secm·i ties and F.xchang'.:! Com:nission Y. King
Rcsourcet Con:pany, et e.J. (File 70-351) in the
United States District Com·t for the Southern
District of Ohio, Eastern Division.

This Cotu·t reserves full right and jurisdiction tO" make,

from time to time, such orders as it mey deem proper in executing the
powers conferred by Chapter X of the Bankruptcy Act, and in general
this Court reserves full right, title and jurisdiction to make, from
time to tir.1e, such orders amplifying, extending or otherwise qualifying
this Order a.l1d any and all other orders now or hereafter made herein,
· as to this Court may . seem proper.

t-4

,DATED at Denver, Colorado, this

2 O-,

dey of October, 1971.

BY THE COURT:

&

Entry of the· foregoing Order
r. ~~:o::1'.11endcd:

..

/)

_!5,.,eL-( /JI(

/~~.,(! , .~ I ~) (?:/(/" -pL.,c: :'...,•i.·· --~~-.- {_-J: .,,._.·r•:.{,.,1.,,.,, _____
/Richa1.·<l P. Hat sch

. ·:

7-

'

, .
1-,;?_~-L-~

x"red M. Winner, Judge
United States District Com:t

Referee in Bankruptcy and
Special Naster
'.

n·

.. ,.
'•

ti

UIIIT(') !.7,,rr ·; lJJ '. T'., ICT c o ·,~r

onr:,-'1 , U)'.'J~A[JO

IN 'l'Im UNITED S'J.'l\'l'ES DIS'i'IUC '.P COURT
FOR TIIE DIS'J'RIC'l' OF COLORl\LX>

OCT 21 1971
G. WALTtl! P.OV//.\At-1
CLER~

n•,.
IN 'l'HE MJ\'l'·rER OF

I

I •• I•• I•••

DE?.

f.

I

I

cu:~~ .

NO. 71-B-2921

)

Debtor

•• I

IN PROCEEDINGS FOR THE
REORGl\NIZl\TION OF A
. CORPORATION

)
)
)
)

KING RESOURCES COMPANY,

•.If I

ORDER APPROVING TRUSTEE'S BOND

. At · Denver in said District on October 21, 1971 •
. The petition for reorganization of the above named

.. King Resources Company . having. been duly approved in a proceeding initiated in the Northern District of ~exas, Dallas Division,
on Augusf 14, 1971, and this proc~eding having .been transferr~d

-

to thi_s tou_r~~ and Charles A. Baer, · of Denver, Colorado, having

pe~n duly appoi~ted Trustee of the said Debtor's Estat L-

.rein

.

and having duly .qualified by giving a bond with sufficient
sureties for the faithful performance of his official duties
I

i

in the amount fixed by Order of this Court, viz.; Fifty Thousand

--

;:_i/ }

Dollars, it is
ORDERED, that ·· the said bond is approved.

I

l, lhi· 111.:!, : ·•1;··: . .-,,1 _ , '. 1r : k ,, f t~e
11 !1 :t,,I ~ l lalt -•..; JJ J.;: ,, •.- :. \. . ,•U t t f •t U!e
litstri.-t d L,,J , 1·;. d ,,. cl,, ,·t•~•t if,, th,it
lite f o rt'J"1. 11. i: i ., ., ~1th' l'• 'l' Y ·uf an
r,rj:.:i r,111 ,j \ ·1: ,,, . 1,f r •11 n .i t1 ·" l '!J {;? ,,
· aud r ·1 ••-1, I j :1 , , •.• i : i·t •.·••.
\ " f i • • ,., .
I
.'
·.
' . . , :. , -~
\' ,.~ r!il ~,: :J :--: E.\L c ~ qai-1
1
C"urt 1',,.•~~ · , •V ,,f~~i:,t-\J.4,:...'\) ') \~t\
1

C: . W,\J.'l'l:I: l:o\\'~i .·\ 7', , Cl ,.·1k

.
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.

'

.

.
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.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.
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.
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Mr. Roger L. Davis
Vice President, Finance
King Resources Company
Box 9698, South Denver Station
Denver, Colorado 80209
Dear Roger:
I guess we can blame the U.S. mail for your not receiving
my answer to your letter of some time ago. I will try again.
To answer the first question, the escrow account is an
interest-bearing account at regular straight bank interest
of 5%. The principal amount and the interest in previous
years is included in t~e total interest-bearing amount.
There is, as noted previously, approximately $70,000 in
interest now accumulated.
The answer to your second question was discussed by
members of the Bureau and other qualified individuals. We
did not call a regular Hining Bureau meeting but the consensus
seemed to be that the State of Maine through the Maine iYlining
Bureau would not allow replacement of the escrow amount with
federal paper. I would be pleased to discuss this further
with you at any time, but for the present I think this is a
firm position that the Bureau has taken.
Very truly yours,
MAINE

201 South Cherokee
Box 9698, South Denver Station
Denver, Colorado 80209
(303) 778-7171

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

January 4, 1974

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
State of Maine
Forestry Department
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Bob,
We have not received a reply as yet to
my inquiries of November 29, 1973 (see enclosed copy).

Mr. Baer is anxious to obtain

this information and has asked me to follow
up with you.

I look forward to hearing from

you on these matters.
Very truly yours,

qr

Vice President, Finance

RLD/bb
Attach.

t1ovi~niber 29, 1973

r1r, F1obert G. Doyle,
Maine flining Bureau

r1.dministrator

State of f1a i ne
Forestry Department
f\uqusta, ilaine 04330

Mr. l301cir has requested that I detenni ne two

thincis. First, is the First National Bank of
Port'L1nd 11011 paying interest on the funds depos i t(::d ·! n connect·i on wi t/1 the offshore perini ts
and, if so, at what rate?
S2cond1

r10.

is asking if it would be agreeable

with

you anJ the Maine State Mining Bureau to
modi fv tfw r~scrow so that the funds nmv on deros it" cou 1d be used to purchase U. S. Treasury

bonds

0~'

notes with aprroximately 5-year maturity.

I is10:.:ld appn?,ciate your consideration of these bw
n~ques ts.
Very truly yours,
KUIG RESOURCES C0:1PAllY

R. L. Davis
Vice President, F'inance
R.!..D/bb

l-1.r. Roger L . Davis
Vice Preside nt, Finance
King Resource s Company
Box 9698, South Denver Station
Denver, Colorado 80209
Dear Roger:
The Maine Mining Bureau has already received some
reporting and renewal fees for your holdings on Maine State
land. I do wish to advise you, however, if you have not
already prepared your reports and such, the annual renewal
sc.i1edule should be met according to the law or agreement
made between you and the State of ~vlaine, i:'1aine Mining Bureau.
If you have any questions about submissions of reports,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Very truly yours,
J\1AINE MINING

December 17, 1973

Mr. Roger L. Davis
Vice President, Finance
King Resources Company
Box 9698, South Denver Station
Denver, Colorado 80 2 09
Dear Roger :
This letter is to acknowledge receipt of your check
#1563 in the amount of $500.00 to cover the renewal fee
on your Maine Mining Bureau Licens e to Mine # 7 .
Your License is held in good standing.
ery trul y yours,
MAI NE MI NI NG BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RG D:pm

201 South Cherokee
Box 9698, South Denver Station
Denver, Colorado 80209
(303) 778-7171

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

December 14, 1973

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
Augusta, Maine 04330
Re:

Offshore Leasing License
Exploration Permit 68-33

Dear Bob,
Enclosed is our check #1563 in the amount
of $500.00 for 1974 Offshore Leasing
License as above.
Please advise should there be anything
further required.
Very truly yours ,
KING RESOURCES COMPANY

q~

Vic~·~=~~~ent, Finance

RLD/bb
Enc.
cc:

Mr. R. W. Shields

CHARLES A. BAER. TRUSTEE OF
KING RESOURCES COMPANY - GENERAL ACCOUNT

6533005

123/0312-1

$500.00

1974 Offshore Leasing License (Exploration Permit 68-33)

N?

1563

Mr. Roger L. Davis
Vice President, Finance
King Resources Company
Box 9698, South Denver Station
Denver, Colorado 80209
Dear Roger:
They are paying 5% on the escrow funds at the Bank and
the answer to the second question is that I doubt very much
if the State would be willing to agree on a modification of
the escrow to Treasury paper. I will talk it over with
several people here but I do not believe their position
will differ from what I have just stated .
Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Aclministrator

201 South Cherokee
Box 9698, South Denver Station
Denver, Colorado 80209
(303) 778-7171

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

November 29, 1973

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
State of Maine
Forestry Department
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Bob,
Mr. Baer has requested that I determine two
things. First, is the First National Bank of
Portland now paying interest on the funds deposited in connection with the offshore permits
and, if so, at what rate?
Second, he is asking if it would be agreeable
with you and the Maine State Mining Bureau to
modify the escrow so that the funds now on deposit could be used to purchase U.S. Treasury
bonds or notes with approximately 5-year maturity.
I would appreciate your consideration of these two
requests.
Very truly yours,
KING RESOURCES COMPANY

er:~

Vice President, Finance

RLD/bb

May 22, 1972
REPORT OF TRUSTEE
OF
KING RESOURCES COMPANY
On August 14, 1971 a petition was filed in the United
States District Court in Dallas, Texas by certain creditors
of King Resources Company for a reorganization of the corporation under Chapter X of the United States Bankruptcy Act.
The petition was approved on August 18, 1971. Unlike an
ordinary bankruptcy proceeding, the reorganization procedure
aims toward the goal of maintaining and reorganizing the
corporation as a going concern, and if at all possible to
avoid any necessity of liquidation. The court-appointed
Trustee is vested with the duty of protecting the interests
of creditors and shareholders alike. He must fully investigate
the affairs of the corporation, report to the reorganization
court and propose a plan of reorganization.
The court in Dallas appointed Mr. Kiel Boone as
Interim Trustee and he served in that capacity until October
20, 1971 when the venue of the proceeding was transferred to
the United States District Court for the District of Colorado,
located in Denver, Colorado. The reorganization court in
Denver appointed Charles A. Baer as Trustee and he has continued
to act in that capacity since October 20, 1971.
This report is designed to inform you, as stockholders,
creditors and debenture holders of the Company, of the actions
which have been taken by the Trustee, the problems which have
been encountered and the progress of the reorganiz?tion.
Upon assuming his office the Trustee became acquainted
with all of the personnel of the Company and began his investigation of the problems of the Company. From the very outset
he has engaged in numerous conferences, telephone conversations
and correspondence with the stockholders, creditors, debenture
holders, as well as with representatives of the Securities
and Exchange Commission and the Internal Revenue Service.
A paramount problem has, of course, been that of
financing the continued operations of the Company. As you
know, King Resources Company is a multifaceted international
concern with operations through subsidiary corporations not
only in the United States but also in such areas as South Africa,
Canada, the Arctic, the North Sea, Turkey and Israel. The
financial needs of such an enterprise are critical and continuous.
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To enable the Company to meet current operational
needs (including such fundamental items as payroll requirements, insurance and taxes), the Trustee sought court
authority to borrow up to three million dollars and issue
Trustee's certificates of indebtedness. As you will recall,
all stockholders and creditors as well as other interested
parties were given notice of this application by the Trustee.
Following a court hearing on November 19, 1971, the reorganization
court authorized the Trustee to borrow such funds and issue
certificates.
(The court's order was recently affirmed by
the United States.Court of.Appeals for the Tenth Judicial Circuit). Accordingly, the Trustee was able, following extensive
negotiations, to arrange for such loans from the Chemical
Bank, New York Corp. in New York City.
Since that time the Trustee has received six loans
from the Chemical Bank each in the amount of two hundred fifty
thousand dollars ($250,000), or an aggregate amount of one
million five hundred thousand dollars. With the aid of this
financing the Company has been able to maintain its employees
and continue its operations, and the Trustee and the employees
of the Company have been able to dedicate their time and
efforts to other pressing problems.
As a result of liens and claims which had been asserted
against King Resources Company and its assets, numerous pipeline companies and other purchasers of oil and gas have been
"holding in suspense" proceeds from the sale of oil and gas
which would otherwise have been paid to the Company and which
would have ensured a much greater cash flow.
In an attempt
to free these funds, the Trustee and his attorney filed
applications with the reorganization court for show cause
orders requiring the oil and gas purchasers to inform the
court why they should not be compelled to release these proceeds and remit them to the Trustee for deposit in a special
account pending further order of the court.
A court hearing was held on the first such application
filed by the 'I'rustee, involving properties of the Company in
two counties in Texas and in Oklahoma. Following the hearing
the oil and gas purchasers were ordered to transmit to the
Trustee the funds vJhich had been held in suspense, for d-eposi t
into a special account. As of !'-1ay 15, 1972, the amount in
this special account was $1,119,377.35.
A subsequent application filed by the Trustee concerned
all of the other oil and gas purchasers known to be withholding proceeds. This proceeding involved over sixty such
purchasers and at the present time the purchasers are filing
their responses, reporting the amount of funds they are
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withholding and explaining their reasons.
It is hoped and
anticipated that a considerable amount of proceeds will be
received by the Trustee in the near future as a result of
this application. The Trustee is unable to estimate how
much of the funds being received and deposited will be usable
by the Trustee for current operations.
It is expected that
amounts in most cases will be sufficient to pay royalties,
other working interests and operating expenses on the
particular leases. A Petition to Review the court's ruling
has been filed by the Continental Illinois National Bank
and Trust Company which asserts an assigned interest in the
production payments.
The Trustee and the Company are making a continuing
evaluation of the productivity of the oil and gas leases.
The exploration and drilling of non-producing properties
through the use of farmout contracts is proceeding in accordance with the custom of the industry. Where such properties
are unproductive or have negative value, sales or other
dispositions are made with court a?proval.
The Internal Revenue Service has filed liens on all
of the Company's assets in this country, based on a claimed
tax liability of $8,900,000 reduced by the Service to
$2,300,000 by reason of 1970 tax losses, which latter amount
the Trustee disputes. While the existence of such liens
impedes the manner in which transactions are consummated, a
satisfactory procedure has been evolved with the Internal
Revenue Service. Under that procedure, as of May 15, 1972
Trustee holds a special time deposit suspense account for
the Internal Revenue Service in the amount of $147,480.43.
In February of 1972, the Trustee traveled to
Johannesburg, South Africa to meet with Company personnel,
to investigate the Company's assets and to explore financing
arrangements. Trustee found that the Company, through its
wholly owned subsidiary, International Resources Limited,
owns significant assets in South Africa.
Subsequently the
Trustee filed a petition to have International Resources
Limited also reorganized under Chapter X of the Bankruptcy
Act.
The ?etition has been approved and that reorganization
proceeding has been consolidated with the present one by
the United States District Court for the District of Colorado.
At the time of the Trustee's appointment in October
of 1971, the monthly payroll for King Resources Company,
excepting South Africa and the Mount Copeland Mine, was
approximately one hundred and seventeen thousand dollars.
It is expected that the payroll for the month of May of
1972, after adjusting for certain increases and changes
in personnel, will be less than ninety-one thousand dollars.
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In December, 1971, Employee's Commercial Union
Insurance Company notified Trustee of its intention to cancel
essential policies of insurance covering the properties
of King Resources Company in the United States and Canada.
The reorganization court entered a temporary
restraining order preventing the insurance company from
canceling the policies.
In the interim the Trustee engaged
in very extensive negotiations with various insurance
carriers to secure the needed coverage. The necessary coverage was ultimately obtained. However, difficulties are
being encountered in obtaining surety bonds.
There is numerous litigation pending in which the
Trustee is being represented by his general counsel, John
S. Pfeiffer and members of his law firm, Gorsuch, Kirgis,
Campbell, Walker and Grover.
Two subsidiary corporations of Sun Oil Company,
Sunoco E & P Limited and Sun Oil Company of Canadar have
attempted to effect a forfeiture of the interests of King
Resources Company in certain Canadian Federal Oil and Gas
Exploratory Permits in the Arctic. These subsidiaries
applied to the reorganization court for a modification of
the general stay order to permit them to take actions to
accomplish such a forfeiture.
The Trustee and his attorney
were involved in extensive court hearings concerning this
matter, both before the Referee and Special Master and the
reorganization court. Both courts have refused to so
modify the stay order and the threatened forfeiture has
thus been prevented. The Trustee is presently defending
an appeal on this matter in the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals.
Several class action lawsuits have been commenced
in behalf of stockholders and debenture holders and against
the Company, as well as present and former officers and
directors.
For the most part these suits concern alleged
violations of the Federal and State securities laws. As
the result of a recent order of the Multiple District Panel
of the United States, most of these class actions will be
transferred to the District of Colorado, in Denver.
Prosecution of these actions against King Resources is
presently stayed.
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Trustee recently commenced an action against The
Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation Limited, which
company had issued a fidelity bond.
By that suit Trustee
seeks the recovery of five million dollars based on claimed
losses to the Company from alleged fraudulent and dishonest
acts of John M. King and others as employees of the Company.
In another action, The American Employers' Insurance
Company, the insurance company which had issued the Company's
officers and directors liability policy has sued to have
the insurance pol~cy rescinded on the ground that the policy
had been obtained by false representations. The Company
has filed a counterclaim requesting the court to declare the
policy to be fully valid and effective. Both of these
insurance actions are pending in the United States District
Court in Denver.
Some of the Company's creditors have continued to
oppose the transfer of the venue of the reorganization proceedings from Dallas, Texas to Denver, Colorado, and an appeal
concerning the transfer is presently pending in the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.
Trustee has filed applications with the reorganization
court seeking authority to reject certain contracts which
had been entered into between King Resources Company and the
following parties: John M. King, Consolidated Oil and Gas,
Inc., John W. Mecom and Lake Shore Associates, a limited
partnership.
The contracts were for the acquisition of portions
of King Resources Company's interests in certain oil and gas
exploratory permits in the Arctic, issued by the Canadian
government.
The agreements required the purchasers to pay
purchase amounts as well as portions of the operating expenses.
Trustee feels that a rejection of these contracts will be
in the best interests of the Company and its stockholders,
debenture holders and creditors. No rulings have been made
yet on these applications; however, one of the purchasers,
Lake Shore ~ssociates, has consented to the rejection requested
by the 'I'rustee.
A special problem exists with respect to the Canadian
creditors.
The reorganization court has entered a stay
order preventing creditors or claimants from commencing or
prosecuting lawsuits or enforcing judgments against the Company.
This is, of course, to protect the assets of the Company while
the reorganization proceedings are pending and possible
reorganization plans are being investigated.
The Canadian
courts have refused, however, to recognize the stay order in
Canada and have permitted Canad~an creditors to prosecute
lawsuits and even execute upon judgments. While the Trustee
is very much opposed to this situation which, in effect,
results in the Canadian creditors enjoying an advantage
over the United States' creditors, some provision may have
to be made in the near future to take care of the Canadian
creditors, in order to protect the Company assets.
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The Order prescribing the form, manner and time for
filing claims has not yet been entered.
Similarly no time
has been set for filing a proposed plan of reorganization.
You will be advised when these orders have been entered.
In the near future, hopefully by July 1, 1972,
the Company will have printed and mailed to you a financial
statement as of December 31, 1971. Such a statement will
be based on generally accepted acco~nting principles and
will be substantially on the basis previously used by the
Company and its independent auditing firm.
The statement
will, however, be unaudited.
The Company, with its limited
staff, is handicapped by not having the assistance of
outside auditors.
The Trustee must point out that the Company has
approximately 32,000 stockholders, 3,000 debenture holders
and 3,000 creditors and postage alone for a mailing such
as this costs approximately $6,000 at sixteen cents for
each item. Trustee certainly wishes that he could provide
you with reports of this kind on a more frequent basis;
however, he is sure that you understand the economic problems
with which he is confronted.
The Trustee files formal reports on a monthly
basis, and these are available for inspection at the
Clerk's office of the United States District Court in Denver,
Colorado.

CHARLES A. BAER,
TRUSTEE OF KING RESOURCES COMPANY
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO - IN BANKRUPTCY
In the Matter of
KING RESOURCES COMPANY and
INTERNATIONAL RESOURCES LIMITED

)
)
)

IN PROCEEDINGS FOR
REORGANIZATION OF
CORPORATIONS

)
)

No. 71 B 2921
No. 72 B 644

)

Debtors.

NOTICE OF ENTRY OF ORDER SETTING HEARING DATES
ON APPLICATIONS FOR INTERIM ALLOWANCES
To the creditors and stockholders of the above named debtors and to the indenture trustees and other parties in interest herein.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on May 10, 1972, the Court entered an order
designated as Order Setting Hearing Dates On Applications For Interim Allowances.
Under that order a hearing will be held in U.S. District Courtroom E, U. S.
Courthouse, Denver, Colorado on June 9, 1972 at 1 :30 P.M. for the purpose of
considering applications for interim allowances filed herein on April 20, 1972
by Charles A. Baer, the Trustee herein and John S. Pfeiffer, the attorney for
the Trustee whereby the applicants seek compensation for their services rendered
in these proceedings from October 20, 1971 through March 31, 1972.
The application filed by Charles A. Baer as Trustee requests payment of
$22,000. as an interim allowance for such services.
The application of John S. Pfeiffer seeks payment of $70,000. as an interim
allowance for the legal services performed by him and by other attorneys in his
law firm, Gorsuch, Kirgis, Campbell, Walker &Grover in the representation of
the Trustee herein.
Copies of these applications for interim allowances are on file in the
office of the Clerk of the U. S. District Court for the District of Colorado in
Room 145, U.S. Courthouse, Denver, Colorado and are there available for inspection on week days between the hours of 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.
NOTICE IS ALSO GIVEN that under the terms of the said order of May 10, 1972
the Trustee and his attorney are authorized to file additional applications for
interim allowances of compensation and for reimbursement of costs and expenses
and approval of disbursements periodically, such applications to cover intervals
of three months duration ending June 30, 1972, September 30, 1972, December 31,
1972 and March 31, 1973. Any such applications shall be filed not later than
fifteen days following the end of the period for which compensation is sought
and the applications for compensation filed by the Trustee shall not exceed

$12,000. for a three month interval and the applications for compensation for
the Trustee's attorney shall not exceed $35,000. for the services performed
during each three month interval. The following dates and times are established for hearings on such applications as may be filed, all of which hearings
will be in U. S. District Courtroom E, U. S. Courthouse, Denver, Colorado:
August 4, 1972 at 8:00 A.M.
November 3, 1972 at 8:00 A.M.
February 2, 1973 at 8:00 A.M.
May 4, 1973 at 8:00 A.M.
NOTICE IS ALSO GIVEN that any creditor, stockholder or other person or
party in interest may make objections to any of such applications by appearing
at any of these hearings. Such hearings may be adjourned from time to time
without further notice other than the announcement of the adjourned date at the
hearing to be adjourned. No other or additional notice of these hearing days
shall be given.
Dated:

t!l:::l2~
Charles A. Baer, Trustee

201 South Cherokee
Box 9698, South Denver Station
Denver, Colorado 80209
(303) 778-7171

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

September 11, 1973

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
State of Maine
Forestry Department
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Bob,
I have received your letter and the dates fit
my schedule very nicely. I intend to be in
Augusta on the night of the 23rd and will plan
to meet with you at the opening of business, if
that is practical from your point of view, on
the morning of the 24th. I am allocating the
24th and 25th to consummate our business.
Very best personal regards,
KING RESOURCES COMPANY

A. Rowland Boucher
ARB/bb
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Dear Roland:
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Mr. Roland Boucher
King Resources Company
Box 9698 South Denver Station
Denver, Colorado 80209
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I wish to confirm the points in our telephone conversation of last week when I indicated that the Maine
i
:=._
Mining Bureau would be pleased to discuss with you the
:t.· •·· . . .■II
involvement of King Resources Company in the offshore
·::1, "": :...., 1 •
acreage in Gulf Area 1. This discussion will center
~ -.-- ..
.
around negotiations for distribution of the funds
• 11 . ,.
presently in the escrow account held by the National Bank
~
of Portland.
· ~ . ~ ..
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Because of the importance of these negotiations, I
have requested that the Bureau counsel be present at the
time. Unfortunately, .Mr. Schepps, our counsel, plans to
be on holiday until the 18th of September. My schedule
is open after the 20th of September and on through the
following week. Anytime during that period that is
convenient for you will serve for us. Please let me
know as soon as possible so that I may notify the people
who will be involved.
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Thank you very much. :--.
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truly yours,

Very
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February 27, 1973

Frederick A. Johnso n, Esq.
Preti & Flaherty
443 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04111
Dear Mr. Johnson:
An examination of our records reveals that King
Resources has not renewed their Prospector's Permit for
19 7 3.
Renewal will require a $5.00 remittance made payable
to the :Maine Mining Bureau.
Very truly yours,

.

Walter A. Anderson
Assistant Administrator
WAA:pm

I
I

MAINE NATIONAL BANK

400 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE 04111

December 13, 1972

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
State of Maine
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Re:

King Resources Company and the
State of Maine Mining Bureau
in Escrow

The interest amount for 1972 through December 21, 1972,
on the above account will be $14,643.72. The total
interest from opening of the account through December 21,
1972, will be $64,447.95.
If I can furnish you with any further information, please
contact me.
Sincerely yours,
\.
-i,., .

,,

C~l

'v~
cGarvey
Compt&i1:r
WCM:mkk

...lr. Pich ..,..c::, Eckles
YL 'J Resources Co:rripany

100 Security Life Builclir:g
envcr, Co ora o 80?,:

Thi3 letter is to ackn ,q ec:ge rec ipt of •C'ur check
numbered 6530 in tl e cmoun-L o...: .;,505. 0 to over the cost
of one Prospc•ctorc..; Perr.dt <-1.nd t11e re1-e~·m
·ee . your
Haine i:•li.ni .g Bureau Licem,;e to !tine f •
Your License is held i1 gooc: st.a:(lcing.

obert G. Doyle
Adl,1.iniG r tor
t;D:pm

STATE OF MAINE
Inter-Departmental Memorandum Date
To

Austin H. Wilkins, Commissioner
Robert G. Doyle

From

Sept. 17, 1971

Dept. _ _ _. .;;;F_o'-'r:;:_e..c. . . ;.s_t.. .cr:.. y'--_________

Depc. _ _ _--'F-'-o-'-r=..;..e_s_t_r_y.___________

Subject ------------~-_K_1_·n----""-g_R_e_s_o_u_r_c_e_s_C_o_m-p_a_n_y..._______________

I have had indications that King Resources Company is
attempting to sell, trade, transfer or farm out their acreage
in the Gulf of Maine held under Maine Mining Bureau License
to Mine No. 7, Second Renewal. The Company did submit to us,
as required in the Licenpe, prior to August 17, a proposal of
what they plan to do this fall and next year on their property.
We are required to give them an answer and comments to their
proposal on or before October 1 and I have, therefore, sent
them a letter. A copy of their letter and our answer to -them
is enclosed with this memorandum. I did advise them, however,
should further comment be presented resulting from our
September meeting, that they would receive such comment and
criticism prior to the October 1 deadline.
The License also requires that t~ey advise us by October 1
what has been done so far during the calendar year 1971 on
their offshore acreage as you will note from our letter to
King Resources Company. Walter Anderson and I are generally
in accord with their.program, although we do require more map
information and elaboration of their review data program. I
should expect that they will submit these additional prints
and material to us in the near future.
If any of the members have a comment to make prior to
our m~eting, I would be pleased to receive them and they will
be included in our discussions at the meeting.
pm

S e curity Life Build i ng, D e nver, Colorado 80202

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Area Cod e 30 3 T e le phon e 892-7171

August 5 , 19 71

Mr. Robert Doyle
Ad ministrator, Maine Mining Bure au
State Office Bui l d ing
Augu s ta, Maine 04330
Re:

King Resources Company
Offsho re Mining lice ns e,
Proposed Program 1971-1972

Dear Sir:
Unde r the terms o f ou r 1971 license renewal , we herewith su bmit a
gen e ral description of the t ype of activities proposed by the Company in
our continuing exploratory su rvey of Gulf Area #1.
1.

As of Augus t 1, 1971, th e Company has commenced a comprehensi ve
revi ew of the geophys ical data acqui red during our 1969 se is mic
survey, with spec i al a tte nt i on t o t he t echn ical me ans by which
t he survey was con ducte d and was la t e r proces se d. The inten t
of t h i s s urvey i s to p i npo int spec ifi c p rob lems which can perhaps
be hand led in some alternative ma nner in future s hoo ti ng. During
the cours e of t his survey, wb ich we es ti ma te will take app rox i ma t ely t h ree months, we are talkin g to va ri o us geophysi cal contractor s regardin g new shooting and p rocessi ng techniques which
have been adopted by the industry since we condu cted our previous
survey. Discu ss ions to dati suggest the po ssi bility of us ing
100% air gun coverage rather than a sparker system, and de convolving the 100% da ta to e lim i nate si mp le multiples.

2.

During a nd s ub sequen t t o t he survey outlined above, the Compan y
wi 11 be experiment a ll y reprocess in g some o f t he origina l data to
see if new proces s i ng techniques can be used with a 160,000 joule
sparker sys te m t o provide better quality da t a . The two obj ec tives
th a t we ho pe to a tt ain will be a s impl i fi ca tion or elimina ti on of
the mu l tiple prob le m, and i mp rovemen t in the quality so t hat deepe r
data can be obtained fro m current re cord s . The resu lt s of thi s experi me ntal reproces s i ng work will determine our shooting techniques
for ad d ition a l work.

3.

Subsequent to the prog ram outlined abo ve, which we sho ul d be ab le to
complete by March of 1972, an additional seismic program will be lai d
out in Gulf Area #I. The objective of the a dditional program wi l l be

EASTER N D I V I SION

CA N A D IA N D I VISION .
1300 Elvt'den Ho1..•~e. Ca lga r y, A lb er t a
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Mr. Robert Doyl e
Augus t 5, 1971
Pa ge 2

t wo-fo l d:
(a) t o in fi ll new shooting between the lines a lre ady shot ,
so that correlation between adjacent lines wi ll be improved
and t he en ti re prog r am can be tter be t i ed toge t her in t o one
comple t e in t erp re t at i on ,
(b) t o add de t a i l shooting in limited a reas where cur rent
mapping o r interp retation of t he reprocessed resul t s mentioned
in #2 abo ve ind i ca t e favorable s t ratigraphic and s t ruc t ura l
conditions for oil or gas potential .
Al though some are as already appear favorable , a definite program
layou t a t t hi s t ime would be p rema t ure beca us e re p roce s si ng o f
t he origina l da ta i s apt t o in di cate new are as o f f a vora b il ity
and e l iminate some of the present areas.
At the time t he review , reprocessing, and proposals f o r additional
shooting are comple t e , the Company will submit t o you a description o f the
t ype of survey tha t is intended , a map or plat showing the proposed l oca ti on
of such activities , and a description of the methods proposed to be e mp loyed .
Very truly yours ,
KING RESOURCES COMPANY

~YlL
r
George
Nevers
Manage r ,
Canada and East Coas t

GMN/ mb
cc:

C. Harr ison Cooper
Richa r d Ec k les

State of Maine

FORESTRY DEPARTMENT
Augusta, M aine 0 4330
TEL. 207-289 - 27 9 1
AUS TIN
,-oRCST
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September 17, 1971

Mr . George M. Nevers
King Resources Company .
Se curity Life Building
Denver , Colorado 80202

Dear Mr . Nevers:
I understand that you visited our offices several days
ago and reg r et that I was not here to re ceive you .
I am
s ure we will have the opportunity to mee t and discuss mut ual
problems and exchange ideas on the geology of the world .
Pur s uant t o your lette r of August 5, 1971 , a nd y our
discussi o n wi th Walter on yo ur last v isit, we shou ld like t o
lend a dded wei ght to the King Resour ces Company 1971 work
requirement wit h information and data which visably demon strates the e x tent of your effo rts on the offshore t r act f o r
19 71 . A r ou ti ne meeting of the Mai ne Mining Bureau will t a ke
place on September 27 and this information will be hel pful
to us and Ki ng Resources Company i n demonstr ating to Maine
Mining Bu r eau membe r s the extent of your comprehensiv e
r e view of ge ophysical data.
In o r der that we may be properly
briefed b e f o re the meeting , we will appreciate h av ing t h i s
information in our hands several days before the meeting .
Walter has informed me that he had d i s cus sed this with you
and that y ou are currently putting some t hing toge the r.
If
there are any f urther comments resulting from this meeti n g ,
I will n o tify you immediately to give you a n opportunity to
sati s fy the se requirements.
The outli n e of your pro pos ed ac ti vities for 1 972 i s
good and s hould sa tisfy the Bureau.
Ve r y truly y ours ,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

W~/.Robert G. Do yle
Administrator

RGD:pm
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King Resources Company (the "corporation") holds a license to
mine, issued by the Maine Mining Bureau under the provisions of
lO M.I .S.A. § 2105. Questions have been raised concerning the
status of this license in the event the corpora ion is adjudged a
bankrupt.
QlJES'l'IONS:

1. If the corporation is adjudged a bankrupt, is the license
to mine an asset of the estate which passes to the trustee?
2.
y?

l.

can

he corporation assign the license to mine to another

Yes.

T.1ere is nothing in the law either prohibiting or allowing
such t.rmsf r.
2.

Section 70(a) of the Bankruptcy Act (11 USCA § 110) provides
in p.r ·nent part:
1.

upon nis ... dppointmen t and qualification, shall
in urn be vested by operation of law with the
title of the bankrupt as of the date of the
filing of a petit"on under this Act ••• to all of
th following kinds of property wherever located •.•
p0''1ers which he might have exercised for
his o~n benefit, but not those which he might have
exercis d solely for some other persons; ••.
( 3)

(5) P.!.operty, including rights of action,
-ior
the: fili g ~f ~he petilion he
have t an.,, erred or wr ich
c:ouJ.d b
m_ ght
i/e
✓ id
nor sold under

, h-i ch

judicial process against him, or otherwise
seized, impounded or sequestered: ••• "
TU.rning first to whether the corporation's license to mine
may be considered to pass to the trustee under the prov.is ons of
70(a) (5), the question must first be answered whether a mining
license is capable of "transfer" or of being levied pon or
otherwise "seized, impounded or sequestered."
The term "transfer" is broadly defined in section 1(30) of
the Bankruptcy Act to include
"The sale and every other and different
~

r1.

nf' 0

parting with property or with an interest
therein or with the possession thereof or
of fixing a lien upon property or upon an
interest therein, absolutely or conditionally,
voluntarily or involuntarily, by or without
judicial proceedings, as a conveyance, sale,
assignment, payment, pledge, mortgage, lien,
encwnbrance, gift, security or otherwise; the
retention of a security title to property delivered to a debtor shall be deemed a transfer
suffered by such debtor; ••• "
For the reasons slated in part 2 of this opinion, we canno
say that a mining license is or is not capable of "transfer" by
the licensee within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act.
Whether the mining license is capable of being levied upon,
seized, impounded or sequestered is dependent on the law of the
State where the license is issued. see cases collected at 4A
collier, Bankr\!EEC, 1[70.22, n. 22; 3 Remington, Bankruptcy, § 1178.
1

~

•

.• .

.

.

"All chattels, real and personal liable at
common law to attachment and not exempted therefrom by statute, may be taken and sold on execution •.• "
Sirnilary, 14 M.R.S.A. § 4151 provides:

.L
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"All goods and chattels may be attached •••
except such as, from their nature and situation,
have been considered as exempt from attachment
according to the principles of the common law
as adopted and practiced in this state, and such
-as are hereinafter mentioned."
Accordingly, it must be determined whether a license to mine
is a "chattel", since only that personalty in the nature of chattels
may, under Maine law, be attached or taken and sold on execution.
Th
of moveable tangible property. State v. Bartlett, 55 Me._ 200 (1900).
However, a mining license, being a non-tangible, incorporeal hereditament, and of value only to the holder, is not a "chattel" as that
term is customarily used. Therefore, a license to mine will not pass
to the corporation s trustee under the seizing and levying provisions
of 70(a) {5).
A mining license is capable of forfeiture in the event the
licensee violates applicable laws or regulations. 10 M.R.S.A.
§ 2111. Thus, it is capable qf being involuntarily transferred
from the licensee ba c k to the State and extinguished. This procedure would, in our opinion, be a "transfer" within the meaning of
70(a) (5), so as to cause the license to pass to the trustee. Further,
this reasoning wou ld appear to be sound from the practical standpoint.
If the license i s worth anything, the trustee should have it so that
he can realize something from it for the benefit of the bankrupt's
creditors, or at least insure that any value it might have is not lost
through forfeiture.
We note also that sec t ·o

70(a) (

ha

bPe

int

D

et o

o

vest
.r ::, e
t.n n ""-" .... ""....
.1'...:
d
1\.
ue1
v o.uc. J.1 L rewal of a license.
In re Emerich, 101 Fed. 231 (D.C. W.D.Pa. 1900).
Therefore, if the trustee fulfilled all the conditions of the bankrupt's
license, he would be eligible to obtain a renewal thereof under 10
M.R.S.A. § 2105.
2. Thee is no specific provision in the statutes empowering
the holder of a license to mine to transfer his rights thereunder
to a third party. A review of t he mining laws of other states
indicates that the transfer of mining rights is generally subject
to some rest rictions.
See West's cal. Code Ann. Public Resources
§ 6804 (transfer of mining lease on State land must be approved by
state Lands Commission and may only be made to party meeting statutory qu~lifications); Idaho Code 47-807 (mining ·1ease on State land
non-t ransfera le without consent of State Board of Land Commissioners);
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Ky. Rev. Stat. 351.175 (mining license non-transferable); La. Rev.
Stat. 30. 128 (mining lease on State land non-trans ferable without
approval of State Mineral Board). contra : Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. ·
27~235(5) (mining lease on State land must contain provision that
lease can be assigned). However, there is no provision which
prohibits transfer, either. In the absence of Legislative directive,
it would appear that the Mining Bureau must make an administrative
determination in each sttuation as to whethr transfer would serve
the interests of the St ate, and either acquiesce in or resist such
transfer accordingly.

RGF/mf

.(,!arch 29 .- 1972

_· Nr: C'.narle,s A. Daer

Y-ing Resource::": Conpany
Securi t.y Life Huiluing
D~ vcr; Colorau.o 802G2

Thank you for your recent ·letter aodre,~sed •·.o
Fir. vJil.idns , Cl1a:5. rrnan of the I-lai rw r-Ii ning ·ure<' u.
He ,1as
asked me to express his than}-s fo r the tiitie that ym il:.ve
ta1:Em to refer to the offs 1ore acreage ::-~elu. by King Resourc e~;
CompanJ.
It is our 1· ope llere in :iainc t:!at ~;one priority may
bt~ s-.~t for mai ntai1:.inc a reason.:wle h-.vel of cxelora.tion
a.N., eval ,aticn of t! e :icr<i!agc.

t ·1;-;ill be please<l to assist you in. any way re0arc'ing
::::itber the la·•; su.ii: or ti. o acreage itself.
I believe that
our fine:: l obj€ctive is tlie sa1~1e, ti:1~t of <kivelop · r.g our
natural resources ,li thin the e:conorrJ.c frar., :.-,ork (,,xioting in
tb.e Unitca Stc.tCB6
V<--:..ry truly yours,

;1.,01-:,et"I::

G. Doy l,?.

A.d~ini strator

Security Life Building, Denver, Colorado 80202

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Area Code 303 Telephone 892 -7171

March 9, 1972

Maine Mining Bureau
State of Maine
Augusta, Maine 04330
Attention:

Mr. Austin H. Wilkins, Chairman

Gentlemen:
Your letter to Mr. Eckles has also been turned over to me for my
information. As Trustee under Chapter Ten Bankruptcy Reorganization, it has been very difficult to become acquainted with the
many varied interests of this large company, and while I knew of
the permits on the offshore of your state, I have not gotten into
the details of the lease, the requirements thereof and other obligations. We will get into this matter in the near future and I
will attempt to establish a priority for expenditures in offshore
Maine which will conform to our obligations. I, of course, have
to get into the lawsuit under Maine's rights to grant these permits.
Mr. Eckles also may have answered your letter.
Yours very truly,
KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Charles A. Baer
Trustee
CAB/sr

Fe ruary 24, 1971

Mr. Richard Eckles
King Resources Company

100 Security Li ~e Building
De~ver, Colorado 80202
Dear Mr. Eckles:
The King Rm,ourc es Company activi ty duri ng 1 q71 was

reviewed a few days ago at our February meetinf_J of ·l:hc
Maine Mining Bureau.

Hr. Do~ le and Mr. lmdcrsor, ,1ho

represent the techni c al side of our Bureau, reported that
the amount and quality of 1 vorJ: ·wLich r.1as completed ciuring
1971 falls considerably short of the intent and ctescri,tion
provided un-et the ter~s and co~ditions of your License

renewal.

Mr. Doyle stated at the meP-ting that !'e had be8n in
conversation with you several times or.. the subject of your
Compc.ny' ri work on the offs:ior1:~ acreage and t1:at it was
(J'enerall::, agreed that the work ~-,as not con~nletely satisfe.ct.orv.
""he Bureau members r ecognize t 1 c ~resent business affairs
of the Company and feel that this is an internal matter and
should not largely affect- your activities \vi th the f-lining-

Bureau.
It :.'...sour understanding that you inclicated to .Mr. Doyle
that there is a possibility that sorac larger effort will be
possible in the next few months.
I wish to express my
feelings and that of the Bureau that we most strongly urge
you to r,,ake this effort in order to n!aintain the proper
business relationships with the Bureau. which we have
receivec from your Company in the past. He all recognize
the importance of your offshore acreage l:oth relative to
the Federal Government and to the petroleurn industry in
general.
It woulcl be most unfortunate if a level of commit···
ment cor:111.1ensurate with the importance of the area uas not

pushed forward as soon as possi..... le.

r;r. Richard Eckles

e _ruary 2_, 1972
Page 2
I 10uld hope to ear from you directly in the near
future giving myself and the Bureau some indication of a
level of activity r0la ed _o the of::shore acreage.
'!'hank you for your kind
rnatter.

nd prompt a -tent.ion to this
Yours very truly1
MAINE i~I~JLl · BUREAU

Austin H. Wilkins
Chairman
rum~pi:n

/

t:r.

:ic .arc.t j:;c]~.1.c:;:

t.;,:L,.:, Rt::?Suurc~c Co.
1 GO Secur i t"i-i,I f e - i:lC.:.g.
De1 v r ., C0lora ,) 80202
Dear

l
•
' .•
u1.c,·

/

Pll.'::e.f:e ,.Jtc: rcui1 ue,. that altr.·)l'..':Jb. t:-.1~ g<;...n1:~ral covi~ra<Jc
0~1 l'.j7l llc~i sen ,Jo,:~· t:iroug:1 1972, :;o· m ,::;t .;till re,3ues
r2m~ ; l cf t.1at li-:;~r.se for t:.e -r=o1 · o~:i11g :,ear. A cl ee:~
fur: $:.5GO. 0-1 ar G a <.ie ... cr · ption of a. y c..c!:...'..vitJ or revie~,,
of w rL must ;.ye, su,.rn.itt~ to t:.i.!..E, of· ice a~ ::.-001 a.;:,
po_,:; J.i..) <.':., •
You ~no le.. also <;ct a ?rc ... 1 )Ct_ : 1 s 1 E::rr.,i t
-::or :?s.:.:o. Ii r.. not .,ur~= 0£ · r:c la~•; on U:ci.s i:.ut I t.iiin>:
it ·.ivulo. l..)'-.:! .::.uvisili.}'.Lt~

:ours vc_ ; truly,

Ro,.:i{.,rt C. '::O;! lt~

i\Ltr:i.inistratcr

October 4, 1971

'. : ra.n:::;fer of l'ing Resources Co1t:pa:r.y Licens -

I have 7. . rP:pared the RccomraLying !nernor2nr.~u,,'l to _?j'.'OVi<ie
you wi"i.:u the uctails of. our discussion rega.ra.ing- t· .0 Ync
.uicens1:;;.
Il1Cludcv· \-li th t.LJ.c me·::crarnJ.um ·1r2 ~x,rtinent c..ocu ::1-=ints
m ::1 o_pi:·dons, formal anu ot~1eri-.ris3, fl'..'om th(~ Ai.:tormq Gcmcrul I s
off ice.
I tnink ycu will fi 1C.:. c>vorychinf crnr,ple tc ci!'d ir•
orde:r.
1 s not\i:,d i.n ·the oth,.:;r ~.:ei;1ora.ndurr1, t:,1r:-J :iJu:ceau ;:1as tal· ')L
nc, action auai ting res:?onse froI:'. Scurry-H.ai1:l.:mv ~- If o. · tr.:i.ns -e::..:is muclc, ,;e v..-ill en,./ u ·, in :::~\UC!1 r ·...:tte;:r sh pc t.l.1aL ...mdor t:1e
present c1gro0raent: with l(RC.
1

:·e u.o not -~10.n any _>ui.Jlic anno mccm1.:;:n-,; o.: t.11-a:::ie: '-:..:.scus.;ions
alth.ougi1 we v.Jill rnaK·~ a ;:;rief a::.1J'!ouncement if o. trar s-Eer id
:.,1ad..::. 'J'his annour,cem~nt .,,,ill - be: sent to you -cor your: reviG J
prior co sending it out to tl1;;:; pui;,lic.

-~tober

·:,cc.:..usG o:: the 'iJ.2:1'1.L ~inanc.:.e.1 co,1di t.:..on in · ;,!1.t:ii '.i:{.ing
-,t..::sou_ccs Cu:i.,!:-~ny ,.i..:.1s f~unc.: C10:,..s.:.\.!.V2s, I 2.·;:°i;:Gil:_..,t0c' 1 C:.,out tt.;o
i:-1 ...... ~1ths a;; J, to Luil,~ a. ::ilc o._ l..:)cjf,.l inforrni.1.tim. Ztn-· opinioas
·::m1c12r1 •.i:1g vario ·:-:, co •rscs of. r.:cticn ·,;1licl1 rnigi!t occt:r r·zlt~:i:.iv,s
to .\HC i!olL,in9·.1 iL ~:li-. Gul:: or L'JF Lie.
I ha<:. t:..i1e i\tto:::ne7
Ge1;e:;.-al' s office ,.ms1r·cr .;.,Orne <.J:l;0!.'.: d.01.s reJ.at.iy·c to trm,.sfer r
!Ja!il-:rt t.,tcy, r •org<.1r izat.lo . , etc..
Ill t' o ev8.n t: o:: . Lan~:ru~~tc::r
or r•.:::crganizc.ti(.,n. F1.1ller st-:.gg-2:-te·:J. tLc:.t it. was ar: ad.rnini.::.tra··.:..i ,e u~cisim,. • 'hi..: \-.; t:.lu l"1rr;,}__,a~ly be tru8 of a trwnsfur 2s
11ej_l.

unc.er t_1e pre:n:;e:r:.t si•:tation, :i'-Rt: is -:n::-::in~;· or: ti:.~ir
~ccm.1.., :<.11:?LC:, ·o.l of. L_;_C(;::l<'.'e t.c :~h:e _.o. 7 ~-,Lic!i d.12 :- l Gf, frc,m t:1e
claii.1 .:-tc:i.king and escr:r.•; , Jr·· C!'1m1 t of 19 G8.
':i:n._ Co1'.1:·•any Las
sa u.~~.::L0d its c-;:-ligu.tion.s v.p to D~~t incluci1.9 OctcLer l, 1971.
'.,;e t::Xp1a:c-t t.hai:. ·ti. _-iir Lice~,!";;~ •· i l l ~)(; i.-CLi;-;WGu for l~ 72.
7

7\;.;ot-:.-c two \;1.c:eLs a.g0 I
el t i l. 2.c:;."-is8ble to discuss
·sL,J.l! t.ra:...sfer 0::: !::.i:i.e Lice1,::;;e wi ell our cou:1;.;c;.l, .r~r. Lee:
Sc~~~,:?i:' s.
Si 1ce "i.:i .. at tii:·Q !1c l,c'!.:.-:~ J.JctiL revie-, ·in9 ,./i t.i1 t!::2
0.(.;;put.;.es bie pcn:ti:;:1ent aus w: ·. c,ocurae.ai.:.s ant.. .n · ~ ~Jrcp~.ro £or
us a seriGs o:= i ... forn ..... l ..,1.}iLi .•r..3 :c:igarc.i·1g ci ~;os.Jibl.e transfer.

J)O

I

0 .• S0pternbe:r 17 I rec 1ive(•

c1

_a,l.,_ from Scurry-R~~L1Lm-1 ,, Lta.,

a r.l~di :un·•,c;j_:;;,,..;~. · Can" ciian t.. il conpan.y ·.;i t~l. ;10ldi,1gs 4:-hrouga.ou ·
1.J,:irt....i. .i1_:K.!:t:ica..
'i'.i.1e call was to :1.otify n1c b1c..t i.rc u!l'" Sct:rry
,1ac. corllf'let0C:~ ilOg ti..,tiom:; of a trar~sf.cr of the Liccn.;e l·.cl:-7 :.;y
.1.:i1:.g a.::.
C 1at tl::.ev r0<;-ru~5t2c~
e:-t."!.;i::.siol1 °t( ) ;1a,rc c1isc1.:..t~si.on.s

·.Jith u:; ner~ L1 :.ug sta.
I ro i(S:\/Cl~ t~:e si:tu2tioE ag2in •_,7 it.i1
!~r:
su~.:::.i?.t:'.:; ,:me J~i<}t ".\1it:1 -~-.e ;~pc a lCc ::icu:r-:r·y . rE;pre..::elltc:.ti res c.n
S ::·te::.L,.:,:;: 2t.;.
V

uy

'.i'l.t::: r2,r2s0.r1i.:at..:.
··~.s ro(iU0~Loi:
that
...
- .
,

c.1

tro.ns:ear :.:; " ao,,rc,
- .,_ 7 .)0.

the.? .i-.n.:,:.rc.:au a1 u t1.~at .:nc J:)2:."•.=sent e::.;cro , agrec.n·,0nt '·:.:; :l'..T:.~11.u ,e(:;,
m,u. a 210,·i C:3cr ) •J agre011F•- t ,~ate<.: S•~~::t.~~·.L_cr 24 :;.,,2 acce 1/Cet'i. Ly
the J.:iu1.·0au. '.i.'l!C Cm:-pat-::' c...lso :?::"0questci:. tilat t.l1c cscroi-J fu: C,
:::0~1 a. 0ur:c1n•J to a 1,pro::d,~at_:;_i ~~37:i,000, bz,; r0 1)lace,~'. ·dt:L '-1
~-.1.omiso:cy !lOce, p:.ymc:21t of ·v;l!i(.;Zl 1.1as t.o ;.yu. guarantee:d Ly · the

!{(,1_/i:l ~1r.:!.1] _ o..r: Cur.. a0.. a.
; '.t. ~re \/c.1:·C! ~ i:cct-:G ..:;i()rrs 011 ~'ri"- ,.y b~!!C:.
r::ur.i.u:a t:. 02 ·.:,.:;el:e"'".:. 1,;.:..t~: c ' ;.e .'.:'.·:.:a,:~ r:: r(;:a:Jt.z-ci: c.11<.:. -1::10 __ ttcr112_l
-~i:::ro0ral • ~; offic;0 rc ,~JcJ.:i:'cti1:,::; L:;L ~ t.i.1:.· tz:~.l!frt:e:--· c:L C::t ~W\ .7 .:.::::.acrm·i
0

a;recn.0r.t.
·~·lt0 .. lining :Jurea.u ,,ist on

1 _c,n~-1.aj

t..;.c::.'.'-,! :r.,.;.r~u-~st.F., ::ron: bi0. i..:o.:n~ .:1L.1.C'3.

S0~.)t.e1:tL :!r 27, t ' --:iscus~:i
I
I'1:r.. ~~cli,·p~)S :--.C 'i ,,,,~c.. t:l.,:.;

::~01- o~i.11~1 ~ ·
..... ~

'i."ih: .. ·t

t.!.1L! cll:'GC.. ~~c.1~ .. ~\ .; J.~i:-:•J l'-?~(~~r l.il..(Jt..'P..:3~ •,vab

l.1,-.r;.:,c cu lG 5 ~ ( v 0 uinir; _r ,:;laL::s w~-1er tLe e, l'-'
..::yst.EilT, w;lic~i _J!.:'.::.-·r..i~t-.:r..~ t. •.t. oil a. .• c CJci;:; cont:;:ol

act o.: L169"
It. \h'.:: t;.;1.; o:_:.,inion of ·:?tic AttoL°a!SJ
Gc,nE>ral' 2 offic0; t.!· . at _..,.i!1cc the clai.,ts · lE~r0
c.1 ~urly alir.:nanle, tn:; ;~iCL!.G~ 1;,;c1s; uncer t.::1::."<1S
2u~~... con · i ti one pro .·c:3c-...l ,.''/ t:1c .Jurc:_u, 2.l.so
al~ cm.:-11le.
i;•-1til.., c€.rtain non·-st:2i.:;ttu"!tivt.3 ~,ortior'!;.:; of t~1c
oil C.!Hl gc'S control a.ct --,~·:pl::.,, to l~i~s .- t:~cj_r
Licer.sc c"'.nc... t..nuer::.:•ir.~r clains ·,n-1~.:::t:.e, u __ t ,~r ;;-m(,
in ~;uj:.-stance_. are ccv·,·rt;.'(:. by tr:~ olc :r.ining la·:s.
3.

A.rn .. itic~nally, ti·,e Attorn~y Ce:rwrc1.l·s c,f:f.:icc,
a1.:out a ::Qar ago, ar•vi;,,;j- the i.n.1rc~au trlnt ti te
oil i'!..1.c. gas control ac v1a.s Ho·: clca:i:- iI rega.~·
· o t:: ·· D.Utlio::-ity of tl1c i,t. .:.:-eau :.r g:r.anti1 g
·~x:,r.:r.i i:...., e11e1. lea.st:.S .cor oil :-tnd gas E.1 • )lor .. tio1 .•
A ro aE·}·:.::::.epins 2 .1c.:Hc.i.f.:,nl: ·,;as pr •puree l>..:' tl.e
105 ln · eqis l atur-.:. 'l!:.i:.; ar,,en,~-nent ;as i1 fef · ~~ib~l,,
~,o!..:t.j.)One~ for 'r(:.,c.:sm ~ I .aave yc•t to 'C:iEtcrr:iir.~:.
r~otwi tli..-;ta..K·.ing .:.his <~u,.:;stion about. ti.1e a ·tu--;l
.)'I..,':"•
.).S::, l....~-:::
•0:. •~
l
g 1-u-C( . .;_I
"t.
t(
a :u1g c.....
uCt.; .l..~
.v~::., ,:,Lg
C..,.0 ll.,.{''......,·I
•. .:.,.a __
tnat. I~ir.g ; s License i ~ aliennl.JlP n ·, ;J": the old
lai ·.:., anc. t~·.. ai:. :i. t cluJ.r l •.1 ccv .r!, o.i.l ~1n,=l ·;2..:->
:t: igLt.2 2.;., -.:i::::ll ao nc.rd _:1in rals
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KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Area Code 303 Telephone 892-7171

September 24, 1971

Mr. Robert Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine, 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Under separate cover we are sending you copies of the reprocessed
seismic data from our off-shore Maine seismic survey. This
reprocessed data is that referred to in Mr. Nevers letter to you
dated September 23rd.
Yours very truly,
KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Dolores M. Gerken
Secretary to George M. Nevers
/dg
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700 Houston Natural Gas Building, Houston, Texas 77002

600 Denver Club Building, Denver, Colorado 80202

100 Park Avenue Buildin9, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

300 Wall Towers West, Midland, Texas 79701

710 Oil and Gas Building, New Orlea;1s, Louisiana 701·12

310 Gateway West, Los Angeles, California 90067

King Resources Company
100 Security Life Building
Denver, Colorado 80202
September 24, 1971

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:

Re:

Proposed Exploratory Program,
1971-72, Offshore Maine

This is in reply to your letter dated September 17,
and to amplify my previous comments regarding King Resources
Company 1971 activities.
·
·
Our survey and evaluation of previous seismic techniques
and results is proceeding on schedule. I am sure you can
appreciate the. various problems our company has experienced
during the past year, culminating on August 23, 1971, in
appointment by the u. S. District Court of Trustees for
Reorganization pursuant to Chapter X of the Bankruptcy Act.
Prior to this Court action, but as a direct result of its
impending nature, we lost many of the employees who were
directly involved in our offshore Maine project. We also
. gave up our Company-operated computer system.
We have been hampered by the loss of personnel and
equipment, but nevertheless have been able to begin
experimental reprocessing of the seismic data. Unfortunately,
due to scheduling difficulties on other computer systems,
I am unable to get the visible proof of such reprocessing
in your hands before the Maine Mining Bureau meeting on
September 27. I can, however, describe the techniques
currently being used, and assure you that the documentation
will be mailed to you within the next few days.
Because of the apparent geologic section and because
of the combination of water-bottom reverberations, first

Robert G. Doyle
September 24, 1971
Page 2
reflactor multiples, and unexplained high-frequency signals
in the shallow section, we selected Line 3, from Shot Points
90 to 123, for initial experimentation. We have taken our
original field recorded magnetic tapes in this area and
3-trace summed them, then re-formatted them to be compatible
with a computer different from our previous IBM 360 system.
We have then proceeded, by using rather lengthy linear
operators, to deconvolve that portion of the line. Then
several filter suites were played back (of the deconvolved
data) in a variable density-wiggle trace presentation. A
copy of this preliminary work will be mailed to you shortly.
The preliminary work outlined above has resulted in
a gratifying increase in data quality, but more work is
obviously required before additional field work can be
programmed.
Simultaneously with this work, King Resources Company
is investigating alternative methods of continuing our
offshore Maine exploratory effort, including obtaining
financial support from other oil companies which are more
financially stable.
I hope to be able to report personally
on such developments to you and the Bureau on September 27.
I will look forward to seeing you at that time.

;;;::/:ly Jf/;,' ~
George ~ ~Nevers
Manage£l canada and
East Coast
cc:

c.
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Security Life Building, Denver, Colorado 80202

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Area Code 303 Telephone 892-7171

August 5, 1971

Mr. Robert Doyle
Administrator, Maine Mining Bureau
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Re:

King Resources Company
Offshore Mining License,
Proposed Program 1971-1972

Dear Sir:
Under the terms of our 1971 license renewal, we herewith submit a
general description of the type of activities proposed by the Company in
our continuing exploratory survey of Gulf Area #1.
l.

As of August 1, 1971, the Company has commenced a comprehensive
review of the geophysical data acquired during our 1969 seismic
survey, with special attention to the technical means by which
the survey was conducted and was later processed. The intent
of this survey is to pinpoint specific problems which can perhaps
be handled in some alternative manner in future shooting. During
the course of this survey, which we estimate will take approximately three months, we are talking to various geophysical contractors regarding new shooting and processing techniques which
have been adopted by the industry since we conducted our previous
survey. Discussions to date suggest the possibility of using
100% air gun coverage rather than a sparker system, and deconvolving the 100% data to eliminate simple multiples.

2.

During and subsequent to the survey outlined above, the Company
will be experimentally reprocessing some of the original data to
see if new processing techniques can be used with a 160,000 joule
sparker system to provide better quality data. The two objectives
that we hope to attain will be a simplification or elimination of
the multiple problem, and improvement in the quality so that deeper
data can be obtained from current records. The results of this experimental reprocessing work will determine our shooting techniques
for additional work.

3.

Subsequent to the program outlined above, which we should be able to
complete by March of 1972, an additional seismic program will be laid
out in Gulf Area #1. The objective of the additional program will be

CANADIAN DIVISION:
1300 Elveden House, Calgary, Alberta
ATLANTIC DIVISION:
28 State Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02109

EASTERN DIVISION:

WESTERN DIVISION:

700 Houston Natural Gas Building, Houston, Texas 77002

600 Denver Club Building, Denver, Colorado 80202

100 Park Avenue Building, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

300 Wall Towers West, Midland, Texas 79701

710 Oil and Gas Building, New Orleans, Louisiana 70112

310 Gateway West, Los Angeles, California 90067

Mr. Robert Doyle
August 5, 1971
Page 2

two-fold:
(a) to infill new shootJng between the lines already shot,
so that correlation betwe~n adjacent lines wi 11 be improved
and the entire program can better be tied together into one
complete interpritation,
·
(b) to add detail shooting in limited areas where current
mapping or interpretatio~ of the reprocessed results mentioned
in #2 above indicate favorable stratigraphic and structural
conditions for oil or gas potential.
Although some areas already appear favorable, a definite program
layout at this time would be premature because reprocessing of
the original data is apt to indicate new areas of favorability
and ellminate some of the present areas.
At the time the review, reprocessing, and proposals for additional
shooting are complete, the Company will submit to you a description of the
type o1 survey that is intended, a map or plat showing the proposed location
.of such activities, and a description of the methods proposed to be employed.
Very truly yours,
KING RESOURCES COMPANY

~ -Y1L
J!;

George
Nevers
Manager,
Canada and East Coast

GMN/mb
cc:

C. Harrison Cooper
Richard Eckles
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Robert D. Schwarz, Esq.
Bennett & Schwarz
482 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04111
Dear Mr. Schwarz:

Re:

King Resources Company

This letter acknowledges rec~ipt of the geophysical
data and interpretation involved in the surveying conducted
by your Company last year in Gulf Area I.
This information
has been reviewed by our staff and we find that it is
acceptable under the Li_c ense to Mine #7, -r enevval 2 . ~c-d- '\l..t,..-..u.JJ...
Submission of this material completes the obligations
under this License and your Company has qualified to
renew its License for 1971. We also acknowledge receipt
of your check #37148 in the amount of $500 which is the
renewal fee on a License to Mine under Section 2105 of the
Maine Mining Bureau Laws under which you are holding the
acreage.
Finally, we acknowledge receipt of your request by
letter dated December 23 for renewal of the total claim
area in Gulf Area I for 1971.

I wish to advise you that the Maine Mining Bureau at
its December meeting approved the work schedule which you
have completed and presented to us and authorized renewal
of the License for 1971 under such terms and conditions as
may be required.
Our technical staff and members of the
Attorney General's office have been preparing a new License
and in the very near future this should be available to
the Bureau for approval.
As soon as the Bureau has approved
the License and terms and conditions therein, it will be
returned to you with signature. You and I have had several
discussions regarding the terms and conditions for this
renewal and I . believe that you are cognizant of the progress
we are making.
Very truly yours,

MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator

BENNETT & SCHWARZ
Jliiorne_ys al Baw
482 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE 04lll

HERBERT H . BENNETT
ROBERT D. SCHWARZ
JOHN N. KELLY

207-774-5658

December 23, 1970

Mr. Robert Doyle
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Re:

King Resources Company

Dear Bob:
Enclosed please find King Resources Company check
in the amount of $500 for the renewal of their license
in Gulf area I.
Very truly yours,

6? -lJJ/!iJ

R~ ; ~ . SCHWARZ _
RDS:fcf
Enclosure

0 ()
0

Form

J

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION FOR LICENSE TO MINE /::I

1\..-,Z ,v • w 4 ._

b

I, ...........\ C.....J ..v ..r: .. · ...........\J-.. . -...~ CJ ............. '- ....•................ ~ ..... .' ..................................................................................................................................... .
Applicant's Name -

Please Print Plainly

Street or Post Office Address

Legal Residence

State

holder of ,Prospector's Permit No . ...J . t . ::::: ..} . .~. . . . .., dated ....
~ ~ :S...Li.J, ereby make application
fL~ J..;"\;.W/0 '- V
to the Maine Mining Bureau for a, License to Mine on Claim( s) No ............~.~..f......~ ...~...~.:-1. . . .................. . , "If!
f

P.. .".' ... . . . . .

r

........................................................................ , CJt,rtmcy-of- ................................................................. Attached to and part of this application

are the following instruments, as required by Chapter 401, Section 2105, Revised Statutes of 1964.
1.

Report from ....... ~ ..~ .~···~ ····~·~·········~··~ ······~

··~·~ ·'·~ ································ descdbin~

, r J 11nft:tg operations

Geologist or Engineer in good standing

on said claims.
2.

License fee of $25 per claim, which totals $........~..

°..Y. ..'.. .~. .~. .... . . . .

@.

AoccUFate sur~ ey of ,propei;ty, b0unaariescertifi ecl

y ....................>,::,:c, .• , . .• - ••·· ··· · · ~ ··

~

By
Date

••••·•••·• ... . ..... ... ..... . . ........... .. ........ ... . .. .. . ... ..... . .. ...... ...... .

Qualified surveyo~

Signature of Applicant

BENNETT & SCHWARZ
Jliiorneys al Bar:v
482 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND. MAINE 04lll

HERBERT H. BENNETT
ROBERT D. SCHWARZ
JOHN N. KELLY

207-774-5658

December 21, 1970

Maine Mining Bureau
Augusta, Maine 04330
Re:

King Resources Company

Gentlemen:
I understand that there is a meeting of the Mining
Bureau on the 23rd of this month, and I am hereby requesting
that the Bureau consider, on behalf of my client, King
Resources Company, the renewal of our license to mine Gulf
Area I for the year 1971. Formal application, with a description of the work to be performed in that calendar year,
will be filed with you, together with the fee, before
December 31st.
I apologize for the lateness of our filing, and I have
no excuse except that we were tied up with other matters.

Thanking you, I am
Yours very truly,

. /1-r,
-"-"1

L

ROBERT D. SCHWARZ
RDS/mms
c/c

Dr. A. F. Frederickson
Mr. John Heiman

S ec urity Life Building , Den ve r, Colorado 80202

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Area Code 303 T e lephon e 892-7171

December 14, 1970
/

/,I•
·

Mr. Robert Doyle,
Administrator,
Maine Mining Bureau,
State Office Bldg.
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Sir:
Under separate covers I am today forwarding to you our report
and related material pertaining to the offshore seismic survey conducted by and for King Resources Company in the Gulf of Maine. The
seismic survey was conducted on November 24-29, 1969, but processing
and analysis of the data took place during most of 1970.
The first of two packages being sent consists of letter-size
material as follows:
1)
2)
3)

One company report 11 Gulf of Maine Seismic Survey 11
One map and one plate to accompany the report, and
One report by Teledyne Exploration Company on the field
operations

The second package consists of the seismic record sections derived from the survey data and upon which the interpretation was made.
These are rolled, not folded; hence a second package.
If we may be of further assistance in this matter, please contact
me or Mr. Richard Eckles.
Sincerely you5 7~

--ii- C x':u IJ

HEK/mw
cc - A. F. Frederickson
J. Hemann
R. Eckles

CANADIAN DIVISION:
1300 Elveden Hou se, C algary, A lb erta
A TLANT IC DIVISION:
28 State Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02109

H. E. KELLOGG
Director of Research

EASTERN DIVISION:
700 Houston Natural Gas Building, Houston, T exas 77002

WES TERN DIVISION:
600 Denver Club Building, D enver, Colorado B0202

570 First National Bank Building, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

300 Wall Towers West, Midland , T exas 79701

710 Oil and Gas Building, New Orleans, L ouisiana 70112

1900 Avenue Of The Stars, Los Angeles, California 90049

Se cu r it y Li fe ' B uild i n g, D 8 n ve r , C olo ra d o B 0 2 0 2

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Area Co de 3 0 3 Te l e p h on e 5 34 - 7661

July 23, 1970
' ·

·.

Mr. Robert G. Doyle,
Administrator,
Maine Mining Bureau,
State Office Bldg.,
Augusta, Maine
Dear Bob:
I have attached a copy of my letter of January 20,
1970, to Walter Anderson describing the Gulf of Maine
Seismic survey conducted to evaluate our lease. The
interpretation of the data gathered is continuing.

Please let me know if you need additional information.
Sincerely yours,

ci-, :.0,-_
,,

TKF /rrw
Encl.

CANADIAN DI V IS IO N :
1300 E lv e den Hous e , C a lgary, A lberta

,,___

TH.OMAS K. FULTON

EASTERN DIV IS IO N:

WES T ERN DIV IS ION:

7 0 0 H o uston Natura l Ga s Building, Houston , Texas 77002

600 D e n ver Club Building, D e n ver , Colorado 80202

100 Park Aven u e Bu ild ing, Okl a hom a C ity, Ok lahoma 73102

300 Wa ll Tow e rs We st, Midl a nd , Texas 79701

7 10 Oil a n d Gas B uild ing, N ew Orle a ns, L o ui siana 70112
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February 10, 1970

Dr .. A.

F. F::-c<iorickson

:!:<ing Resources Co.
s~curity Life Building
Denver, ColoraCo

Dear Dr. Fredcric!:son ·
· As a follow up to my last letter, I believe that you
will find the attaci1 d infornation as to rell <luta
sources ore sp cific. Also for your added information
is an attached list of other availc.1>1 Well Hi stor-.! fte;->orts
whic1 may be purclased upon req est.

The Shell Canada ~lumber 1 Oneida is still drilling.
VQry truly yours,
'tAI

1·.

G . LOGICAL SURVEY

Wnlte:r A. 1\nnerson
Assistan.t State Ge.ologist

BENNETT & SCHWARZ
cl1-tto'tney5- at ...£aw
482 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE 04111
HERBERT H. BENNETT
ROBERT D. SCHWARZ
JOHN N. KELLY

TELEPHONE

February 3,

1 ~ 9{,- 774,5658

Mr. Norman K. Ferguson
state Treasurer

State House
Augusta, Maine

04330
Res

King ,; Resources company

Dear Mr. Ferguson,

It has come to our attention that although the monies
which are being held by the Maine National Bank in escrow until
final determination o f the Off Shore Oil Rights question have
been drawing interest, nevert~eless, the accumulated i nterest
is sitting idle. I discussed this matter with officials of the
bank and it was felt that a joint letter by myself as representative of King Resou rces and your office would be suf ficient
to put these monies to work. Will you please contact me or, if
you prefer, have someone from the Attorney General ' s Office do
so and we will get the letter to the bank. There is no sense
in either of us losing this interesto

Yours very truly,

ROBERT D. SCHWARZ
RDSagic
cc:

John J. McNamara, Jr .

Robert Doyle
Will iam Coffey
J

'

Security Life Building , Denver, Color.ido 80202

KING RESOURCES

tonm:3 .'4-NY

Area Code 303 Telephone S34-7661

January 20, 1970

Mr. Walter A. Anderson,
Asst. State Geologist,
Dept. of Economi~ Development,
State Capitol,
Augusta, Maine
Re:

Gulf of Maine Sparker Survey

Dear Walter: ·
The following technical data should satisfy your
requirement that yoti be informed of the progress of the
·lease evaluation:
Miles of . subsurface coverage
Number of refraction ~urveys
Energy source
121 miles
II
II
314
II
Positioning system --

435

3

40 kilojoule
11
l 00

Decca Hi Fix

Additional data and a schematic of the SSP towing
array are included with a shot point map.
We are proceeding with the analysis of the data.
Sinc~rely yours,

TKF/nw
Encl.

THOMAS K. FULTON

Januarv 20, 1970

Or. A. F. Frederickson
King Resources Co.
Security Life Building
Denver, Colorado

Dear Dr. Frederickson:

Just a short note to let you know that Mobile Sable
Island Well has been released. I s wabbed one copy of
the Induction Electric and have just sent away for the
full suite of logs as indicated at the top of the attach
ed scout ticket. Our xerox machine is on the blink
which will delay our shif:Jping u copy to you. I recommend,
however, that you write to Riley's Repro"'uction,
631 8th Avenue s.w., Calgary 2, Alberta, Canada,
(phone: 266--6051) for faster and more detailed coverage.
I heard that the Shell D-84 Onondaga was in salt at
13,085 feet and was P & A in November, 1969. Gas shows
were "reported" in each of four logging runs.

I have been trying to swah the Anchor Gas Co. No. l
Dickinson drilled on Cape May several years ago in Cape
May County, New Jersey. I understand the Tennessee Gas
Trans. has taken over and is holding all info "tite". ,
The well is P & A and I understand that there is some
interesting geology in it. Have any of your people a
lead on this?
Shell is now drilling the 0-25 Oneida 75 s.w. of
D-84. The well was spudaed on·November 20 and the proposed T.D. is 12,500 feet. The location is lat. 43°
14' 53 " and long. 61'0 33' 39". Other proposed locations
are the Shell? Oneida 1 mile N.W. 0-25, lat. 43° 15' 00",
long. 61° 34' 00° arid the Shell? Micmac 50 miles N.E. of
Sable Island, lat. 44° 36• 00", long. 59° 26' 00".

Dr. A. F. Fred_rickson
January 19, 1!370
Page 2
I enjoyed my visit with Tom Fulton during I<RC' s
seismic effort in the Gulf of Maine. He struck me as
being a very bright fellow_.

If there is anything th t we can do for you, please
don't hesit t:e to call.

Very truly yours,
HAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Walter A. Anderson
Assistant State Geologist
WAA:pm

P.s.
P.P.S.

If you run across another compact Leitz slide
projector, let me know!
I just talked to a Shell Canada scout and he
informs me that Mohil plans five wells on their
acreage off the East Coast and Cheveron is
bringing a rig from across the pond and will be
on location soon.

S e cur ity L ife B ui ldi n g , D e nv e r, C o lo r a d o 80 2 0 2

KI N G RESOURCES COMPANY

January 20, 1970

Mr. Walter A. Anderson,
Asst. State Geologist,
Dept. of Economic Development,
State Capitol,
Augusta, Maine
Re:

Gulf of Maine Sparker Survey

Dear Walter:
The following technical data should satisfy your
requirement that you be informed of the progress of the
lease evaluation:
Miles of subsurface coverage
Number of refraction surveys
Energy source
121 miles
11

11

Positioning system

314

11

435
3
40 kilojoule
]QQ

II

Decca Hi Fix

Additional data and a schematic of the SSP towing
array are included with a shot point map.
We are proceeding with the analysis of the data.
Sincerely yours,

TKF /rrw
Encl.

OFFIC E S:

~

THOMAS K. FULTON

135 South La Sa l le Street, Chicago , I l linois 60603 • 1400 Eiveden House, Ca l gary, A l berta, Canada •
4072 Penobscot Bui l ding. Detroit, Michigan 4B226 , 324 North Robinson-Su i te 200, Okla h oma City , Ok l ahoma 73102 •

TELEDYNE EXPLORATION
A TELEDYNE COMPANY
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Mr. Walter Anderson,
Asst. State Geologist,
Dept. of Economic Development,
State Capitol,
Augusta, Maine

71717

Dear Walter:
I certainly enjoyed meeting you during the recent
seismic survey . It appears that we took full advantage
of the break in the weather, considering the weather reports that I've seen since I returned.
The seismic data is currently being r e-formatted in
Houston prior to its processing here in Denver.
A delay in sending you a promised 11 show and tel1 11
seismic section from an 11 unknown 11 location was partially
caused by a short vacation. Thanks for the Christmas card
and best wishes for you and yours in the year ahead.
Sincerely yours,

TKF/mw
Encl:

THOMAS K. FULTON

j

I ,.-·•

l_

[,
/' I

l'

CANADIAN DIVIS ION:
1300 Elveden H o u se, Calgary, A l berta

I

EASTERN DIV IS ION:

WESTERN D IVISION:

700 Hou ston Natura l G as Building, H ouston, T exas 770 0 2

600 D enver Club Building, D enver, Colorado 80202

100 P a r k Avenue Bu il ding, Oklahom a City, Oklahoma 73102

300 Wall Tow ers West, M idland , T exas 79701

710 Oil and Gas Bui lding, New Orl ea n s, Loui s i ana 70112

Dec~mbcr 31, 1Sb9

lcNamarn, Manager

J. J.

i\t lantic Division
~ing Resource3 Company
28 State St.rect
Boston, Hiss~ci,uLctts

I hav1:.: bam, advised by the Attorney Goneral I s office
that there are sone slight corrections necessary in the
so·-callell Oil & Gus oe·ction of the M,dne l1ining Law.
Legal

counsel has o.<lvised that Subchapter IV of Chapter 401 must
be a.1\ended ir; Section 2155.
Ti1i... . amendment rould broade:-!
the authoriiiation of the :aure:1u, in order t.hat that agei1cy

might specifically be able to issue exploration permitiis.
It had been my a.ssl..llr.ntion th a t \•le had thi!., authority;
cow1s~l, !i.ow<:.:ver, i.,ould feel more sc:cure with specific
mention of t.hi::.; authority.
Legislation for thin am<.=mdment has becm submitted to ,
the Special Session. Until this amcrn.imcnt has been p assed

into law, a mattor of some si;.. to eight weeks, I am herewith
authorizing King Resourc.::s Company to operate undor its
1969 Licen.:e to •Jl.ne. A apccific Oil & G s Permit for
Gulf Areu I may then be rcqucstr-:,1. Subject to such regulut.ions · s the Bureau mc:1y .dccr:i. nec•.o.ssary, an e"'ploration
pcrn:it will .oe is:..ued to you.
I will be plca~ed to o.iBcu.ss .a ny 0£ these points with

you personally, at your 9onvenie1.ce.
Yours very truly,

Robe;.rt G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:pm

cc:C. P. Osgood.
J. I'. K,~efe

LAW OFFICES

BENNETT &

SCHWARZ
TELEPHON£Sr

HERBERT H. BENNETT
ROBERT 0. SCHWARZ

JOHN N. KELLY

462

CONGRESS STREET

PORTLAl'IO, MAINE

774• 565B

774-5659

□ 4111

Captain Robert A. Lee, Commanding Officer
U.S. Coast Guard Base, Group Portland
259 High Street
South Portland, Maine
Dear Captain Lee:
Confirming our conversation of last month, King Resources
Company has employed the use of a vessel - "Miss Freeport" out
of Galveston, Texas - #298093 under charter to Teledyne, Inc.,
being approximately 115 feet in length, captained by Charles
Harris to do survey work off the coast of Maine.
The survey work will consist of SPARKER Seismic Profiling in
the following described areas for a total of 600 nautical line miles.
Decca Hi Fix navigational control - both vertical and horizontal will
be maintained during the entire operation. The areas involved will be:

I

I,

44°N and 69°W to 44°N 68°W to 43°N 68°W to 43°N 70°W to 44° 30'N
70°W to 43° 30'N 69°W and back to 44°N 69°W and back to 44°N 69°W.
The survey will commence in the Northeasterly section, move to
the Southerly block and finally to the Westerly block.
The survey will commence on November 17, 1969 and will be
completed on or before January 15_, 1970.
This notice is in compliance with regulations and is in advice to
marriners.
Very truly yours,

~//&~
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November

Mr. Walter Anderson
Maine Department of Economic Development
Room 211
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Anderson:
I am replying to Mr. Doyle's letter of November 5
to John J. McNamara.

The Geophysical Survey in the Gulf of Maine to be
performed by Teledyne Exploration is currently scheduled
to start on November 17. The Miss Freeport will wor k out
of Portland. It is 127 feet long and has bunks for 21 people.
The crew will consist of only 10 hence there will be space
for observers. I plan to go out on the first cruise.
Whereas your presence should not interfere with the operation.
I cannot indicate how many days the boat will be out of port
and hence cannot give you a schedule. You are certainly
welcome to observe.
Sincerely yours,

~

1<_-;f;d i:::::

Tom K. Fulton
TKF: nb
cc: John J. McNamara
A. F. Frederickson
Robert Schwarz
. _,
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11/3/69
DFAFT PRC1v:cs1m--:s IcOR REGuI.ATIO i,] S OF OIL '.CELfriDALS 1\ ND REFINEK:rn s

l .

Sf fluent \-JcJ ters
1.

No refinery opera tor shall d isc ha rge ,·Jaters which h ave not been
treat ed to meet class B- 1 as defined in Title 38 § 363 l''lRSA :
' ;,i,Yacers of this class shall be co nsidere d the higher
quality of t he Class B group and shall be acceptable
fo r recreational purposes, including bathin g, for use
as potable wa ter supply after adequate treatmen t and
for a fish and wildlife habitat.
The dissolved oxygen
of such waters shall be not less than 75% of saturation,
subject, ho,,iever, to normal natural varia tions, and not
less than 5 parts per million at any time and contain
no more than 300 coliform bacteri a per 100 milliliters.
These waters shall be free from sludge deposi ts, solid
refuse and floating solids such as oils, grease or scum.
There shall be no disposal of any matter or substance
in t hese waters whic h imparts color, tur bidity, taste
or odor which would impair the usages ascr ibed to
this classification nor shall such matter or substance
alter the temperature or hyd rogen-ion concentration
of these waters so as to render such waters harmful to
fish or other aquatic life.
There sha l l be no
disposal of any matter or substance that cont a i ns
chemical constituent J which are harmful to humans,
anima ls or aquatic life or which adve rsel y affect a n y
other water use in this class.
No radioactive matter
or substance shall be permitted in these waters ~~ich
would be harmful to humans, anima l or aquatic life, and
there shall be no disposal of any matter o! substance
which would result in ra dio-nuclide concentr atio~s in
edible fish or other aquatic life thereby rendering
them dangerous for human consumption.
The3e waters
shall be free of any matter or subs~ance which alte 1~ s
the composition of bottom fa una, which c:dversely affects
the physical or chemical nature of bottom material,
or which i nterferes with the propagation of fish.
There shall be no dispos a l of sewage, industri a l wastes
or other wastes in such waters, except those which have
received treatment f or the adequate removal of waste
constituerits including, but not limited to, solids,
color, turbid i ty, taste, odor or toxic material, such
that thes e t r ea ted wastes will not lowe r the standards
or a lter t hQ us <Jgc~ of this c'.LassiJ:ic c1t: :Lon ;1 11.or si1.-~ll
such disp osal of s e wa ge o r waste be injurious to aquatic
life or render such da·.1 6 erous for human consumption."

2.

No refinery operator shall discharge to the waters of the Stat e of
Ma in e a ny waters containing less than 5 ppm dissolved oxygen , or

have content in excess of the following m2xirn a :
Effluen t Concentrotio~
(in milligrams per lit er
which is ~qu i va lent to oac
part per million by weigh c )
Visible oil

none

'l'otal oil

10

Ammon ia

(as N)

Phenol

3.

50
l

Cyan ides

11one

Sulfides

none

Matter with a chemical oxygen demand

so

Matter with a bio-chemical oxygen demand

20

Color

less than 100 co lo r units

ph

6,5 - 3.0

Suspended solids

30

Sludge , solid refuse, floating solids
grease, scum

none

In addition to complying with provision 2 of this section, no person
shall discharge into the ·wa ters of the State of Ha ine any waters
wh ich will raise the temperature of the receiving waters (mixing
0
.c
''
1
' ' 1 saia
. .·., d
· '
zone to .be d eLinea;
more tian
J" c , nor sna1~
r1scnarge
ever

ra i se the temperature of any body of water beyond a maximum
temperature of 2 □ 0 c for trout and salmon waters, or beyond a
maximum of 28°c for non - trout and non - sal mon waters, nor shall any
discharge contain 0ffluent wa te;:-s which will produce at the borcl e;:
of a mixing zone (to be defin ed) conditions in e~c e ss of the
following maxima :

- 3 ·c o~~cen J.::r 2 ti.on
(in mill i g r ams per li te r)

Visi~le oil
Tota 1 oil

0 .1

l~n:r:1011 i a (as N)

0.5

Phenol

0 .. 01

Cya "i.1ides

none

Sulfides

none

Matter with a chemical oxygen demand

0 . 50

Ma tter with a bio-chemical oxygen demand 0 . 25
Change in ph

0 .5 ph un its

Ma tter producing color turbidity

none

Ma tte j: producing taste or odor

none

Othe r chemical constituents in su ch
conc en tr ations or combin a tions as
would be harmful to human, anima l
or marine life or would make the
waters unsafe or unsuitable for fish
or shellfish or their propagation,
i mpair their p a latability or impair
the . water for any oth e r assigned u s e

none

Oxygen content of water

4.

not less th a n 75 per
ce nt of saturation

Storm and wash-down waters likely to acquire polluting oil or
chemicals shall be retained in catc hments with iurge capacity
adequate to handle the maximum volume likely to occur, and such
wa ters shall be treated to cn e extent necessary to meet the above
effluent water provisions,

5.

(2) and (3), before being dis c harg ed.

Ballast waters, bil ge waters, c argo hold clea ning waters, and
tank cleaning waters pumped ashore sha ll be co~ tained s eparate

wacc r provisions.

6.

A r ef i n ery operator shall be required at his exp ense to inst a ll,

op e r~te, and m~intain wacer monitoring instruracncs on a ll effl uent
wate~ s anj/o r ac the ~orde r of all mixing zones to ens~re chat
wa ter quali t y standards for class B- 1 wa ter s as defined i u Titi e

36 ~ 353 tffiSA are not exceeded.

The contaDinants to be measure J ,

the loca tion of the instru ments , th e me thod of sample collection

and analyses, and the tabulation of data shall be approved by t ~e
Environmental Improvement Commissio n.

\

S'TA'TE ·OF MAINE
lnter;Departmental Memorandum

DJte

October 13, 1969

To

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman

Dept. _ _M_a_i_n_e_M
_i _n_i_n_;g::....__B_u_r_e_a_u_____

From

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Dept. _ _M_a_i_n_e__
M_i_n_i_n_g__B_u_r_e_a_u____

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _E_n_c_l_o_s_·_e_d_A_d_v_i_s_o_r_y_F_•_r_o_m_K_i_n_g_R_e_s_o_u_r_c_e_s_C_o_m_p_a_n_y__________

The letter from Dr. Frederickson outlines a program of
investigation for Gulf Area 1 which they plan to execute
within the very near future. The Attorney General's Office
has cleared the Bureau and the Company to proceed with
exploration plans based on the license which was issued in
January.
(A copy of that opinion is also enclosed herein.)
The present surveying work will be done during the next few
months.
Starting very soon the Company wishes to employ a
sparker seismic instrument which will be used for the geophysical work. This type of surveying has absolutely no affect on
the environment. Both seismic and magnetic studies can be
done without hindering or harming the other resources. I
would suggest that we approve the exploration plan and
authorize the Company to proceed. Both Walter Anderson and
I will be working with the surveying crew and will, of ·course,
be reporting to Bureau members as the project proceeds. In
order _that we might allow the Company to proceed as soon as
possible, I would like to have any reaction from each member
£or a Bureau meeting on Monday, October 20, 2:00 P.M., in the
Photo Lab.
.
I will be pleased to discuss this in person with you
anytime during the week.
pm

..

Se c urity Lif e Buildin g , D o n ve r , Color.ido 80202

Area Cod e 303 T e l e phone 534-76 6 1

October 7, 1969

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
Maine Department of Economic Development
Room 211, State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
The following comments outline the work King Resources Company will
do during the coming ~ix months to further explore their offshore licensed
area.
Background:
The geological target will be the marine portion of the Triassic.
These rocks occur ~n a series of downfaulted segments or blocks that occur
between upthrmm blocks of metamorphic and igneous rocks. The metamorphic rocks
nearest the sea bottom have a characteristic magnetic 11 signature 11 ; hence, the
trends of these blocks can be detected from magnetic maps.
The Triassic sediments are also underlain by metamorphic rocks. The
depth-to-basement calculations - thickness of the Triassic sediments - are not
unambiguous under some circumstances; hence, must be checked by an independent
measuring method.
We have laid out a geophysical program utilizing continuous seismic
proffling methods to obtain the required additional data.
The measurements to be made by the King Resources Company contractor
do not involve the use of dynamite or any other type of explosives.
· The exact number of line miles of profiling to be done will be
determined by the results. Inasmuch as the profiling is to be done (a) to
confirm the calculations made from the magnetic maps and (b) to resolve ambiguous areas, a-minimum program of about 300 line miles will be required. The
actual program may require several times this amount of profiling.

CANADI AN D IVISION :
1300 El ve d c n H o u s e , C a lgar y , Alb e r ta

E A STE RN DI V IS ION :

WE S TE RN DI V IS IO N:

700 H o u s ton N atura l G as B ui ld ing, H o u s t o n, T exas 77002

6 0 0 D e n ve r Club Bu il di n g, D e n v er, C o lo r ado 60202

100 P a r k A venu e B u il d in g, Okl a h oma C it y , O k la h o m a 7310 2

3 0 0 W all To w e r s West, Mid l.:\nd , T e xas 7 9701

710 O il a n d G a s B ui ldi n o. New O rl e an s . L oui s iil n a 7 01 12

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
October 7, 1969
Page Two
The purpose of this letter is:
l.

to inform you about the details of the program;

2.

to request your permission to conduct the above program, and

3.

to obtain a written statement that the above program will meet
our work obligation necessary to hold the license.

Looking forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience,
I am

/
'71/7

rickson
·
S ni
ce President and
Director of Technical Programs

AFF/gh

ccs:

Messrs. John J. McNamara, Jr.
Robert D. Schwarz

STATE OF MAll\JE
lnter~Departn1ental Memorandun1
To

Rob e r·t G. Doyl e , Administrator

From Robert G.

Subject

Fuller, Jr .. Assistant

Date cTul v 25,

Dept.

Mining Bureau

Dept.

Attorney Ge neral

1969

Propos e d Geophysical work hy King Re sourc e s Company

By letter dated July 22, 1969 you have informed me that
King Resources Company has requeste·d permission to begin geophysical work in the Gulf Mining Ar e a #1. You state that
such work will consist of non-explosive seismic surveying
and possibly some detailed gravity work. You inquire whether
there are any legal problems raised by King 1 s proposal.
The conditions o_f King· ' s operations in Gulf Mining Area

#1 are controlled by Maine under the document entitled
"License to Mine No. 7 - First Renewal", dated January 2,
1969.
I assume for the purposes of this memo that the .written
outline required by paragraph A of the license was submitted
within the 90 day period required. If not, it should be, as
otherwis.e the Bureau has no facts before it in order to issue
the approval required by paragraph B _ (1) of the license, which
approval is a condition precedent to King's geophysical work.
King must also comply with the provisions of paragraph B (2)
of the license.
TO SUMMARIZE:
The only issue raised by King's request
is whether King has fulfilled the conditions of its license
in a manner satisfactory to the Bureau. When the Bureau is
satisfied that these conditions have been fulfilled, it may

then consent to the performancealt::z;~r~eq:e~ted .

. ,~'f:Jfc :~~~~
ROBERT Go F )'bJtR, JR.
Assistant Attorney General

RGFJr:mfe

Security Life Building, DenveF, Colorado 80202

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Area Code 303 Telephone 534-7661

October 7, 1969

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
Maine Department of Economic Development
Room 211, State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
The following comments outline the work King Resources Company will
do during the coming six months to further explore their offshore licensed
area.
Background:
The geological target will be the marine portion of the Triassic.
These rocks occur in a series of downfaulted segments or blocks that occur
between upthrown blocks of metamorphic and igneous rocks. The metamorphic rocks
nearest the sea bottom have a characteristic magnetic 11 signature 11 ; hence, the
trends of these blocks can be detected from magnetic maps.
The Triassic sediments are also underlain by metamorphic rocks. The
depth-to-basement calculations - thickness of the Triassic sediments - are not
unambiguous under some circumstances; hence, must be checked by an independent
measuring method.
We have laid out a geophysical program utilizing continuous seismic
profiling methods to obtain the required additional data.
The measurements to be made by the King Resources Company contractor
do not involve the use of dynamite or any other type of explosives.
The exact number of line miles of profiling to be done will be
determined by the results. Inasmuch as the profiling is to be done (a) to
confirm the calculations made from the magnetic maps and (b) to resolve ambiguous areas, a minimum program of about 300 line miles will be required. The
actual program may require several times this amount of profiling.

CANADIAN DIVISION:
1300 E!veden House, Calgary, Alberta

EASTERN DIVISION:

WESTERN DIVISION:

700 Houston Natural Gas Building, Houston, Texas 77002

600 Denver Club Building, Denver, Colorado 80202

100 Park Avenue Building, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

300 Wall Towers \'Vest, Midland, Texas 79701

710 Oil and Gas Building, New Orleans, Louisiana 70·1·12

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
October 7, 1969
Page Two
The purpose of this letter is:
l.

to inform you about the details of the program;

2.

to request your permission to conduct the above program, and

3.

to obtain a written statement that the above program will meet
our work obligation necessary to hold the license.

Looking forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience,
I am

/

AFF/gh

ccs:

derickson
S ni
ce President and
Director of Technical Programs

Messrs. John J. McNamara, Jr.
Robert D. Schwarz

Sept1?-rn. er 17, 19G9

Dr. r~ ~

.t •

oder· c!~son

I-i.ing P.esou!'ces Company

Mec,r't7 Life B~ilding
D(·mvcr, Cclor.:ic o
i..car Dr. ,• r _derickson :
~le enclose~ ma~ re~r~~e~ts the lat~st available infer~ tic,n on th(:? e .rock g oloqy o. Casco ,ay. The work was done
under Maine Survey t uspices by Dro A. M. I usscy II, AsGociat.(_
Professor of Geology at Bou,1oin College in Drunswick ~ The
:.:-ocl:s a.re highly netamorphosed (sillimani te grade ) se imer~t,7.ry
a1(. volcanic units of u--:, er Silurian (?) tc low -r Devonian -::i.._e,
based on palcon•'-olo~icai' datc'l from rocks of C'""ntral _!1aine.

Evid(.c:>ncr:. for the major fault has heen fo

na

on G .cat
r i11Rrc1
Beach. DisplacL.ncnt. a:1c= direction of la tcrnl .t1ovem~nt a.re
not ~ ssible to <let~~~ine.

r:. · amon<l I lanl: and on L.he ,:;hor~ of South 1 0 ·tland at

The section is presumed upright 1 and grn~tlv tretc!-iec
an<1 c01".1pre!'Jscc1 o The s ft, friable, sul· i i "e rich meta·-"'halcs
cmc1 slat:es of the Diamonc:. Island and Sca:rl)oro f~rm::1.tior..s, E':J
w,::";11 as the~ strongly fractured Spring Point greenstone unit.,
p arts of uhich lie c-ff the northwest s11ore of Long Islam:,
l 2.vc becm glaci · lly scourec-: to a louer true- clovation l:han
t!1c adj ncent beds of Cape Cl zabeth cruartzi te and :cc.. .i.st on
t:.:0 nort 1·west 2nd the Cushing mcta--ancsite on Long Islanci
itsE.lf.
In combination with c:w ·Dia".nond Island f;:i_ult, th~ss ::oft.
t'.ai-Ls h, ve m c;c~ the .. resent trough uhich .a::: b00., founc by
seianic re lPctions end borings.

We Hill be pleased to assist you further in .1ny
l·cvelop',.ent \:70J.k in ·...he area.

Very truly yonrs,

r 7-\I m

GEOLOGICAL

Ro} ci::-t G. Do rlE
State Geologist

Rr.D:pm

sunvr:Y

August 19, 1969

Robert Schwarz, Esq.
Dennett, Schwarz & Ree_

482 Congreis Str~et
Portland, liainc
Dear I r. Schwarz:

As of Au..,ust 11,·the State Attorn .y General 1 s Office
notifiec. me that. it seems reasm1able to them that your
Com9any might beqin geophysical arc other exploration
work short of drilling in Gul · Area I presently under
license from the r-1aine Mining Bureau. Mr. Robert Puller

of the Attornev General's Office has advised me that
tie
does not.seem to be any possibility of predisposing
any of the State's advantages in the upcoraing case before
the U. S. Supre ac Court whether or not geophysical ·worl:
is done~
It has been, and continues to be, t~e policy of

the Maine ilining ·ureau to support all exploration
activities on the Sta e 1 s lands and waters. I uould,
therefor€), suggest that you urg0. your client to undertake
so., e geo ::>hysical activity durinq the calendar year.
Our
only request .is t::iat we be in receipt of plans of such
exploration work within seven days prior to start of any
operations; and that you receive approval from this o:fice.
I hope that I will be hearing from you or directly
from King Resources Company in the very near future
indicating a start in geophysical exploration.
·Veey truly 9 ours,
f-iAINE l.lINING .DUREAU

Robert G • l)oy le

Administrator
RGD~pm

August 19, 1969

Robert Schwarz, Esq.
Dennett, Sch":rarz & Reef
~82 Congress Street

?ortl.and, Maine
Dear 1-i.r. Schwarz :

I wish to thank you for your letter of August. 5 in
\vhich you inC.icated that Xing Resources Company has
initiated Sparker surveyin0 in nnd around King Eesour~es
Company's operations in Hussey Sound. I would be nost
pleased to cxw~inc and, perhaps, have on file results of
the surveying when and if it i.s made available.
Ver.y truly yours,
11AINE MI NING

cm iP .lillY

Robert G. Doyl:9
Administrator
RGD:pm

LAW OFFICES

BENNETT & SCHWARZ
HERBERT H. BENNETT
ROBERT 0. SCHWARZ

JOHN N. KELLY

TELEPHONES :

482

CONGRESS STREET

PORTLAND, MAINE

04111

774-565B
774-5659
774•56S0

AREA CODE 207

August 5, 1969

Mr. Robert Doyle
Maine Mining Bureau
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine
Re:

King Resources company

Dear Mr. Doyle:
In conformance with your prior request that we keep
you advised of any activities, my client, King Resources
Company has retained a crew from the Alpine Geophysical
company to profile the basement areas of Hussey sound
within one thousand feet of the old existing Naval Fuel
Farm dock on the property which King Resources acquired
on Long Island. This operation will commence on the 11th
day of August and should be completed on the 14th.
The equipment to be used will be a small electronic
sparker and the vessel to be used will be the King Resources
Company's Northwest Passage, a 38-foot Bertran Sports
Fisherman.
We are also negotiating with the Alpine Geophysical
Company to do profile on several potential submerged pipeline routes from our proposed super tanker location to
South Portland. I will advise you on this later.
Yours very truly,

RDS :gic

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum Date July
To Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Dept.

Mining Bureau

From Robert G. Fuller,

Dept.

Attorney General

Subject

Jr. , Assistant

25. 1969

Proposed Geophysical work by King Resources Company

By letter dated July 22, 1 969 you have informed me that
King Resources Co mpany has requested permission to begin geophysical work in the Gulf Mining Area #1 . You state that
such work will consist of non-explosive seismic surveying
and possibly some detailed gravity work . You inquire whether
there are any legal problems raised by King ' s proposal .
The conditions of Ki ng ' s operations in Gulf Mining Area
#1 are controlled by Maine under the document entitled
"License to Mine No . 7 - First Renewal", dated January 2,
1969 .
I assume for the purposes of this memo that t h e written
outline required by paragraph A of the l icense was submitted
within the 90 day period required .
If not , it should be, as
otherwise the Bureau has no facts before i t in order to issue
the approval required by paragraph B (1) of the license, which
approval is a condition precedent to King ' s geophysical work.
King must also comply with the provisions of paragraph B (2)
of the license.
TO SUMMARIZE :
The only issue raised by Ki ng ' s request
is whether Ki ng has f u lfilled the conditions of its license
in a manner satisfactory to the Bureau . Wh en the Bureau is
satisfied that the se conditions have been fulfilled, i t may
then consent to the performance of the work requested .

R
~;~

Assistant Attorney General

RGFJr:mfe

NOT AFORMAL

July 22, 1969

Mr. Robert Fuller
Ass t . Atto r ney General
Attorney General's Office
Capitol Building
Augus _t a, Ha i ne
Dear Mr. Fuller :
I have received a request from Ki n g Resources Comp any
indicating that they woul d like to beg1n some geoph ysical
work withi n t h e Gulf Area I. This work would consist of
non-exp losive seismic surveying a n d possi?ly some detailed
g r avity work .
I see no technical reason why this work should not
be allowed to proceed.
If there is no legal problem
involved, I would ap p reciate hearing from you that the
work may be allowed to proceed.
Th e Company will ·, of course, submit a detailed
d e scription of the work which might be carried .out.
Yours very truly,
MAINE MINING auREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:bd
CC. Commissioner Keefe

Security Life Building, Denver, Colorado 80202

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Area Code 303 Telephone 534-7661

March 17, 1969

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
Maine Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Sir:
The purpose of this letter is to inform your department of our
exploration plans in accordance with Section A of Maine Mining Bureau License
to Mine No. 6 requiring King Resources Company to file details of our planned
exploration activities.
Our exploration program is divided into two parts. The first part
is a complete review of the existing magnetic, gravity and seismic data covering the licensed area. This first part is a detailed study that will be conducted in our Denver offices. The second part is field work conducted at sea
and is designed to remove interpretive ambiguities and to delineate the structural pattern of the fault blocks in our licensed area.
The geophysical surveying technique that is to be used is called a
sparker survey. This technique utilizes electrical discharges in the water
to produce the sound energy that is required to determine the layering in the
rocks below the sea bottom.
No explosives such as dynamite or related products will be used for
any aspect of the work.
The attached map shows the position of the courses we expect the
survey ship to take. As further office study is done, the position of some of
these courses may be changed.
We expect to initiate the actual sea-going activities late in the
fall (sometime in October). The specific dates have not yet been determined.
If you have any questions regarding either the equipment to be used
or the survey patterns to be followed, please do not hesitate to call me and

CANADIAN DIVISION:
1300 E!veden House, Calgary, A!bert3.

EASTERN DIVISION:

WESTERN DIVISION:

700 Houston Natura! Gas Building, Houston, Texas 77002

600 Denver Club Building, Denver, Colorado 80202

100 Par!< Avenue Building, Oklahoma City, 01,;lahoma 73102

300 Wall Towers West, Midland, Texas 79701

710 Oil and Gas Building, New Orleans, Louisiana 70112

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
March 17, 1969
Page T~,io
we will be glad to review all of our information and plans with you in whatever
detail you feel will be helpful to you.
Since no drilling will be done in this stage of our program, no
pollution problems will be encountered.

AFF /gh

ederickson
Vice President and
Director of Technical Programs
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February 6,

Robert Doyle
Main~ Mining Bureau
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Bob:
Confirming our conversation with regard to the License
to Mine No. 7 - First Renewal, of King Resources Company, I
have corrected the first page so that the date appears "dated
December 20, 1968", and I have dated the instrument, as requested, January 2, 1969.
Kindest personal regards.
/-v; ?ruly ~ ~/

.

c_

( _·;:& IA Vo bu~,/7_.'!)
~

RDS/lg

I

ERT D. SCffi,i,TARZ

As indicated last May, King Resources Company has and will
maintain a continued interest in the State of Maine particularly
in petrochemicals. A brief .summary of this interest and activity
is worthwhile.
1.

KRC first became interested in Maine when the
chief geologist noted a pbssibility of gas bearing
rock structure lying within the central part of
the Gulf of Maine. After several years of evaluation, · it was decided to attempt acquisition of
this offshore · structual area.

2.

The Company advised its State of Maine agent,
Mr. Robert Schwarz, early in 1968 that an attempt
should be made to get an option for a multimillion dollar acre plot of ocean bottom rights.
This was accomplished in May 1968 when the Maine
Mining Bureau signed the prospecting agreement
with King Resources.

3.

A note of explanation regarding Mr. Schwarz and
his relationship with KRC might be in order.
Mr. Schwarz had been hired to represent KRC,
several years ago, since KRC is a Maine registered
company. Mr. Schwarz has done several projects
for the Company including preparation of an
underwriting for one of King Resources' mutual
funds situ~tion.
It was natural, therefore,
that the Company would use Schwarz to contact the
Maine Mining Bureau and the Governor's office.
Mr. Schwarz continues as a very active legal
consultant and advisor to the Company.

4.

King Resources, at the present time, has the
following structures as it relates to the State
of Maine:
John M. King - Chairman of the Board
Roland F. Boucher - President
(Geology background, Harvard PhD., 1953)
A. F. Fredrickson - Vice Preside nt and
Exploration Manager
(Geolog y , Ma ssachusetts Institute of
Technology PhD . , 1956)

J. J. McNamara - Eastern Division
Manager 6f King Resources
(Business background, Harvard, 1953)
McNamara is in direct charge of eastern operations
and reports to Boucher. McNamara gets considerable
techni~al advice from Fredrickson but is not
beneath him administratively. Mr. Schwarz is
responsible, at the present time, for property
a/cquisitions, lease negotiations, and acts as
]aison
officer to the Company and public officials.
I
5.

During the balance of 1968, KRC conducted
consideruble legal investigation into the
ownership of the offshore oil and gas rights.
Some preliminary ~urveying was done but
nothing official or extensive. KRC was advised,
both by our Attorney General's Department and
its own counsel, that premature activity in
the disputed block might be harmful to the
eventual conclusion of the legal challenge.
Late in 1968 John King urged that a drill hole
be planned for 1969 regardless of the legal
implications. A Company decision on his request
is still pending, however, with the Federal
Litigation it is doubtful for 1969.

6.

Also during 1968, KRC conducted a survey of
Portland i-Iarbor to determine if it could be
used as a crude oil offloading station with
subsequent petrochemical developments.
Negotiation was also begun in the fall of 1968
t6 purchase the Naval tuel Depot from GSA.
The
Company also discussed with Art Smith of
S.M.V.T.I. the possibility of designating some
part of an eventual island holding in P6rtland
as a research station for the Institute. They
are planning to give him six buildings for the
summer of 1969.

7.

During this period, and into 1969, a real
estate survey of the Portland islands and Harbor
was made. Raymond International Company of
Dakota was employed to execute an engineering
study for a crude oil offloading station on Long
Island with a pipeline connection under the Bay
to the South Portland Oil Depot.
·

8.

KRC purchased, in February, the Federal land on
Long Island from GSA. Purchase cost was
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approximately $203,123. At that point real
estate acquisition was greatly accelerated and
sufficient control established by mid-April of
1969. During this same late winter period, the
Raymond Engineering study was completed. This
study reported that with an exception of two
ledges which would have to be blasted out, the
idea of a crude offloading facility was reasonabl~
and economical.
During the months of March and
April, :l{RC transmitted this information to the
Governor and other State officials.
9.

Overall plans for KRC presume to be as follows:
A multi phase project for southern Maine. The
first phase to be the construction of an up to
eight million barrel crude storage facility on the
western end of Long Island. A four thousand yard
pipeline to the South Portland Oil Depot. At
the same time, the harbor channel would be
deepened to 90 feet.
KRC presumably is in negotiation with Portland
Pipeline Company to obtain some kind of rights
in the use of that pipeline. Also a thruput
contract for offloading and terminaling. There
is, I am sure, the eventual idea of establishing
some kind of crude oil refining or semiprocessing operation relating to the storage
facility.
They may contract for a spur off the
pipeline if it can be negotiated. Where it will
·be, how large it will be, and what processing
will be dorie remains, I think, an open question
with KRC.

10.

We do know that KRC has a very large acreage in
the North Slope of Alaska and Canadian Arctic
where the oil potential is recognized to be very
. high.
Some of this acreage is in Canada close to
Mackenzie Bay area and some in Alaska. Whether
or not the Company plans its own drilling or
whether it will lease its acreage is not known to
me.
The Company is following the northwest passage
progrmn very closely and would take advantage of
this shorter route if it becomes feasible.
Portland would then receive crude oil from
supertankers directly from northwestern North
America through the northwest passage. Portland
is closest to Resolution City. A refinery would
then be a logical outgrowth if one is indeed not

-3-

already in operation along the coast. It is
my belief that the Company's plans are not
absolutely crystalized regarding steps to be
taken during the next five years. · I will try to
keep current with their thinking and report it
as I receive it.
11.

I received word very recently that the Company
has begun cleaning up the Navy Depot area and
plans to hire approximately eleven people for .
maintenance and supervision work. I have been
asked to review with the Public Utilities Commission some of the requirements for pipeline and
electric power transmission.
I believe that the
Company is very serious and is moving ahead.

-4-

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
G. Doyle
T 0 - -Robert
------------=~-------From

Walter A. Anderson

Date

December 19, 1968

Dept. ----===E~c:..::o:.. :n..:.:o:::..:m=i=-c__::D:.. :e=-v.:. .e=lc:::oJ:p:.:m:.:. :e:::..:n:..::.t.:::______

Dept._--=E:.. .:c:.. .:o:.. .:n-=-o=-m=-=i:.. :c--=D=-e=-v-'--"'e.::l:.. :o:..J:p::..:m=e;;;;_nc..:. . :;t____

Subject _ ___:C_:o_:_n.::.. v:__e~r-=s-=a.::.·t:.:i::.·
. o.:_n::..::.. __~w:.. ::i:..t:..h::..::.. ._:..Mr=--:.~P=--a=u-=1-=u-=s=--o=-f=---=S-=u-'p=-e=-r=--=i-=-o-=-r--=0:.. .:l=-·l=--=C-=o-=-m:..:. ip=-a:.. .:n=y________

I talked this morning with Mr. Fred. Paulus of Superior Oil Company,
Houston. He was interested in the offshore activity on the Northeast
coast, and specifically in the rumored location of the King Resources
tract.
During the course of the conversation, he made the following comments:
1. That the section in the Baltimore Canyon area was primarily
Cretaceous and Jurassic.
2. That the basement rock encountered in the Cape Hatteras well are
Paleozoic and there is a distinct unconformity in the latter well
demarking the break between Mesozoic and Paleozoic rock. He further
stated that this unconformity could be traced out to the Continental
Shelf and that the paleozoics were relatively undisturbed or gently
folded.

He also had the following information on the Pan American No. lA-lOE
Grand Falls well;
1. The top of the upper cretaceous is situated in casing.
was set at 1745 feet.

Casing

2. Top of the lower cretaceous was at 3,000 feet. They encountered
several unconformable relationships and were in Jura- Cretaceous at
4,380 feet.

All of this information was based on paleo-picks, but he did not have
generic or specific names.
He is also sending up copies of the well logs that were run on both
Pan American wells. The well logs are induction-electric log, microlog, mud log and a velocity log. We should have them within a few
days.
bw

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum Date December J 7, J 968
To_--""B~~G.L-.--_____._.D~oy)~lJ~e......,..,........S~t_,,a~t........_e___._G=e~o~J~o...,_,_,g~i-s~tFrom W .

Dept.

Econoroi c Devel opm....e. n. . .....t_ _ _ __

A. Anderson , Asst • St ate Geo 1 o gist Dept. __E_c--'-o_n""""'o'--m_i'--·_c--"'D-'e'--v_e_l_o. p_m_e_n_t
..
_____

Subject ___T--=-.e_x...c.a'""s'---'E=a=s-'t-'ec..:rc...n;;.;;....=T..;;;:r....::a=n=s=m=i=s--"sC...Ci"--'o=--cn=-=i=n""'q"'"'u'""'i=·r~y--"i=n-"-t"-o=---=K=i=n=g;i.....;R::...:..;;ce..;;;:s...cco""""u""'r"-c"'-=e=s---"a"""'c"""t"'"i=·-'-v=ic.. ct_,,_
y _

On Friday afternoon, December 13, I received a call from Mr. Ross
Mr. Curll is a land-man
and scout for the subject company and operates out of Pittsburgh. He
asked for conformation on a report he had that King Resources either
has or was about to have a rig on location in Gulf Area #1 tract. I
informed him that so far as I knew, King Resources was not actively
drilling in this area.

V. Curll of Texas Eastern Gas Transmission.

He also indicated that Shell Canadian plans to drill at least two
wells off Nova Scotia this coming year. He also stated that the Pan
American Number 1 Tors Cove, drilled off Newfoundland, tested 75 cubic
feet of gas in a schulmberger wireline bomb somewhere near total depth.
He claims that the salt encountered at 4,830 in the Pan American No. 1
Tors Cove is reported to be a Triassic salt dome. I asked him if they
had encountered cap rock, but he didn't seem to know. He stated that
the information on both Pan American wells, as we know, has been released
in all of this information in detail including conventional cores, sidewall cores and cuttings are available in Calgary. However, I believe
most of the information is available in Ottawa and I will pursue this
in detail.
bw

STATE OF MAINE
Inter-Departmental Memorandum Date December 17 , 1968
Dept. _ _EL.:.LC
!.....l...l
a:..L.DL.l..a.L.Lml.LJ.L.c.C
i......_..1..
Du:e:....i:s.wre:::..J.1...U.a.µpcu.me.<:....J.n..L.Jt
...__ _ __
From

W. A. Anderson, Asst . State Geologist Dept. _ _ E"""""c""o'-n..,,
'"- o.,_.m
.........
i·"""
c ___._D"""e"""v"-'e............
J a-1:-r=m....,,e....n. . .t...______

Subject _ _P~a:!:.!n'-----.£Arn~e~r-=i~c:..5:a:!:..!:n~P!:...S2e~t'-"'r~oL:.l~e~u~m~cL!,o,L,r!,__,pl, l.l.!o.!.r..l;a!,_Jt.._.l!, _JO..i_Il
h.!,_...!,i,J,.nc,q4Ju
.........
i ..r.,}/.y____.ji...u....t,.__o..,__.LauYw8;a..J.·,_J"-""a. bu.J
. . .....e~ a~f....f....:su.b..u.a.,__r"-'e...__
0

leases.

I received a phone call this morning from a Mr . Gene Watson who
represents Land Department for Pan American. He was interested in
knowing the exact lineation of the King Resources tract and if we are
still leasing out to one hundred miles. He also inquired about the
type of lease that we have and the kind of coordinate or tract system
that we employ in our leasing program. I _explained that we were indeed
leasing to one hundred miles and that the coordinate system that we were
using was the same as the Canadian system. I further explained to him
that we did not employ the nomination - bid approach for our leases but
that we would be glad to talk to anyone who might be interested in leasing
offshore Maine. He indicated that he would be in touch again in the
very near future.
bw.

December 13, 1968

Robert D. Schwarz
Bennett , Sch arz & Reef
482 Congress Street
Portland , Maine 04111
Dear Mr . Schwarz:
This letter acknowledges receipt of an Application for renewal
by the Maine Mining Bureau of License to Mine No . 6 issued to King

Resources Company covering the overwater claims in Gulf Area 1 . It
also acknowledges receipt of a check from King Resources Company in
the amount of $500 , satisfying the license fee of $25 per fee at the
maximum allowable amount .
The Mining Bureau will , at its next regular meeting , review
your request for a nenewal and talce appropriate action .
I will be in touch with you as soon as possible after our next
Bureau meeting if there is any need for further discussion o
Yours very truly ,

MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:bw
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December 6, 1968

Robert Doyle
Maine Mining Bureau
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Re:

King Resources Company

Dear Mr. Doyle:
Enclosed please find the Application for License to Mine,
of King Resources Company, for the year 1969, together with
their check in the amount of five hundred dollars ($500.00).
Please advise the date of the hearing of the Maine
Mining Bureau on this application_
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Dec e mbe r 3, 1968

Rober t D. Sc hwarz , E s q uir e
Be nnett, Schwarz & Ree f
482 Congress s·reet
Po rtland ., Maine 04111

ear Bo b:
a m e nclosing a draft o f pro p osed License to
Mine , .o be issued to Ki ng Re s o u rces Co mpany by the

Maine Ni n. ing Bureau. As I t h in.· was gatLered fr om
ou r conference wi th Bob Doyle yesterday, :he f i nal
p o l ic y decisions o n what t o i ncl ud e as teans and
conditio s i n t he f i na l license wi ll be made b y
headG wiser , or at l e ast more elevat.ed in. state ,
9overmnental h ierar chy, t ha.1 y o urs o r mine . However ,
I thi nk -- can state with s o me desree of confidence
that this craft f airly sets f orth the sub stance of
Bob Doyle •~ ~~oughts.
I am sure you will have some ideas of yo ur own
with resp ect to this document and tha t p e:chaps De nver
w i ll ·i sh to ma ke some suggestions. It would b e h elpful if yo u co u ld sen d whatever you have in mi nd to
Bob Doy l e ., with a c o py t o rne.

Very sincerely you r s,

ROBER'l' G . FULL£'_";.,

J "R .

Assistant Attorney General

RGFJr:vbw

enc .
cc:

Robert Doyl e

November 26 , 1968

Mr . Robert S c hwarz
Bennet , Sc hwarz & Reef
482 Congres Street
Portland , Maine
Dear Bob:
I will have some: time Wednesday afternoon and most of next ·
week when we could get together . I will call Bob Fuller and let
h i m know . that he ill need to spare u so e time . A you know ,
the Governor ha made partic ular reference to this license in his
last conversation with me over the telephone about ten days ago.
At his sugges-tion we will try to incorporate ome of the conservation and royalty requirements in the lic ense . Thee points will
additionally be covered by legislation to be presented in January .
I expect to be on the phone

ith you sometime this ~1eek .

Youro very truly ,

MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD : bw
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November 25, 1968

Mr. Robert Doyle
Maine Mining Bureau
State Offide Building
Augusta ; Maine 04330
Dear Bob:
According to our previous plan, we are to present
to the Mining Bureau an application for a license for
King Resources for the year 1969. This was to be done
so that they could issue it before the end of the year.
Will you please let me know what your schedule
is so that we may sit down, probably with Bob Fuller, and
get this hammered out so that we can get the filing in.
Kindest personal regards.
very t -

I✓

Ro ert D. Schwarz
RDS:

sla

STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum

Date

October 1 , 1968

To

C, P. Osgood

D~t

Maine Mining Bureau

From

Robert G, Doyle

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Subject _ _~C.Llh.!ae.l,!,,.m~.!JA,.=.r_se.. sa=----!DL!eS:..lse.!. l=..1e,.gnll.saa.. .1.tc. o!.i. .!. ou..ni._________________________
0

0

I am herewith denoting the 166-880 claim block area staked by

King Resources Company and recorded on April 26, 1968, as Gulf Area 1.
All future reference to the area will use this terminology.
bw
CC Bureau Members
Robert Fuller
Robert Schwarz

DRAFT
To George West, Attorney General's office

~~

This letter serves to implement the ~directive given to me
this past Monday afternoon by Governor Curtis. It is the intent
of the Mining Bureau and of the Governor's office to insure that
a License to Mine will be issued during the calendar year 1968 to
King Resources Company. The first issuance will cover the
remainder of calendar year 1968.
The Mining Bureau further intends to renew this license for
1969. This renewal will be subject to certain terms and conditions
set up by ~he memb Qrs o f the bureau at time of issuance, sometime
late in December, 1968.
l , 11 11' r~ree{ ~ I c; '-I i~1 ~ 1 5'.Ka.M.u~
I wish/ finally, to reaffirm the fact that there will be ~.,,._•fv•
legislation for t h e x t seooi~ which will affect both the t~rms
and conditions of thi s licens e5 and the stuatory control thereof.

Robert G. Doyle
bw

~
'~8i

L.

A 'best effort' will be made to conduct a definative exploration
program on Gulf Area 1. An operating time table shall be submitted the Bureau outlining the type of program and areal extent
of the survey work.

2.

Allowance for 'on board' inspection by State Agency Personnel
of the survey work shall be made. Such inspection will not
interfere with operating capabilitya

3.

Results of survey work shall be made available to the Bureau
within 60 days of completion of surveying work. Results will
be held confidential for 15 months after receipt by the Bureau.

4.

Exploratory drilling work must be reviewed with the Bureau so
that effective review can be made for control of pollution,
navigation problems, oil conservation, and other practices.

5.

Weekly drilling reports will be submitted during drilling operations.
Regularly scheduled inspection trips to the drilling site will be
arranged by the Bureau.

STATE OF MAINE
Inter-Departmental Memorandum Date

September

30, 1968

To _ __,BDo..Uo~b~e~r~t1.-.-E.c..J...1Ju)~Jue;:...r.;.r_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dept.

Attorney General 's Office

From _ _Bu..uou.buce:....rc....t'--,..G'"•"...._JD.Lol..1.,)ly~l..i;e.___ _ _ _ __

Dept.

Economic Development

Subject· ·

Meeting · in Bureau office September 30, 1968.

Our meeti n g yesterday indicated ' several points of business.

1.

Issuance of License to Mine #7 to King Resources with the sentence
inserted:
Full compliance with the existing State laws and regulations which·
are involved with ypur works in the claim block area.

2.

·R2n.e wal of this license for 1969 will be conditioned by terms · of
new legislation affecting the offshore oil situation. The Bureau,
with your assistance, will prepare such a renewal by December 15,
1968.
.

3.

Within hvo weeks, the Select Committee of mining undustry represent. atives will submit Revision 2 of a draft for legislation of Mine
Lands Rehabilitation. This draft will represent a close idea of
the Commi tte_e 1 s coposi te reaction to the problem.
After you have had an opportunity to review Revision 2, we will
meet to discuss any changes or suggestions.
After general review, including Governor Curtis' office, a third
(final?) draft will be prepared. Target date - 1 November, 1968.

4.

Walter Anderson will send to you, forthwith, a copy of the model
statute for Oil and Gas Production Regulationsa You and I may
tailor this document to the characteristics unique to Maine.

s.·

A design of an oil and gas lease, with supporting document~·may
be reviewed by you and Anderson at an early date.

bw

STATE HOUSE

( 207) 623-451 I

AUGUST A, MAINE 04330

JAMES K. KEEFE, Commissioner

August 29, 1968

Mr. Lloyds. Grearson
Precision Surveys, Inc.
Point and Erie Streets
Camden, New Jersey 08102
Dear Mr. Grearson:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter of August
27, concerning possible marine geological and geophysical
surveys for King Resources Company. I recommend that you
contact Dr. A. F. Frederickson, King Resources Company,
Security Life Building, Denver, Colorado. This man I
believe is in charge of their exploration effort and should
be able to furnish any inforr.,ation you shoulq wish.
If there is anything further I can do for you, don't
hesitate to contact me. ·
Very truly yours,
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Walter A. Anderson
Assistant Geologist
WAA:bw
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Point and Erie Streets, Camden, New Jersey, 08102, Phone: (609) 964-2092

August 27, 1968

Mr. Lewis w. Doering, Deputy Comm.
Department of Economic Development
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine
04330
Dear Mr. Doering:
We have noted with interest that the State of Maine has
granted exploration rights to 3.3 million acres of offshore lands to King Resources Co. Our interest is in
contacting this company for a possible marine geological
and geophysical survey contract. Howe ver, we have no information concerning either their office location or personnel. We would like to know where King Resources Co.
can be reached and if possible, the name of the individual
in charge of the exploratory phase of their project.
It would be appreciated if your office could provide this
information.
Thank you.
Very truly yours,

Lloyd S, Grearson
Geophysicist
LSG: zaf

OCEAN ENGINEERING•• OCEAN fNGINEfRING • • OCEAN ENGINEERING•• OCEAN ENGINEERING•• OCFAN FNG/NE

250 Boy l ston Street , Boston, Massachusetts 02116
Area Code 617 Telephon e 262 - 2150

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

-__,,......,...,-,,..-__,...,...,~ - - ~

August 22, 1968
(Dictated August 21st)

Mr. P. Andrews Nixon
Special Assistant to the Commissioner
Department of Economic Development
State Capitol
Augusta, Maine
Dear Andy:
In follow up of our conversation on the plamcoming north
yesterday, I would like to repeat one aspect of our visit with the people of
the Department of the Interior which I think came across crystal clear
fashion, that is if the several governors of the eastern colonial states can
· get together and formulate a position on their ancient heritage into the sea
it is going to be that much more of a strengthening of case for the individual
states involved. My point is that the Federal Government possibly can win
on a case of one state versus the Federal Government, but if nine or ten all
take a similar position then we have a political force to be reckoned with.
I think the ultimate decision on the ownership of the sub-soil of the sea will
be on a political as well as a litigated basis and the sooner we get on with
coordinating a uniform position along the Atlantic Coast that much more
will be accomplished.
It is with interest that I note the position of the State of Oregon
in asserting their boundaries offshore. I think that we are not going to be
alone. You have the case of Alaska pending and you have the case of
Louisiana still in the Courts, and as the technology of the development of
the sea becomes more meaningful then the potential rewards for the states
is going to be worth that much more to fight for. Any help that you can give
to us in getting the several governors together is going to accomplish this
that much sooner.
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Mr. P. Andrews Nixon
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August 22, 1968

This morning just before dictating this letter I happened to
glance through the Oil and Gas Journal and took note of one view of your
Machias report operations. I enclose a xerox thereof out of this week's
Oil and Gas Journal.
Sincerely yours,

John J. McNamara, Jr.
JJM/blb
Enclosure
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SUMMARY

JOHN M. Kli'JG, PRES & CHM OF BD & CHIEF
EXECUTIVE

PAYMENTS

Aa I
Also Branches

PAYMENTS
SALES
WORTH
EMPLOYS
RECORD
CONDI Tl ON
TREND

DISC PPT
$16,785, 864
$20,137,831
135 (50 HERE )
CLEAR
GOOD

up·.

Trad e reports over the years have indicated that this company has •discounted
its bi I ls and met its obi igations promptly,
and that credit is granted
in s ubs tantial amounts.

HIGHLIGHTS

Net

Working Capital
Cur-rP-n t Ra-1-i o
Fixed Assei·s
Long Term Debt ·
Net Worth
Sal o s
t,lei- Profit

Dec 31 1965
$
187,961

1.04
13,997,282
5,558,400
9,267,871
4,262,533
1,453, 174

Dec 31 196·6
$ 1,070,314 .
1.20
16,267,209
6,560,330
12,263,645
5,708,062
I, 901,306

Dec 31 1967
$9,239,270
2. 10
19,273, 11 6
8,383,382
20,137,831
'16,785,864
4,212,095

S;nce 1955, this company has ·experienced a general upward trend in revenues.
This has been accomp Ii shed pr inc i pa 11 y from increased exp I oration activities,
which ha ve r e sulted in larger proven reserves and increased production. The
gene ral upward trend has also been true of profits, which continue to be
r e tained to advance worth according I y.
At year end 1967 substantia I increases in net worth ~nd vol :utne were noted.
A portion of the company's gross revenue during 1967 was derived from dri 11 ing
an-angi?mer.t-s and re lated sa I es of leases and geo I og i c studies to associated
co.npar.ies . The .sales to the associated companies accounted for $1 ·1,243,248
of ·rhe gross revenues. Because of this, substantial increases in receivables
we re also r.oted.
Net worth showed substantial increases, due to retention of earnings, and as
wel I as increa sing the number of common stock shares outstand 'ing .1 ' This was
don e through several debentur'e offerings _during 1967.
·
. ·
Because of the increased revenue, a contl nued investment jn oi I and gas
producing properties continues to be made. A major portion of these producing
propert ies was acquired during fiscal · 1966. These were financed by common
s-t'c,ck subscriptions in exchange tor the properties.
In addition, the continued flow cf funds in a non-current assets was financed through increase
in I ong term debt, as we 11 as from i nterna 11 y generated funds.
.

I,,.

.

•

.

On June 20 1967 a prospectus was re lea·sed by this company announcing the
issuance of $5,500,000 of 6¾% convertibl'e subordinated debentures which wi 11
be due May I 1982 and 330,000. shares common stock.at $1 par val~e •. This
prospectus states that the debentLlres are convert1b)~ at the pr1nc1pal amount
th enwf into common stock of . this corporat_ion at $15.50 per share on or before
Ju ne 30 , 1972 ; at $17. 50 per share thereafter and on or before J._une 30 1977 , ,
.
(CONTINUED)' P L EASE NOTE W HETHER NAME , BUSI NE SS AN D S T R E E T A DDR E SS CORR
This report is furnished by DUN & BRADSTREET Inc in STRICT CONFIDE C
. E _S p O N D W I T H Y O UR I N Q U I RY .
for credit, insurance, m_o rketing and other bus'iness dec isions and tor n~ o~h~; io~~;s~ques6u'!;ld&r JRXrD~¥~H'ft,on agreement for your exclus,ve use as a basis
report and shal l not be liable for any loss or injury caused by the neglect or other a~t
t' 1 t
t
th
t' 1 c . .~oes n_ot guarantee_ the correc_tness of _th ,s
col lecting or communicatingoran~' Y~1o,;;,~t~onon e par o so, company and/or ,ts agents in procuring,
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In the order listed, this issue of GULF REVIEW contain•
articles on the following subjects:

•
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•
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mately related to them. Under existing law, federal
receipts for offshore leases are deposited in the U. S.
Treasury and credited to miscellaneous receipts.

THE WILLIS Bill
TAMU-SWECO FPC PILOT PLANT
RED TIDE RESEARCH AT USF
GURC ANNUAL MEETING
USGS

NEW

GULF MAP

The Willis Bill
BETTER USE FOR OFFSHORE INCOME

~

The Willis bill appears to be an appropriate way
to provide funds to solve problems as they emerge
in marine science. In the past, as resources have
been developed the solutions for problems in connection with these developments have been postponed. Under the proposed bill, funds will be
available to face problems as they emerge. Funds
will be provided also for understanding better the
marine resources that exist and the environment
from which they must be won. II

~~

Rising government income from offshore activities
(which exceeds $1.5 billion for the past year) has
J.:. tosparked the introduction of several pieces of legisla"'
~ tion designed to funnel some or all of these offshore
~
receipts into marine resource development.
~

i

i

\... t

~

'-"

The most recent effort is H. R. 17369, the Marine
Resources Conservation and Development Act. Introduced by Congressman Edwin E. Willis (D.-La.),
the bill seeks to provide between $300 and $400
million annually for the development of marine
resources.
The bill calls for a portion of the federal income to
be returned to the shore states which are affected
by offshore activity. The balance, amounting to
62.5%, would be retained by the federal government under the Department of Interior for the use
in pollution control and abatement, aquaculture,
beach erosion, hurricane protection, aid to Sea Grant
Colleges, fisheries development, recreation facilities
and oceanographic research. Hearings before the
Special Subcommittee on Submerged Lands of the
House Committee on the Judiciary were held late
last month.
Several individuals from the Gulf coast area appeared before the subcommittee to testify in favor
of the bill, including Dr. Peter C. Badgley, GURC
Program Director.

FPC PILOT PLANT OPERATION

One of only a handful of fish protein concentrate
plants in operation in the United States is located
at the Texas A&M University research campus. A
unique industry-university cooperative venture that
is less than a year old, the plant is sponsored by
SWECO, a Los Angeles based process equipment
manufacturing firm . Dr. W. W . Mienke, head of
the A&M Chemurgic Research Laboratory, is director of the pilot plant.
Basically the FPC process used at the A&M plant is
simple. Aqueous isopropanol, 91 % isopropyl alcohol and 9% water by volume, is used to extract the
oil and water from ground fish. A high percentage
of the bones is removed as a measure to minimize
fluoride compounds and the remainder of the processed fish is purified and re-ground. The final product retains a slight fresh fish odor and taste. Built
at a cost of $150,000, the plant uses Pacific hake
from Washington state, chosen because of its approval by the Food and Drug Administration for the
FPC process. The fish has a low oil content ( 5 %)
and is about 75-80% water and 20-25% total solid.
The basic technique employed in the pilot operation

SINCLAIR JOINS ADVISORS

Congressman Willis contends that federal funds
derived from the depletion of ocean resources should
support efforts which · help to conserve a variety of
marine resources. If the funds are to be earmarked
at all, they should go to the programs most inti-

The newest advisory Member to GURC is Sinclair
Oil Corporation. The company's representative to the
Advisory Board will be Dr. B. N. Rolfe, _ Director,
Geologic Research Division. ■
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.July 25 9 1968

Mr . Robert Schwarz
Bennet, Schwarz & Reef
482 Congress Street
Portland 9 Maine
Dear Bob :
We are and have been doing the best we can with the relatively
short notice given by the arrival date for your applications . You
have been enclosed your permit for drilling and Seismic work . The
Land Use Ruling is making the rounds . You may hear fr om that before
I return home . I must insist that there be
more elaborate and
informative report (from a geologi tin good standing) describing
proposed mining operations on said claims . (Instrument 1 . Form J)
We have got to have some more meat in a report or else we will
have difficulty
king satisfactory judgments .
I wish to make it very clear, and in writing, that my
guarantee to you for continued control of the claim block
represents my own ttitudes and hopefully th t of most member of
the Bureau . You have had continued support from the Governor, and
I think, therefore, that you should not be overly concerned about
a satisfactory control situation .
In the words of my f o ~
small stuff . u
Sincerely ,

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
RGD:bw

Mr • .J . D. Mc Namara
Ki ng Resourc es Company
250 Bolyston Street
Boston , Mas sachusetts

Dear Mr . McNamara :
This lett er ac knowleges rece ipt of your applic at i on for a
l icens e to mi ne on Gulf Area I , your claim bloc k i n the off hore
area of the Gulf of Mai n~. It also acknowledges rec e i pt of your
proposed plan of operation for exploratory urveying and eventual
drilling . The Mining Bureau , at i t s next regularly scheduled
meeting , will revi ew your application and take prompt ac tion .
This letter also acknowledge s rec eipt of your c heck i n the
amount of $500 . 00 , whic h represents the maximum filing fee which
by law must accompany your applicati on . ,
Yours very truly ,

MAINR MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Admi nistrator
RGD : bw

I

/

,,

June 27, 1968

Mro Robert D. Schwarz
Bennett, Schwarz & Reef
482 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04111
Dear Bob:
I am enclosing copies of the three necessary application
forms which should be filled out and returned to this office
for action. You will find Form G, Permit for Machinery and
Explosives, which allows you·to conduct a seismic survey over
the area. Form Eis a Land Use Ruling Application which as the
name indicates is a review of your activity to see if it is at
all harmful to any other sesource. Form J is a License to Mine
Application which is self-explanatory.

We will be talking again in the next few days, and I hope
at that time to be able to answer any questions you might have

on any of these three applications.
Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:gb
Enc.
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Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330

~
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~

King Resources Company
Dear Mr. Doyle:

'
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As you will remember from our previous correspondence,
conversations and agreements, it was indicated that King
Resources Company plans to undertake an elaborate and
extensive geophysical survey of the Gulf of Maine on the
Claim Block presently held by that company.
I anticipate that this survey will be commenced
within a short time. In anticipation of this activity,
Ki~g Resources Company requests the proper applications
and procedures for obtaining a license to mine be
initiated.
I am certain that you do understand that
a licensed situation is the most desirable at this time
for both parties involved.
would you please send me the pertinent app~ications
and the directions for their completion. It is my
understanding that this license will cover the balance
of the year 1968, be renewable in the year 1969, up
until the date when the lease agreement which was
contemplated in the earlier transactions has been
executed.
Yours very truly,

RDS:sla
cc:
John McNamara
Dr. A. F. Frederickson

June 24, 1968

Mr. A. F. Frederickson
I' ing Resources Company
Securi"-ty Life Building
Denver, Colorado
Dear Fred:
'l'hank you V<~ry kindly for a copy of your memorandum to
Don NcNarnara. You may be assured that we will maintain our
present level of silence on all of _the activity in the Gulf.
You will note in tl1e enclosea announcement of conservation
and 1 •asing meeting triat the Governor did mention that
activity would be taking plac e'in the Gulf, but made no
specific reference to time or place. This has Leen and will
be our only reference to your program in the Gulf of Haine.
In a · short time you will bo receiving from me a letter

describing som~ of our J?lans for oil and gas activity in the
Gulf of Maine.
I anticipate having a meeting he re in Augus ta
sometime late in July to kick off an eventual legislative
program.
I have already to.J.r:ec1 ·co Bob Sclr,,.1arz, rnaki;:1g :1.im
aware of ou::::- plans and schedule.
M:y very best personal regards to you an<l .H rs . Fred0rid:son .

Very truly youn;,
HAEJE HI!Hi-JG 3 uR.i-:;Au

Robert G. Doyle

Administrator
f"{(;[;:

Enc.
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to

John McNamara

June 21, 1968
Jate ---------

from ___________;~ __;__;_____________

su6jecf __s_e_is_m_i_c_A_c_t_iv_i_t_·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

We· have made an agreement with Olympic Geophysical Company to run a
Vibroseis line for us on riur Maine area. Some of the data are:
Name of Ship:
Owner:
Captain:
Party Chief:
Boat Chief:

Dynamic Tide
Tidex, Inc. (out of New Orleans)
E. C. Breaux
Ed Clifford (will join ship in Halifax)
Fred Runte
(he will be aboard in Portland)

The ship is on its way to Newfoundland to run a major Vibroseis program.
It will take on crew and supplies in ~ortland and will clear customs on a routine
basis. On their way out, they will run our line as part of their final
11
instrument checkout procedure".
·
Their basic survey datum will be the Portland light. They will steer
a gyro controlled course of approximately 135° to take them over the notch on
Platts Bank.
The ship has already left -their home port on the Gulf and is expected
in Portland within a week or ten days. They have some other gear to pick up
so their exact arrival date is not yet known.
I will look to you to emphasize that we do not want any newspaper
publicity associated with this test run. We must do everything possible to
avoid a confrontation with the Department of the Interior at this time.
On the other hand, it is impo0tant that we keep our colleagues in
Maine fully informed of our activities. As you will note, I am sending copies
of this note to Bob Doyle and Bob Sch\varz v1ho can inform the Governor and whomever else they feel is appropriate.
We have made arrangements to talk to Gov. John J. McKeithen but the
actual date has not been set as yet. We have also discussed our problems and
program with William Kiesel, Jr. who is a friend of the Governor and sits on
the Louisiana Mineral Board. I will keep you posted re any definite dates.
ccs:

Robert Doyle
Robert Schwarz
John M. King
A. R. Boucher
John Porter

t+
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Ju.."'1.e 10, 1968

Dr. A. F. Fred0rickson
Iang Resources Co.

Security Life Building
De!1ver . Colo:r:-auo
Dea.r Fr8<l:

I \•i as very pleaseG. to :J(;;! able to sr,t::nci anotho2r day or
-c\'o with you. As ah1ayc these visits are most enjoyable
and enligr1tening.
I felt that the sessions \✓e:ilt well and
that •,,,e covered t:\ lot of (;round. Somo of our friends are
.i.at;wr di::.;couragc2 i.VJCUt our chv.r:.cc:s I but. I still fe8l tha,t
r?t2 hav ~ - fair cr:.<1ncc.
You · will find "'nclui:::cd two well history l:-e~)orts on the
Pan American wells in Southern Nova Scotia nnc. i:;ewfoundlan<l.
l>ve also hope to get come information on the Mobil hole and
will send i t on to you .
I prestLTtl.e that you !-lave much of this
infornw.tion, but perk ps confir~.t:J.tion from. unot!1?r source
will ce t-1ort: while.

Bob Sr.:::!1wu.rz and I have had several conversations conc2rning

licenses and lease n~gotiations.
• i m in the very near future.

You should be hearing from

-

Very truly yours 1
I:-1AINE .:vIINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle

Administrator
RGD:gb
:Gnc.

250 Boy l s t on S t r eet, Bo ston , Mas sachu setts 0 2 11 6

Area Cod e 61 7 T e l e phon e 262 - 2150

KING RESOURCES COMPANY

Mr. Robert Doyle
Administrative Head
Maine Mining Bureau
State Capital
Augusta, Maine
Dear Bob:
In follow up of our previous conversation, King Resources Company

is conducting a Brief Preparation Conference in Boston on Tuesday, June 4
and Wednesday, June 5. The subject matter will be the Offshore Rights of the
Eastern Colonial States, particularly those of Maine and Massachusetts.
The meeting will start at 9:00 o'clock in the Directors Room,
33rd Floor, State Street Bank Building, 225 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.
Lunch will be served in an adjacent dining room. Through the kindness of
Mr. William Brewer, the library of Hill and Barlow will be available on the
32nd floor.
If you will contact Miss LaBonte in my office as to accomodations,
she will attend to them for you. We have reserved a group of rooms at the
Sheraton Plaza.
The subject matter is tentatively outlined on an enclosed memorandum.
Should you have any additions or suggestions or other experts that we might
invite, please don't hesitate to let me know.
The tentative list of attendees is also enclosed.
Ann Louise and I would be delighted if you and your lady would join us
for dinner Tuesday evening at 7:00 o'clock. We live in a white colonial house set
back behind a stone wall opposite the Town Library of Nahant. Nahant is an
--=,,-~
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May 23 , 1 968

Ur . John J . McNamara, Jr .
King Resources Con~~any
250 Boylston Street
Boston, .Massachusetts 02116
Dear Don:
Thank you for your l etter of May 22 concerning a
conference to be held in Boston on June 4 and 5. I will
be most pl eased to attend th·e conference, hoping to
arrive in Boston shortly before 10:00 on Tuesday morning.

I believe that 'Mary Jean and I will be leaving
Augusta early on ~uesday morning . We are both very
pleased ·to accept your invitation to be iith you ·for
dinner at your home in Nahant. W are also hoping for
good weather so that we might take advantage of a possiule
cruise in the Harbor .
·
Thank you for your kind invitation; I am looking
forward to seeing you.
Very truly yours,
MAINE ML:nm BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle

Administrator
RGD:gb

Mr. Robert Doyle

-2-

May 22, 1968

island peninsula about sixteen driving miles from downtown Boston. Our address
is 345 Nahant Road, Nahant, Massachusetts (Telephone No. 581-1314). If the
weather is clement, perhaps we might get in an island cruise of Boston Harbor
on my "TARA".
I look forward to seeing you in Boston.
Sincerely yours,
KING RESOURCES COMPANY

John J. McNamara, Jr.
JJM/blb'
Enclosure

A suggested chronology and topic assignment which we believe should be on
the agenda subject to recommendations of panelists.

1.

Off shore lease cases prior to 1953 Legislation.

2.

The Legislation of 1953 - emphasis on those provisions

Austin Lewis

quit-claiming to the states the three-mile zone and also
the provisions relating to recog11ition of historic boundaries
of the states.

A digest of the testimony from the Congression-

al Record that led to this legislation.

(In more depth and with

less of a Federalist slant than in Shalowitz. ) As a corollary
of this topic there might also be some comments with reference to the practical problems of amendatory legislation at this
John R. Porter

time.
3.

United States Supreme Court cases since enactment of the
1953 Legislation.

A.

An updating on the current Louisiana and Alaska

litigation.
4.

Victor Sachse
and
Fred B. Ellis

Truman Proclamation of 1945 and the 1958 Geneva
Convention on the Continental Shelf.

5.

Austin Lewis

Richard R. Baxter

Concepts and cases related to ownership of the bottom
or subsoil - Ceylon pearl fisheries and sedentary fishing-bed

Louis Sohn
or
Fred B. Ellis

claims - Minutiae of the sea bed ownership.
6.

Establishing 11 Coast Line" and extension of the Northeastern States boundaries from the land into the sea Problems of Stipulation.

Dr. A. F. Frederickson

-2-

7.

Historical data - original charters of Virginia and
lVIassachusetts Bay Colony.

Subsequent modifications

thereof insofar as they relate to establishing state
boundaries.
8.

John Sullivan
and
Dr. A. F. Frederickson

The State of Maine - Constitution, Statutes and cases.
Do they contain any statements or commitments which
would be termed "admissions against interest" with
respect to any claim made to offshore lS11d beyond the
Attorney General
of Maine

three rn.ile limit?
9.

Congressional Resolution admitting State of Maine to
Union in 1820, particularly with respect to boundaries.

10.

Robert Schwarz

Recommended best strategy to establish Atlantic
Coastal States claim to offshore beyond 3 miles; judicial
and or legislative.

A suggested plan of action.

All Participants

Tentative List of Attendees

John Porter
Peterson, Lowry, Rall, Barber & Ross
135 South LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603

(312) 263-7300

John Sullivan
Dray, Sullivan & Walsh
44 School Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

(617) 227-2680

Robe:ct Schwarz
Bennett, Schwarz and Reef
482 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04112

(207) 774-5658

Austin Lewis
Liskow a...1d Lewis
225 Baronne Street Building
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112

(504) 525-8553

Attorney General J runes S. Erwin
arid/or Staff
State Capital
Augusta, Maine 04330

Robert Doyle
Administrative Head, Maine Mining Bureau
State Capital
Augusta, Maine

Professor Richard R. Baxter
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

(617) 868-7600 - Ext. 3132

Dr. Arnumd F. Frederickson
King Resources Company
Security Life Building
Denver, Colorado 80202

(303) 534-7661
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A. W. Cavness
King Resources Company
Security Life Building
Denver, Colorado 80202

(303) 534-7661

John J. McNamara, Jr.
King Resources Company
250 Boylston Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

(303) 262-2150

Victor A. Sachse (Special Asst. Atty. General - Louisiana Tidelands Case)
701 Fidelity National Bank Building
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70801
(504) 348-5181

Fred \V. Ellis (Special Asst. Attorney General - Louisiana Tidelands Case)
Associate Professor of Law
Louisiana State University
221 Oak Hiil Parkway
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70810
(504) 926-7993

Of Interest but Improbable Attendance This Meeting
Deai1 Paul Hebert
Dean, Louisiana State Law School
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803
Home Phone (504) 343-8123
Professor Louis Sohn
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

(504) 388-2106

(617) 868-7600 - Ext. 3147

ADDITIONS
John T. Fallon, Executive Vice President
R. M. Bradley & Company
Prudential Tower
Boston, Massachusetts 02199

(617) CO7-5010

William Brewer
Hill and Barlow
225 Franklin Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110

(617) 423-6200

y 21 , 19E8

Dr o A. F . Frederickson
King Resc,urces
Security Life Building
Denver, Colorado
Dear Fred:
Thank you for your note of lat week _inclicating the
possibility , of u e of Vibroseis as a surveying system9 We
had a consider ble amount of disc ussion wi th the Chevron
Continental Program last ummer when it was being conducted
here in the Gulf . At that time , all of our people indicated
that they fu_ly approved of the method and that there was no
question. of harm being done the environment. I am sure
there h s been no char1g e in this feeling ; and from the
Governor ' off~ce on down, there will be full support in
xerci ing this system.
Here also is enclosed a copy of the memorandum from my
assistant who has pulled some information concerning the
activities off Nova Sco~ia last year . I hope it will be of
value to you .
I will be riting to your lawyer in Chicago in the very
near future clearing up the matters which you raised in your
r ecent letter .
My very best pers nal regard .

Very truly yours .
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Admi n i s trator
RGD : pm
Enc .

May 15 , 1968

Mrs. Robert Bishop
36 Bennett Avenue
Auburn, Maine
Dear .Mrs. Bishop:
In reply to your recent letter concerning a mining
claim post on your l and at Ha'rborside, I wish to advise
you that the Y.in R<3sources Company had done everything
possible to check ~iti1 t.1e owner of the land and, were
not able to identify exactl:, where :you lived..
I have
advised Ylr~ Robert Schwarz, Legal .Advisor for the Com:;>any;
of the situation; and you will be hearing from him within
t h e next few <lays.
I am sure that he will be able to assist
you in a satisfactory conclu~ion to this matter.
If after
discussion with him you still have questions, pleasE,: do not
hesitate to contact me. I hope you will understand that
there was no attempt to violate your :::,rop erty or to cause
you inconvenience. As soon as identification of the
p roperty owner has been made to King Resources, the situation
can be clarified.
1

_ Very · truly yours,
t-1ADJE .MINING B DRE AU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator

RGD:gb

DRILLING POLLUTION - FACT OR FICTION
As the offshore oil industry expands into virgin areas In Its quest for new petroleum reserves this increase in activity is directly proportional to the number of ad hoc com~ittees formed to cancel these explor~
ation activities. The question to be resolved: Is offshore oil drilling a polluter of our waters? Does oil
drilling and production from offshore destroy existing and future marine 1 lfe?
We would be the first to agree that serious debate ls necessary if for the production of one resource,
another resource must be killed. ~hen one reads the various claims made by opponents of offshore leasing it
appears that the oil industry has set their sights on destroying _the fishing and recreational opportunities
afforded by our abundant water resources. We wonder why the oil industry hasn't been able to check the time
consuming, costly delays effected by minority pressure groups whose protestations are without val id foundation?
Before entering the meat of our discussion we wish to clarify one point; ~,e are discussing pollution in
offshore drilling and production operations. Many of the offshore industry opponent s cite accidents by tankers
and relate these accidents to offshore drilling and production. Reasonable men don't believe ·the master of the
TORRE CANYON diliberately ran his ship on the rocks to kill the marine and bird life of southern England. The
potential disasters we may suffer at the hands of nature or an imperfect human are no reason to stifle progress.
To request industry to reduce the amount of potential hazard is reasonable, but to prohibit responsible Industrial progress is unreasonable. To prohibit industrial expansion with emotional rather than factual protestations is intellectually dishonest.
The offshore industry is well aware of the costly delays pressure groups caused in the Santa Barbara
Federal Lease Sale. A sale that produced hundreds of mill ions of dollars for a money short federal treasury
was delayed by local opposition to the offshore industry. We admit it can be argued those who object for
esthetic reasons have a point, but remember, what is beauty to one is grotesque to an o ther. Who is to say
one is right and the otherw-ong? Is an oil rig any more ugly than a tower supporting a power line?
In Alaska the state legislature is another arena of pollution debate. State Senator Blodgett went to the
extreme of calling for legislation to close down Cook Inlet's Alaska oil ~xploration and production. The
ANCHORAGE DAILY TIMES, in an In depth pollution report (Dec. 14, 1967) of conditions in the Cook Inlet, stated
'9::ate and federal wildlife experts say they have found the oi 1 industry wi 11 ing to cooperate and comply with
any ~easonable regulations to prevent pollution ... '' State officials acknowledge how cooperative the off s hore
industry is, but anti-offshore forces turn a deaf ear. More of the old adage "My min d is made up. Don't confuse me with the facts."
The same article states that the fishing boats using the inlet pollute the inlet by pumping their bilge
into t he water. No cry comes from Senator Blodgett to cancel fishing operations. The anti - offshore people
also neglect to read from the same article ''State and . federal pollution watchdogs say the Union monopod is one
ofthe cleanest in Cook Inlet. 'Union monopod never dumps anything', sa.id one wildlife man. 'They are a shining example· in _a murky sea'."
Secretary of the Interior Udall threatened after the recent Bristol Bay, Alaska sale to delay drilling
until industry guarded against further oil spills and other pollution. When we read the release from the secretary we observed that Cook Inlet oil drilling and production was responsible for every piece of garbage and
debrfs in the inlet. Reasonable people lncluding the experts cited by the Anchorage Daily Times don't buy this.
Why should the offshore industry tuck their tails between their legs and take these unreasonable abuses?
Lake Erie has been called dead for years by conservationists. When Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York announced plans for leasing their offshore areas the pressure groups formed. In Ohio they succeeded in blocking the
sale indefinitely. The mayor of Erie, Pennsylvania threatens the state with a taxpayers suit if the proposed
lease sale is held April 9th.
We are not arguing that because Lake Erie has been polluted for years a new Industry should be allowed to
pollute, but rather pointing out that those concerned with depolluting the lake haven't examined whether offshore
exploration is in fact a polluter. These same groups have not petitioned the state governments, nor threatened
law suits to block Great Lake shipping, nor industrial disposals. Why only the offshore drilling?
Presently lhe ~stern Seaboard of the country is being brainwashed so that potential federal leasing of the
Georges Bank area off Massachusetts can be prevented. The campaign is typical of the past. Since leasing is
18 months to 2 years in the future, the offshore oil industry needs a program of positive presentation of the
facts.
Hugh F. O'Rourke, Chairman of the Conservation Committee of the New England Fisheries, has been mentioned
as the source for errorneous information which has been published in Eastern publications from Florida to Massachusetts. Articles for example ha ve appeared quoting him in NATIONAL FISHERMAN (Feb. 1968), the BOSTON GLOBE
(Jan. 1968) and in Saratoga, Florida THE HERALD TRIBUNE.
.
. The same language appears in all three · artic:les. The NATIONAL FISHERMAN wrote that O'Rourke said "In
Alaska an(offshore) oi 1 wel 1 sent up an uncontrollable mass of oi 1 for more than a year." We challenge O'Rourke
or any other person on this planet to substantiate this charge. The same article further states O'Rourke declared " ... (oil) exploration 'imperils a resource that produces 40% of the fish eaten in the United States and
12% o f the world's food supply.'".
What puzzles us more than anything is the apparent inability of the offshore industry to sell themselves
to the general public with the best case in point to prove offshore drilling and production is not a polluter,

does not reduce marine life but adds to its growth by providing feeding grounds. More than 12,000 wells have
been drilled in the Gulf of Mexico since· 1950. Fish never known to inhabit the Gulf Coast are now being found.
The sport fisherman along th e Gulf Coast report fishing to be great. CoiTlll ercial fishermen would like . bigger
catches but mother nature hasn't produced a supply to meet the demand. In the Gulf Coast we hear no protestations about the up coming federal and state lease sales. Why is this? We believe because there is no justification and Gulf Coast citizens know this.
The New England situation should be refuted no_w, and not at the last minute. To be . sure the fishing ind~stry of New England might be having problems but they should not be allowed to make the offshore indu~try a
whipping boy for their problems .

We believe the offshore fndustry should;
First_, rexamine their public information programs. Why haven't they been abl~ to con111unicate with the
public about the reasonableness of their offshore proposals?
Second, phoney argu ments promulgated by self serving interests should be countered when made.
Third, the industry should exam ine t he public information prog rams of their trade associations; can they
be improved? Is more money needed?
Fourth, has the oil industry done everything possible to enlist oth e r industries using offshore water as
a 11 i es?

The offshor e indu s try has the br a ins to dev elop a public information program to explod e the fiction s pr ead
a bout offs hor e po llution. ~h y no t g~t bus y an d use it?
".
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ray 8, 1963

Dr . A. F. Fr0~ ric~HOn
~:ing : .... ~·0urc...:.. Cor,.pan:i
S0cu~ity Li~c Building
Denvc~r, Colorado

As ye.it. will see from tne caclos ~ d ,clie.;;>ing filer t' .... r,.: '.iu .,
a. L.!Or:ssi ~orable. amount of o.iBcussion in th1..;.: p:r:oss as ,mll , ::.: m.
radio c..:rH:= t1.;levislon concenlin-;3 our i ost .:i.m1H.)rta t ,1~ct.i..ng it;
:1~li::i0. on 'l'uB.su. y.
I \•1as ~. ·tre1, (¼ly 1,leas~d with ti1c ruc~ 1~t:.iou giv'-.:! ... to Jom~
..~ing u.n<i the Id.ntJ ResourC88 grou.v wh ·~n t~1ey came t.o r.;ai 1c.... I
ulsc was i .pri:.:l.H:,ec.l ~-i_t.1.1 t.11-:! aJ)l.Lity an l backq·:coun · }:nuw.l2d.g<: of
all c,f tho·(, h'1.1.0 ri..spo 'H]ed ·co ·1w~stioni:; of L1,-. ._1r,.,,ss.
I b0licv..'.!
t;,dt evt:!1:yont:: na.t.. follow!;;?
your "school t..:..ac.n,3r' s a;;>proae;·1" a;,. c,ul;
....:ciiv your 11O1t1'-'wor~~ .;l;!for.;.;:; r,;.1h.ing a rnov::.
It was .:111 impre-:H.dv0
~ig.dt to :..o~ <:\1iO. l,~clr t:.i11.., .-:Lr:t:? ./ of fact..3 bs.i.wJ r:J:t:~2i nted t:.o t.~,.)
usuall,i ;s}.:(~::>tietil .. ~r~:-;s cor,_.·::.
Acc01:t1?a11yiJ1q bu..:,,; l,.,;c;:;.er ·\re .Xcro.4 copi~i:.; of all. th1... cl.i.1.•pin-1~
\:-:: .adv0 gi:irn~rt:c.'!u to (ate , ct.s we.i. l as al 1 of t.11 pi:iot.ogr.:i.•;_).;j w;,1ic::
~vG- w;:..re abl~ ·to lay . our h _uds on
l othor <:mclosurc is a co'c'J of
Li1,.; ..:::~l.-'1:JlicatiGH to Ru<.!ord thfl G t.2::;.ing of " Cln:. 1. You \Jill r.c t;,._,
1:..

U1at. I have not. filh:d ir~ the c.la.im nm:J..-,:::rs at ti'l ·; Lottcm. of 1.. 1u
si..-.:::-.: t.
'l'J1~.z;~ . u· :.l)br;,, v,ii 11 i.. ,..:: ccrai.nv t , 2{0U .in ;~ we: :::~~ c,r ~o, a.1.·
· ....::.--.; i:.:a.i:.i. ~c f.1.ll.:::d ir! <:.1.t .1our lei'-'Ur•:.:.
I .· ·ill 1.,r.:.: i-_~t;L>)i.n,;,; _y-ou u·) to da. ~··: 0 .. 1 ~-n ui.: llai.•":,·::!1~; 1:.i..!rc: lJL
: :aL:t,-:: i~n...i w'1at I h<:::ar · u c. ·1~ outsid.L! wcrlt.o, ~specially .J.t t. ·.,J.
.1i1..:::•...:·t ir!~; of tL~ AASG i.1 Alabar.u1 •

.!~g-ui.z , :-xou r..i.:.ty .r.cV.:! r..::,,· 1;, romi s .e cf t:0;2t.i1 l!\~~t.! St:.L'~:ur·t ' L: ~:;v-·
2.'l,1;.<..,'. I ;\O!,-'C t!'_
l:egit,n.irlr:'J of a lons 2..uct close f'ri.~ ic -·,i1.1.
1

0 _;t:;:Y.,'.;.-d:.iO~l;

AALH:, M.1::·iIUG DUru:.AU

nor.1ert ·:. L1oy-l<.:.
Administrator
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February 9, 1973

.:
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I

....
-.

Frederick A. Johnson, Esq.
Preti & Flaherty
443 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04111

I

.•

JI'

....

Dear Mr. Johnson ;

I,

Mr. Doyle has asked me to acknowledge with thanks

..

the receipt of King Resources Company's c h eck no. 9875 in

...

• • ·-• L-.•

,

the amount of $500.00

II

It•

Very truly yours,

I
I

Patricia L. Morton
Secretary

J
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KING RESOURCES COMPANY - GENERAL ACCOUNT

6533015

1973 offshore leasing license

023/0302-1

$500.00

N~

9875

PRETI

a

FLAHERTY

ATTORNEYS

AT

LAW

ROBERT F. PRETI
JOHN J . FLAHERTY
ARTHUR A. PEABODY

443 CONGRESS

STREET

PORTLAND,tv1AINE 04111

FREDERICK A . JOHNSON
ROBERT W. SMITH

775-5831

MARTIN R. JOHNSON

AREA CODE 207

DAVID M. COHEN
JOHN PAUL ERLER
HAROLD C. PACHIOS
ROBERT LBURNS
THOMAS A . COX
RICHARD H. SPENCER, JR.

February 8, 1973

Mr. Robert Doyle
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Bob:
I am enclosing a check drawn by the Trustee for King Resources
Company in the amount of $500.00, for renewal of King's offshore leasing license for the year 1973.
I thought I would get this off to you immediately, and we
can get together in due course.
Very truly yours,

2)-~
Frederick A. Johnson
FAJ/gdc
Enclosure

STATE OF MAINE
lnter--Departmental Memorandum Date __F_e_b_r_u_a_r_y_ 3_,_ 1_9_ 7_1
Robert Doyle

To
From

Robert G.Fuller, Jr. , Assistant

Dept. Maine Mining Bureau
D~t. Attorne y General

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Enclosed please find the license to Mine No. 7 from the Maine
Mining Bureau to King Resources .
This draft reflects the changes
requested b y the Bureau at its meeting of February 2.

RGFJr. / e c
Enclosure

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum D a t e - - - - - - - - Doyle
_ _ _ _G.
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
T o _ _Robert
From

Robert G. Fuller . J r . • Assistant

Depc.

Forestry

Dept._ ~ A
~t ~t~an
= e=--y~ G~e=n=-=-=e-=r'""'a""'l= --------- --

Subject ___K
_ i _n_g_ R
_ e_s_o_u_r_ c_e_s_ c_ o_m_p_a_n_ y_ -_ L
_ i _c_e_n_s_ e_ t_o_ M
_ i_n_e__N_o_._ 7__-_ s_e_ c_o_n_d_ _R_e_n_e_w
_a_l_ _

In reviewing my files before departing this office , I note
that the Bureau, under the terms of the subject license , is required
on or before October 1 to notify King whether it (The Bureau) approves
its (King's) outline of the activities to be conducted in Gulf Area #1
by King through December 31, 1972 .
Also , King is supposed to give the Bureau an interim rep ort
of its activities under the lease by October 1 .

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
To _ _Robert
_ _ _ _ _-1-,~:..___ _Administrator
_ _ _ _ _ __
(\) I'

From

Jro

Rober'irl-'.

"

Subject Kj og Be s onrces company

Assistant

Date December 28 ,

1970

Bureau
Dept. _Mining
_ _ _ __,__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Dept._A
_ t _t_o_r_ n_e-=y~ G
_e_n_er
_ a_ l _______

r,i cense to Mine

Second Renewal

Enclosed is a very rough draft of the subject documento
The significant changes are :
l a Paragraph A - The substitution of 6 months for 90 days
is my own idea , since last year King Resources Company didn 1 t get
under way until late in t he yearo
2.
Paragraph B - The references to drilling are omitted
since drilling is now covered by the Oil and Gas Conservation
and Development Control Act (OGCDCA)o

3a

Paragraph C - rewritten to reflect the OGCDCAo

4a
Paragraph D - rewritten to provide for the interim report
on October 1 , 1971 which the Bureau desires a Do you have any
specific information which you think the report should include?

RGFJr : mfe
enc o

r~--:,,-;:;~., • . . ~. (

.;:=,.•~-::• . )
'<"V'Jtl"h',,,. • .,,,. l,)

Fonn K

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

t . . ..

~

LICENSE TQ lVIINE NO ... ........

These presents certtlfy that

King Resources Company
Security-Life Building
Denver, Colorado

holder of Prospector's Permit No........ 68-33
mine valuable minerals in

the area composed of Claim(s) ._.J{o.....n.u.mb.e..r.....d.e.signa.t.e.d..............................,

Town of ......... Gulf.... Area .... l
in accordance

'

dated .........4::::.9..::.§JL.......................... , is granted a license to

..................................................., County of ........ Off sho.re ....Maine .............................................,

with the provisions of the Maine Mining Bureau, Chapter 401, Section 2105, Revised Statutes,

1964, and under the following terms and conditions imposed by the Mining Bureau:

Full compliance with existing State laws and regulations which are
involved with your work in t~e claim block area •

--;;:2/~_( ___________

..... .Oct:ob.ar. l" ...1.%a______________ ..__..______ .... __________
Date

Authorized Signature
Maine Mining Bureau

,:.

Rob
G. Doyle
Administrator

Form C

STATE OF IVIAINE

i'.vfAINE KIINING .BUHEAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

1,

King Resources Company, 57 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine

•·····•···········•.. ·························································································-········································································································································································-

(Localor's legal name :rnd address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No . ....... §..~..:::.:3-.J...., dated ....AP.±..i.1......2..,......JJl..§JL ............... , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record· the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
:\·fining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

1 through 16 ,

.

Offshore Maine

1.

6 880
Claim No . .........................................................................................
XKIX-l My{~···············································~CNll9xofX ... _..............- ............ .. ...........

2.

Description of minerals sought: ........9..~.~..!.......S..~.§..!. .....~.!.1-9.:. ...?..~.~.~E.....~.~.~.~_!als •

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monumen~: The location of the claims is offshore Maine, designated

by latitude and longitude$ as described in the attached sheet with
reference points as defined in the attached sheets so designated.
(See attached Exhibits A, B, & C.)
4.

Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing ( s) to application).

(See appended Coast & Geodetic Charts #305, #311, & #315.)
I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed thereon as required by
law on the ......~ ..6..t..b....................... day of ....... Apr..i.l................ , 19.....9..8.... The claim, is to be recorded in the name of

·---······Kt..ng .....R~.s..o.:u.r.c..e..s...... C.omp.any.,.......5..7......Exc.ha.ng.e......S..t..r.e..e..t..,__J?...o.r.tl.ang.,_._M.q.t.n.~-----·-·-·-<Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

.

who is holder of Prospector's Permit No._.§..?._-:::}}_ _ _ _ , dated .... A.:.~.::::..~.§···--··-, as herewith exhibited.
~~ \\
.

......... April.....2 6 , _.. 1.9.6 8.. _________
Date

~

Claim No .................... ..................... will be in effect until

midnight, December 311 19:.:?!..~?.'.._,

First filing -----·--- Renewal - - -

-zu~:,l, :P~'~\(-L~rc., ,

::r'f;;~~~,,..~---.C._______

...

First National Bank of Portland
Portland
Maine

We, King Resources CompanJ, a Haine corporation, with an office in
Dmver, Colorado, a.--id the Maine l'iining Bur0:m by its Administrator, Robert
Doyle, have placed with you in cscro1-: ~333i750,.,00. subject to the follo;1ing
tenns and conditions:
1..
Sain. ftmds represent filinr; fees pDid to the 1-hine Hi.nine
Bureau or 16Q 5 880 r.1L--iing clairns f il cd ·with the Mining Bureau of the
State of Na:ine on the
30th
day of April, 1968.

2.
It is the intc.-rition of King Resources Company to explore,
develop and mine oil, gas and mineral resources on property, the title
of which could be in question.

The conditions of this escrow a1;rccment are as follows:
a.
In the event that a court of final jurisdiction shall
determine that the State of Mair1e is the oimer of said property
and the oil, gas and mineral rie;hts thercw"lder, or legislation
shall have been passed so determining such o,-mership, then said
funds shall be paid over to the }1aine Hi.ning Bureau, together
·with interest thereon at a rate to be determined as set forth
in paragraph 3 hereof.
b.
In the evc.."'lt that a court of final jurisdiction shall
determine that the State of Haine is not the 01-mcr of said property and the oil, gas and In.ineral rights thereunder, or legislation shall have been passed so detemd.ning such 01-mership,
then said funds shall be paid over to King Resources Company,
together 'With interest thereon at a rate to be determined as
set forth in paragraph 3 hereof.

c.
Said filing fees are for the year 1968. It is the
intent of King Resources Company to timely apply for a license
to mine on the acreage designated in said mining claims for
1969 and subsequent years thereafter and further, it is the
intent of King Resources Company to apply for a mining lease
from the Maine H:i..ni.ng Bureau at such tirr.e as it shall determine, and in the event that the said Haine Hining Bureau shall
not grant to King Resources Company such license to ~ine, or
mining lease., for a..:.y reason whatsoever, then said fu..i.ds shall
be paid over to Kii."1g Rezources Company, toget.'1.cr with interest
at a rate to be deternd.ncd as set forth in pal"agraph 3 hereof.

-2-

It is further unclor::;tood. ~,d .1.grccd thc:t, if the .:::r,plication
is tin.oly filed, tho v.nnutl fca for a liccn::;c to r:-cino sJ.id .:i.c:.~oaec
i.., snbscq_uc..7t yc;;.rs (o..ftcr 1968) shtll be Fivc Hundred DollD-rs
($5COeOO) as set forth in the statute part~"'ling to ro.nine lan
in the State of HJ.inc.,

It is further understood and ar,rccd that so.id ;;.ini."'le lease
s.'lill provide for a term o-J: t::c.11ty (20) years, which tcr.n. cntll
be rc."101:ablo for an additional tl:cnty (20) yco.r term upon request .:::nd application by King Rocourcos Comp:my, providing that
King Rc!:lourcos Co;;ipa."'ly shall at tho time be c;...1)10rinG, mining
· or developing tho a.for~said claim.,
The failure to comply ,-ri. th any of the forczoin~, by the State
of Haine, through its }lining Bureau (or such othor agency or dopartmo.'1.t of t...11.o State as mc.y at tho time ho.vo .:i.uthority over the·
s.:unc), ·wi.11 require that said funds be po.id over to King Resources
Company., together ·with interest thereon at a rate to be dctorr.u.ncd
as set forth in paragraph 3 hereof.,
d.
In the event that (i) King Resources Compa...'1y shall
abandon its attempt to locate oil, gas or ri...:i..nerals in said acre-·
age for a period of :five (5} years., or (ii) King Ro.sources
Company shall give written notice to the H.:i.ine Mining Bureau of

its intent to abandon said claims, then said funds zho.11 be paid
over to the Mai.i.7.e Mining Bureau, together with interest at a
rate to be determined as set forth in paragraph 3 hereof.
e..
It is understood a.--id agreed that this escrow agreement
shall not, terminate for a period of ten (10) years from the date

hereof unless:
(1)

A court of final jurisdiction (U..

s..

Supremo Court)

shall have made a determination upon the matter of o,mership
of said property and the oil., gas and mineral rights thereunder;

(2) Legislation shall have be.e.'1 passed determining the
rights as r0late to the State of Haine a,;--id the United States
of .America with regard to the ownership of said property and
the oil, gas and mineral rights thereunder; or

(3) King Resources Company shall fail to apply for a
license or receive tho same under soction 2105, Title 10 of
the Revised Statutes of MaiJ."'1e, 1964., as a.Til8.i."1.dod, or if the
Maine Mining Bureau shall not grant a mining lease as a£ore-

saido

-

t .. · J..nd .fur"'-..hex- provided that in the event that

litigation

- 3 (fo:r~ tho dctcrnrina~-..ion of tl10 rir-/1t.s ~G hcrcinbcfo:i..""'c defined) i!3
still pcnd.in 6 .:1t tho md of .such tc."l (10) ycJ.r period, then this
cscro:r c.ercc::,cx:.t sho.J.l continue until a finn.l judicial or lcgis-

lativc dctc1--;.Qnation is mJ.<lc9

3o
It is understood 2...-id 2.~rccd tho.t Kint:; Rocourcos Con;:x1..1y shill
have the riGht to furnish First H.:i.tional B.:-:n.k of Portlar:.d, M:a.:L.--·1e, J.S
Escrow AE;cnt, with 311 :L.:.dcr:-c.ni ty bond 1::i. th .:m adequate surety cor-,p.:my
( the .form a.i-id contc.'1t of s;:rid boz1d .::.nd said surety cor;;9:J1:y being ::;ubject to the approval of the 1-:::-..inc ?{inin1:; BurcJ.u by its Administr.:i.tor)
for which said Bmk irill, upon thirty (JO) do.ys 1 prior 1:rittcn notice,
deli vcr said funds, toc;ethcr with interest thereon at the stated rate
or rates of i."ltcrcst on regular savincs accounts at First Nation.:u. B<".l.P~~
of Portland, Maino, which wore in effect during the period s.:iid fu.11ds
were held in escrow subject to this c.grccmcnt, to YD--ng Resources Company. The terns of said bond sh.:u.l rcquiro that, in the event that
said .funds shall be dctcrci.'1cd p2.yablc to tho Haine Hining Buro.nu, King
Resources Compariy sh.'.lll irr.:ncdiatcly p2y over to said Dank s0id fu.~ds,
together 1-n. "tl'l interest thereon at a rate detcr;;-.incd .:i.s hereafter set
forth,. 'f'ne rate of interest on scid funds shall be the sto..tcd rate
or rates of interest on regular savine;s accounts at First National Bank
of Portland, :V.iaine, uhich ncre in effect du:cing tho period of this
escro.1 agrcer.!ent.. If said BorJ'..'. h-:i.s delivered said f1u1.ds, together
irith interest thereon as aforesaid, to King Resources Company pursua..11t to this paragraph 3, in the avent that it shall thereafter be
determined that so.id funds · are payable to King Resourcos Compa.'1y,
it is understood &!d agreed that said Bai.~'.: is undor no further obligation to pay over to King P.csources Co,npany said funds, together with
interest thereon as aforesaid, but sh.a.11 be dechled to have complied
Wit.½. all of the terms and conditions of this escrow agreement.

Dated at

Augusta,

, 1968.

this

30th

da;y of April

WITNESS:

By_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I

J

Its Adrninistrator

I/

FIP.ST NATIONAL BANK OF PORTLAND,
as Escrow .Agei.i.t

._____,,

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
LICENSE TO MINE NO. 6

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS,
THAT the STATE OF .fv"".J\INE, acting by and through its V.J\INF
MINING BUREAU (hereinafter for convenience referred to as
"the Bureau"), in the exercise of its sovereignty and jurisdiction over the area hereinafter described, as such sovereignty
and jurisdiction now exists or may hereafter be adjudicated to
exist, and pursuant to Title 10, Section 2105 of the Maine
Revised Statutes of 1964, does hereby GIVE and GRANT unto
KING RESOURCES COMPANY (hereinafter for convenience referred
to as "the Company") holder of Prospector's Permit No.
dated

___,

a

LICENSE TO MINE
for minerals, oil and gas in, and to take the same from,

that

certain area of submerged land lying off the shore of said
State and located in the Gulf of Maine, so-called, said area
· being encompassed by the claims of the Company bearing numbers
through ______ inclusive, recorded in said
Bureau, to whicn record reference may be had for a more
particular description of said area (said area being hereinafter for convenience referred to as Gulf Mining Area# 1),
subject always to applicable laws and regulations, and to the
following terms and conditions, to-wit:
A.

The Company shall diligently and in good faith engage

in survey and exploratory activities aimed at revealing the
nature, extent and amount of such minerals, oil and gas as may
exist on, in

or

under Gulf Mining Area# 1.

\·li thin

qr l:i

""
► "--"-----

days of the date of this instrument, the Company shall submit
to the Bureau a written outline of such activities as are
proposed by it to be conducted in Gulf Mining Area# 1, which
outline shall contain:
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1.

A general description of the type of

survey and exploratory activities proposed to
be conducted by the Company in Gulf Mining
Area# 1, including seismic and drilling
activities;
2.

A statement of the dates on or about

which such activities are proposed to commence;
3.

A

map or other graphic indicator of

the area or areas where such activities will
take place; and
4.

A description of the methods proposed

to be employed by the Company to minimize or
prevent the uncontrolled escape of oil or gas
into the air and -waters as a result of such
activities.
The-submission of such outline shall not bind the Company
to conduct such work on such dates and in such areas as is
therein stated, but any actual or intended deviations from
the outline shall be reported by the Company to the Bureau as
soon as the same become known to the Company.
B.

The Company may not carry out any exploratory drilling

work in Gulf Mining Area# 1 unless:
1.

The Bureau has approved the methods pro-

posed to be employed by the Company to minimize
or prevent the uncontrolled escape of oil or gas
into the air and waters as a result of such work;
and
2.

The Company has given the Bureau at least

twenty (20) days' written notice of its intent to
engage in such work, specifying the area where
such work --is
--- to. take place, and the Bureau has
given its consent thereto.

c.

The Company shall furnish reports to the Bureau in

such form as the Bureau may require concerning its exploratory drilling work for which permission has been obtained.
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D.

The Company shall furnish the Bureau with a written

statement of the findings and results of its survey and explora- ,- ~

C: ;; 1..- .,:..,,\ \) ';

r

:J1 ' C,.

'1

~f=

tory activities within sixty (60) days after such--act·ivi-ct,i-es
\--j ~-..

l (>..... v-' .~ v.. ~..:t\ v-.A. "

•~V\

O\.i

1~ 15'

have been comp~d.

The Bureau agrees to hold such statement

......._<>--~~

confidential for a period of fifteen (15) months after date of
receipt.
E.

The Company shall permit access by the Bureau, at

reasonable times, to all survey and exploratory activities
conducted by it hereunder, for the purpose of inspecting such
activities and the facilities erected and used in connection
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therewith and to ensure compliance with applicable laws and
regulations.
IN WIT1'1ESS WHEREOF, the State of Maine, by and through
its Maine Mining Bureau has caused these presents to be
executed and derivered in its sovereign name and behalf and
its Great Seal to be hereunto affixed by Clayton P. Osgood,
Chairman of said Bureau and by it thereunto duly authorized,
at Augusta in the County of Kennebec in said State, this
day of De.c..

2

, 1968.

Signed, sealed and delivered
in presence of

STATE OF MAINE, by and through
its MAINE MINING BUREAU
By: _ _ _ _ _-,-_ _ _ _ _ __

Its Chairman
duly authorized

for cor;.ve nie n ce call.:d "t ih= Bure 2 u" ) ,

in t h e ex f:rcise nf its

so v erEignty a n d jurisdiction O' ' er th e a r ea r, e rei na f ':.,.=; r
describe d , being satisfied th2t the lice nsee ha r e inaft ? r
namej has c offip li ed wit h the terms and conditions of its
previ::ms lic ense;

in consider:: tion of the p a yment of t ···

statutory fe e of Five Hundred Dollars

($500.00),

of which is ne r e by ack!1owl edge<1 ; and pursu2.n t

0

the r~ceipt

to Tit le 10,

Section 2105 of the Ma i ne Re v j sed Statutes of 1 9 6 4 , as
amend 2 d,
COMFA \ f f

d oes here;:; y GI'VE a nd GRANT unto I<I!JG r.ssouF:cs ~;
( here i n after for convEnie.nce called "the Co,np 2. -1y" ,

for minera ls

(exc e pt sand and gra v el) oil a n d ga s

in,

a

~nd to

take the same fro r,,, that cer t:: L1 a r ea of su b mersec. l 2.r1 :5. l J irig
off the shore of said Sta te a r d loc ated in the Gulf of Ma in e ,
so-cal.led,

said area being encompassed

by

tlle cl 3.: i ms ot the

Compa ,., y bear ing numbers 1 through 1 6 688C inc.ll.1.s i \".::! , re ~orCJ.2c1
in said Bureau, to wh ic h record reference may be h a d f ~r
more particul ar descriptio n of said area
aft e r

:) ...r ., :~
.___ .....
:J "
.-...:.;;·' ..L

('

"V a+-' - 1' rU-l
T'

1
-d•l
- (__.I,,

.ur \.:....
c,,,
,:, l
V C.:

• :J
sa 1.c.

"Gulf Area ¥ 1"),

for con v eni~ n ce called

to appl i cab l e la ws a n d regulatio n s,
r·
G2-~

(

•••

•

follcwi u g terms 2:. ;, c. co:r~6. j t-.io n ~ ,

l-

-

s1..1bject a lwa.ys

iEc7-udi n g t ~,e Cil ::! , "d

oo·me '"'1+· ('o ·~ f- rel. .Act ,
-

- ·

·- -

to

t o- wit:

eng a g2 i n sur v e y a nd e xplorator y a cti v i t i e s a im~ d at

oil a1d ga s as ma y e xist on ,

.

'(

~

in or un de r Gulf Ar e a ~l .
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Area

_'..!_

whi.c~ Ju t line s h 0 ll

31. ,

l

T :· -L

1.

A g e neral d es crip tion .:,f th e type

Jf survey a n d explJratJrJ acti vit ie s prJp.:,sed to be co nducte d by the CJmpan y i.n
Gulf Area # 1 ,

including g eophys ical Jr

drilling acti v ities;
2.

A stateme nt of t he dates .:,nor

about which such activities are proposed
to C-Jmmence;
3.

A map or other g raphic indica t or .

.:,f the area Jr area s within Gulf Area #1

where such activities will take place ; and
4.

A descripti.:, ri 8f t he methods pro -

posed to b e e mploy ed by the Compa n y to
minimi ze Jr pr ev ent the u ncon t rolled escape
.:,foil or gas into the a i r

a n d wa~e rs as a

result of such activitie ~ .
The submis si Jn

J

f such JL' tline shal 1 n .J t bin c1 t ":'.7. E·

Cornp;:1ny to condu ct such wJrk

.:.in

such dates and i n sue'.' are as

as i ,; therein stated, b ut any actual Jr inte nded devic :: iJns
fr::>rn th e Jutli ne sha ll be re_v:.irted 1J'f t he C:)mpan.y t.:, t.he
Bure~u as s.:,on as the same bec::>m 2 kn.~wn t~ the C~mp a nj .
1be Bur e au a sree s t~ n~~ ~fy t h s C~mpan y in wri ti: g

,,::) t ap p;:-Jv e .

lic etlse.

I
I

I
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13.

'I'h e Co rnp,.n1y r:,ay not c zl rr y

1.

'

'01_1t

.:-tny •. y:o p ,1'/ ' : i_c ;:.: l ('r

'The I3u r ec'.U hn s app r oved t he rn.~· t L oci=;

propose d to be em ploye d by Lhe Co r:,p.:1 r:.. y Lo
111 L1irniz e or pr event t h e u n co nt r o ll e d c sc a p .~
of oil or gas i nt o the air and wate r ~ as a
r es ult of such work;
2.

~nd

The Company ha s ·J i ve n the Bureau at

least twenty (20) days'
inten t

1

ffitten notice of its

to engage in iuch work,

a r e a where suc h work is

specifiin g the

: o take plac e , and th e

J3ur-:::au has given its co n::;en t · thereto.
All expl o r ~tory drilling work shall be subject to
the CJil

~~ d

Gas Conservation ~ nd De ve lopme nt Control A2t

and i tie regulations of the Bu .~eau by it promulgated pursuant
t o the authority i n such Act c_:ontained.
;J.

The Company s ha ll fu .~nish the Bureau with an

interim report of its activiti_es h2reunder on or befor '2
Octol er 1, 1971, and shall fu cn is h the Bureau with a f ina l
0

report of its activities here ·rnder within sixty

(60)

d 2. ys

after the data collected by t1e Company from such acti v ities
has lleen processed and interp ce ted by the Company, but in no
event. later than one hundred •~ighty (180)
octi \' i t i e s have been compl e te,L

days after s u ch

The Bureau agrees to j old

such final report confidenti al for a period of three
years a fter receip t
E.

(3)

thereof.

Th e Comp2 ny shall p e .crn it access by the Bureau, at

h ereu11c1er,
such acti i '·: ies ancL
0, 0

r _'..\ e

f o::- the E)Urpose of i ,-;spect i n g

facilities e r e cted and

U SE=cl.

conne ction th e .>:--::wit ,-. . : td to ens ur e c omp li a nc e '.vi t h
app lic ub l e li:: ws c:tnd r e 9u l at io1,. s.

in

day ::if

duly duth:::irized , this
Sign i~ d, sealed and delivered
in presence :)f

1 9 ·: .;. .

S TATS OF MAINE , by .:t l""'..C L'., r::iligh
its M.lU NE MINING BURBAl

Bv:
Its Chairman
duly auth:::irized

Form

Renewal No. 1

J

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION FOR LICENSE TO MINE

I, ...........:..............Kin.g....Res..o.u r.c..es......comp.any...............................................................................................................................................................
Applicant's Name -

Please Print Plainly

................................. secur.i .tY ...Li.fe .....Bui.ld.ing.,..... nenver.,...... colorado ..................................................................................
Street or Post Office Address

Portland,
Maine
.............. . .....................
...........................................
.. . ..............r
... , S\, ......... .....................................................................................................................................................
~

Legal Residence

-;(_

State

~

holder of Prospector's Permit No . ......Q.~~.J........ ......., dated .A.p;r.JJ...... ..1.. J.~.6.$.., hereby make application
to the Maine Mining Bureau for a License to Mine on Claim(s) No ......!.l:9..!:. . . 9.-.~.~--!.9..!':.~.!:.~.~............, ~

... ~.~.~.:.~.~9.E~.... ~~.t.~.~. . ,

~~:K~:)§f{ ..................................................................

Attached to and part of this application

are the following instruments, as required by Chapter 401, Section 2105, Revised Statutes of 1964.
1.

Report: from

.P..~. '.". .....A.'.".......f ..'.". ......f .;:.~.9:~.:i;J.S::½-.~.9..P.:.................................. ....

describing proposed mining operations

Geologist or Engineer in good standing

on said claims.
2.

License fee of $25 per claim, which totals $:'5...QQ.. ~.9.9. ................................

3. Accurate survey of property boundaries certified by .owen ....Haskell., ..... c.•. E ..........................................................
Qualified surveyor

4.

Copy of the Land Use Ruling of the Mining Bureau that the proposed operations will not conflict with
any prior or proposed State uses. ( If such a ruling has not been granted, make application at this time
on Form E, Application for Land Use Ruling) .

.............. '-.~~ ~...~ . ....... l.Y.l.. Y . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Date

Form

J

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION FOR LICENSE TO MINE

King Resources company

I, ································•·········--·················..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Applicant's N ame -

Please Print Plainly

..............$...~.~.v..:r..i.t.Y. ....L.i.fe ..... B:u.ilding.,......D.e.n:v..er. •......c.o.lor.ado. ......................................................................................................
Street or Post Office Address

Portland, Maine
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No . ........

?. ~.::-. ~.~··················, dated

...~P.E.~.~······~ ··~·······~·~·§,8hereby make application

to the Maine Mining Bureau for a License to Mine on Claim(s) No . .. no.t. ....des.ignat.e.d..............., Tuwxll!f

..............9..~J=.~.b:S?.E.~...}1:!=l:.~.; 1EC6¥i~~x..................................................................

Attached to and part of this application

are the following instmments, as required by Chapter 401, Section 2105, Revised Statutes of 1964.
1.

Rep01t from ...I.?..;:..~...... A.~......:f..~..... .f..!".~9-.~EA~.~.§.QP.-. .................................... describing proposed mining operations
Geologist or Engineer in good standing

on said claims.
2.

License fee of $25 per claim, which totals $...... :?...0.Q..,.. .0.0.......................... .

3. Accurate survey of property botmdaries certified by ....... Owen.....Haskell.L ... c .. E •...................................................
Qualified surveyor

4. Copy of the Land Use Ruling of the Mining Bureau that the proposed operations will not conflict with
any prior or proposed State uses. ( If such a ruling has not been granted, make application at this time
on Form E, Application for Land Use Ruling).

King Resources cornpao/

Director of Research

Fom1 E

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION FOR LAND USE RULING

King Resources company
I,·····················•·······························•············•··•· ·······················••············•·•·••·· ·····

Applicant's Name -

Please Print Plainly

Security Life ·Building, Denver, Colorado
Street and Post Office Address

..Por.t.land., ..Ma.i .ne ............................................................................................................................................................ ·......................................
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No . ......?..~.::::.~.~·········· .......... , dated :?:\P..1.'.:.~:~.....?.'.......~.~.?.§., hereby make application
to the Mini11g Bureau for a ruling as to whether mining operations on my claim(s) No................................................ .
················•·················································· ~~ ....0£.f::::.shor.e ....Main~~~ ················'·······························································; can
be carried on consistent with any prior or proposed other use by the State or any agency or instrumentality thereof. The proposed mining operations may effect the lands, timber, ponds and streams, fish and
game, and other natural resou\ces on the claim ( s) in the following described manner:

conduct strat~graphic and commercial drilling for the
discovery and extraction of petro~eum, natural gas and
other mineral resources.

F

Form H

, r

: •• .

STATE OF IvIAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
PERMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND EXPLOSIVES FOR PROSPECTING

These presents ce1tify that

KING RESOURCES COMPANY
Sec uriyy :t:i.fe.•. Build,ing
Denver, Colorado
holder of Prospector's Permit No.

69-33 __ ·- ··- ·--, dated Apr.iL ...9.. t·····l.9..68....-.- , is authorized by the

Maine Mining Bureau to use machinery and explosives for prospecting on claim ( s) No. •-No-···fit1mhe·r--·d-e-s ignat e

For a block Off-shore Maine
...................................., m~5l:'.aw:n:::»k ---····-···············-- -- ,

<xocm~~ ··- ·······-- -- - - - -,

during the period

...._J.uly_ ....22.~·····l.9.6.B..__ .... to .....D.e.c.ember.- -31..,..-l.9.68n accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Bureau, Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957.

· Description of authorized methods:

The applicant will use vibroseis from a standard geophysical
vessel approximately 135 feet in length.

(No explosives will

be used.)
Vibroseis equipment consists essentially of an electrically
operated vibrating disc in contact with sea water.

By its

controlled vibration, it induces a series of pressure pulses
into the water much like those by a rotating propeller on a boat.

J11]

y 2 5, J 968
Date

--rVJ~-"--Authorized Signature
Maine Mining Bureau

.

Form G

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND EXPLOSIVES

King Resources Company

I, ·······················································································

···--- ···••·••····················- - - - - - - - - - - --··········............._._

Applicant's Name - Please Print Plainly

........................ s .ecuri tY .... L.ife .....Bui.lding, Den".".~E.!.......~?..~.?.!..~.9.:?........................................ ..............................................__
Street or Post Office Address

Portland

Maine

························•··············•······································································································ ···········································- -Legal Residence

- - - - -······································
State

holder of Prospector's Permit No ..?.~.:::JJ......................., dated ..AP~.P::.....~ .l ...... .J:.~.§.?, hereby make application
:to use machinery or explosives in prospecting on claim ( s) No.

)f.own:~ ....o.tt:=.~.h9..f.~.....M.~.t.n.~........................................., G€>unt¥~-1.

No number....designated
························································--·········-············•

The methods to be employed will include the use of the following types of machinery or amounts of
explosives in the following ways:

The applicant will use vibroaeis from a standard geophysical
vessel approximately 135 feet in length.
(No explosives will
be used.)
Vibroseis equipment consists essentially of an electrically
operated vibrating disc in contact with sea water.
By its
controlled vibration, it induces a series of pressure pulses
into the water much like those produced by a rotating
propeller on a boat.
2.

What effects may the proposed procedures be expected to cause, if any, to other natural resources or
fish and game?

In our opinion, there is no harmful effects whatsoever on
the environment of any type.

Vice President and
Director of Research

..

Fonn K

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

LICENSE TO MINE NO .......... _7_ _

These presents certify that

· King Resources Company
Security-Life Building
Denver, Colorado
'

holder of Prospector's Pe~mit No . ..........9-.B..:::JJ.................., dated .........4.:::.9..::.9..~............................. , is granted a license to
mine valuable minerals in the area composed of Claim ( s) .......N.o.....n.umb.e.r .....d.e.s.ignat.e.d .............................. ,
Town of .........G..\JJ...t ..J\.:r.g.!?.,....1 . ...................-............................. , County of ..........O.f.J.s.h.o.r.g ....Mairie................................................ ,
in accordance with the provisions of the Maine Mining Bureau, Chapter 401, Section 2105, Revised Statutes,
1964, and under the following terms and conditions imposed by the Mining Bureau:

Full compliance with existing State laws and regulations which are
involved with your work in tl).e claim block area •

. D,t~c.tab,ar .l~..1968 ... -------- -·-·- -·-· -· A u t h o r i z o d · s ~ ~Doyle· -··
Maine Mining Bureau ·

Administrator

MA I~E MIN[~G BUREAC

act 1.ng by and t h rou gh i ts ivlA:1:i'a : i'.-'llN I:-J1.:; Rtr l<BAP
for con~: f:•nicnce c a l l ;_-=,d

" the Bu.r e a u" ) ,

(he r e i ce.if :-.s r

in tl1e ezc-::-cise cf i t.:..:;

so v er·:-iqnty and juri sd ic t io:---1 c ,,·er the a r ea hen.?. i r-.af t. ,2: r
described, being satisfied thac the licensee he r e i naftE,r
na med has complied wit h t h e
pre v i ou s 1 ic e-,,se ;

teems and conditio ns of it~;

in _cons i de r a ~ io n o f t~ie p ay111e n t

sta tui:ory fee of Five Hund red J ollars

( $ 5 00 . 00) ,

of wh: .ch is i"l ereby a ckn owl edge5 ; ancl. pursu an t

of U .2
t l,e

ce ip I:

:~o,

to Title

Section 2105 of the Ma i n e Rev i,e d Statutes of 19 64 ,
2me.:1.dcc:. ,

rE

as

d oes hereby GIVE and GRANT u n to :KI NG RSS0Ul'.C2 ~

for m: ..-:1 er a 1 s

oil a nd ·;s2-.s i n ,

2

ncl to

take !:he sarr:e fro m , t!"l a t c e rt.a i.n area of sur)rc.erged l ane. l y i::-1g
off the shore of sa id State a.n:t locat.ecl in t he Gulf of ;,la i r-. e ,
so-ca: . l ed ,

said area b eictg €: ,, c ,:-mpassed by the clai :-c\ S of t l:e

Company be a ri n g :rnrnbers 1 thro· ;. gh 1 6688 0 inclusive,

r e c o r ded

in sa.: . d Bure 2. u,

to whicll r e cor l r e ference ma y :o e ~1ad for a

mor e 1, a rticul a r

de scriptio~ of s 2 i d area

aft e r

for cor:ve ~ie n c e c a l l ed

'Gulf An~a # 1 " ),

Ga s Conser v 2 t io:-1 an d De•12 lop: c,er, t

r 8vea Ji ng t he ~at~ r s ,

Co:itrol Ac t ,

extent and 2mo u ~ f

oil ar .d ga s a s may 2x ist on ,

(s a id a rea he12 i n s1.1bjec t

a h,;a y s

2r:cJ. to tLe

uf s uc M mi ne ~ ~ l s ,

i n or unaRr Gulf Ar e 3 ~ l.

i_

-- 2 -

: :-i

,-, . . -, :--:

\.J l t _;_ L

Jf su r vey a r, d exp i :i r at::iry acti viti e s pr:i -

p8sed t8 be C8 nducted by t he C::impany in
Gulf Area # 1, includins
drilling activities;
2.

A statement 8f ~he dates Jn 8r

about which such activit ies are prJp8sed
t8 c:)mmence;

8f the area Jr areas wit-1in Gulf Area # 1

where such activities wi l l

4.

take plac~ ; and

A descriptiJn Jf the methods pr8 -

posed t8 be empl8yed by che Company to
minimize 8r pr event the 1ncontr8lled escape
8f 8il 8r gas into the a Lr

and wat ers as a

result of such activitie ; .
The subrnissiJn Jf such _:;--1tline shall n:: )t 'oind the
C8mp~ny tJ conduct such wJrk Jn such dates and in suc n areas
as i ,; therein stated, :-:,u;: any actu al Jr inte nds;d devia :_ i :-ins
fr8m th~ outli ne shall be =ep·Jrted b y t he C)mpa ny to t1e
Bureuu as s::i8 n as the same bec) me kn)wn t::i the C:)mpa ny.

lice r; se .

--

-)

..)

-

E:}Yplor c, t. or y d rilli rlCJ ,,,;o rk i n c:ulf Ar e•d :;;, 1 u n l csSo :

prqp o se d to be emp loy e d by Lhc CoJT,p any to
~ i ~ imize or pr ev e n t

the uncontrolled cs c ap 2

of oil or g3s into the air and waters as a
re su lt of such work; and
2.

The Company has q i ven t h e Burea.u at

least twenty (20) days' written notice of its
inten t

to engage in such work, specify ing t he

a.r ;_~a where suc h work is t o take plac e , and the
Sur e ~u has given its consent thereto.
All expl o r ;:-. t.ory dril~_ing ·work shall be subject to

the Ci.l an d Gas Conser va tion 2.nd De ve lopm~nt Control A~ t
and t h e regulations of the Bu1e a u by it promulgated pursuant
to the authoritv i n such Act contained.
D.

The Company s ha ll furnish t he Bureau with an

int e rim report of its a cti v itj _es hereunder on or be for e
Octo1:er l, 1971, and shall fur n ish the Bure a u with a final
repor t of its activities heret ,nde r within sixty

(60)

d ay s

after th e data collected by the Company fro m such acti v ities
has teen processed and interp1 ·eted by the Company, but in no
eve nt later than one hundred e ight y
a. c "c. i vi ti es ha v e been complet ec'. .

(180) da y s after s uch

The Bureau agrees to ~old

such fi na l report con fid en tial for a period of three

(3)

years after rec e ipt the r e of.
E.

The Crnnp2ny shall p e :r-n-\i t

r 2 :s c ~ ah l 2 t i me s,

a cc ess by t he Bur ea u, at.

t o all sur vey Qnd explorat ory ~c t i v i t i e s

c oi,r.:'luc t26 ·__. ' it he r e u nde r,

for t he purpose of i n spec ti ,1g

su c h a cti ,· i :·: i s s anc! ,:_:,e f a ciliti es e r e c te d and u sed i n
c onnect ion t hc, r !::, wi t :·, :; 1d to ensure c on1 pl i an c e with
applic ab le l a ws and r egu l a tions .

.

- , \ ...

unt~ duly aut h ~r i zed, and its Gr eat ~ea l
Secr et. r.Jr _y·

t :) be ~ ere u n t::i

=· _;~-

<~t:. a

te ,

f,z__-~ ·
sealed and delivered

STATE OF MAIN8,

in presence yf

Its C}1a ir,da n

duly auth::irize 6

t:

t.~ i 2

1=- e 1_1 n ~.:.
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, .............. Ki.ng·····Re.source.s .... company.,......57.... Exchange.....street.,..... Portland, .... Maine ...........
( Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No .......J~. ~. :::.:3-.}:... , dated ....AP.~;iJ,......!1... t .....J..~..9..~................. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:
1.

· .

1 through

,

Offshore Maine

166 880
Claim No . .........................................................................................
~xlld":K. ............................................... ~C9X,Ofx................................... ...........

2. Description of minerals sought: ........9..~.~..~......~~.~..!.. .....i:i.1:l:9.... 5?..~.~.~E......~.! .~.~E.~~.~..~ .................................................'.......
3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or perman~t rnonum~~ = The location of the claims is offshore Maine, designated

by latitude and longitudes as described in the attached sheet with
reference points as defined in the attached sheets so designated.
(See attached Exhibits A, B, & C.)
4. Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing( s) to application).

(See appended Coast & Geodetic Charts #305, #311, & #315.)
I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed -thereon as required by
law on the ......i ..6..th....................... day of .......Apr ..i.J... ............., 19..... 6.JL The claim, is to be recorded in the name of
...........Ki.n_g......Re..s.o.u..t".c..e..s...... C.omp.any."·······5·7.····Exc.ha.n.ge......S..t..r.e..e..t..,......P.o.r.t.l.ang.,.._..M.qiJ1~............-........
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

who is holde< of Prospectols Pe,mit No. .. 6.~.=.},·3-... ......... ......, dated .. ..1..=..~.=-6,

.

.Apr~t····26,l.9.68 ..... ...... .... . .... . ...... ~

file

;a~

. , as he,ewith exhibited.

Ss c

~\';wg~to;;;;;;;;i;~; iii; iii.<.'.:~ be m effect unhl

.

First filing ........................ Renewal _ _ __

.a-/)'h0/3cl l.t.t<·- / Gi._...l I .1/ ~ xM c' .0Yr

• ,;;;;;,;

/

~f R;;;;;d;;;'

. .~

Date and time of recording

·--- -

For purposes of identification, all of the posts
are yellow in color, and the tags or plates thereon are
a bluish metal.
Post #1 is located generally on the southeasterly
corner of property of one Bishop, whose residence is
alleged to be Auburn, and whose summer property, consisting
of a cottage, is located on the easterly coast of South
Harpswell at a point designated near Stover Point.
Post #2 is located on the shore of Ducktrap Harbor
at the end of a field, which property is best described
as being behind the home of Mrs. Emma N. Nickerson,
which is located on the right-hand side of Route #1,
going north, and the property is believed to be in the
names of Emma N. Nickerson, Lt. Gen. Herman N. Nickerson, Jr.
and John Herman Nickerson.
Post #3 is located on the southwesterly shore of
Sand cove in a generally northwesterly direction from
the restricted Naval installation at Corea.
of this property is presently unknown.

The ownership

Also attached hereto and made a part of the application to
record the staking out of a claim are three (3) drawings
indicating posts no. 1, 2

&

3, with attached photographs

of the metal plates marking respective posts no. 1, 2
and Polaroid pictures of stakes no. 1, 2

&

&

3,

3 with the metal

tags thereon, and further attached and made a part of this
application are three (3) coast and geodetic survey charts
nos. 305, 311 and 315, designated thereon by red arrows
the specific point of location of posts no. 1, 2

&

3 with

magnetic azimuths showing triangulation from known fixed
objects to the posts, said triangulation having been computed by Owen Haskell, C.E., of South Portland, Cumberland
County, State of Maine.

There is also attached hereto and

made a part of this application a grid indicating offshore
Maine plat numbering system delineating the area between
44th north latitude and 43rd north latitude and 70° west
longitude and 68° west longitude of that portion of said
area representing the claims filed by King Resources Company
under this application.

Said plat is designated in one-mile

square areas and reduced for clarification on said plat to
twenty-acre squares, in conformance with the Statutes of the
State of Maine pertaining to mining claims.
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Attached hereto and as a part of the record for the staking of mining
claims with1n the State of Maine is a drawing (Plate 1) which is incorporated
herein.

This drawing was composed as follows:
Using latitude 43° North as a base line that extends between longitude

68° and 70° West, one statute mile grids have been drawn extending from this

base line northward to 43° 30
68° and 69°

1

North latitude, and further in the area between

West longitude, between 43° 30

1

and 44° North latitude.

That as an

additional part of said plan is a breakdown square representing each individual
statutory square mile divided into 32 twenty acre plost in conformance with the
statutes of the State of Maine as pertains to mining claims which are meant
and intended to be incorporated and be a part of each individual square shown
on the grid.

These plots are 1500 feet by 600 feet plots (20 acres).

It is

the intent of the claimant to file claim for all of the area within the area
bounded by 68° West longitude through 70° West longitude and 43° North latitude
and 43° 30

1

North latitude, and further the area between 68° West longitude and

69° West longitude between 43° 30 1 North latitude and 44° North latitude, iaid
.II

area comprising ______ acres and representing _____ claims.

Form C

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, .. King ..Re.source.s .... compa.ny, ..5 7 ....Exchanqe .....street..,...... Port.land., .Ma.ine.......................
(Locator's legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

holder of Prospector's Permit No. .......!?..S...::.: n. . ., dated ... ..... A.P.:r.i.J. .....9...,...... J .9...§.S.............., as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more particularly is described as follows:

Offshore Maine

1.a. 8.0 ........ ..:..............xlkl~~rmf .............................................. xx~nm.,zmf ...............................................

1.

Claim No .... J .....t.J1.f JJ..... l .9..9..

2.

Description of minerals sought: ....9.JJ., .......g.§..~.....9.D.9..... .Qt.J:i.§.:r ....;.gJ.D.-.§..:r.§..1.:.§....................................................................

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments: The location of the claims is offshore Maine ,

designated by latitude and longitudes as described in the attached
sheet with reference points as defined in the attached sheets
so designated.
(See attached Exhibits A, B, & C.)

4. Drawing( s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location ( attach drawing ( s) to appli. cation).

(See appended Coast

&

Geodetic Charts #305, #311,

&

#315.)

I certify that the claim was staked out and boundary lines marked or pickets placed -thereon as required by
law on the ...............2...6..t.h ..... ....... day of ............Apr.i.l........... , 19......6.8... The claim is to be recorded in the name of

...K.t.n_g .Res ou rc.e s .....Compa.ny ...... 5 7.....Exc ha.nge .....st.reet , .....Port.la_nd., ..Ma.ine..............................

: ~:~J ~ ~i~~=~-;~~it:

(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

~~;;Ch;;:::~_p::,;:::•:s~e::it_~:: :

Claim No ............................................... will be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19............... .

Name of Recorder

First filing ........................ Renewal ........................ .
Date and time of recording

Fonn K

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

LICENSE TO MINE NO ............. .Z........_...
These presents certify that

King Resources Company
Security-Life Building
Denver, Colorado
'

holder of Prospector's Permit No ...........9..§.::::.~.J................., dated .........ft.::::.9..::-:.P.{L .........................., is granted a license to
mine valuable minerals in the area composed of Claim (s) .......N.o.....numb.e.r.....d.e.s.ignat.e.d .............................. ,
Town of ......... Gulf...

Are.a.... l ................................................' .., County of ..... Off shore Maine . .-......................................,

in accordance with the provisions of the Maine Mining Bureau, Chapter 401, Section 2105, Revised Statutes,
1964, and under the following terms and conditions imposed by the Mining Bureau:

Full compliance with ·existing State laws and regulations which are
involved with your work in tte claim block area.

·

.

.._.Dctoh.,r.... L,. 1g 68-............·-··········-·-········- ....................
Date

~~ £.•··-·············

Authorized Signature
Maine Mining Bureau

..

Rob
G. Doyle
Administrator

Sept. 24, 1971
:rorman .. , • Ferguson, Treasurer

Ro.Lert G. Doyle, Administrator

Treasur-.1

Maine Mining Bureau

Escrow Agreement - King Resources Company

'l'h~ Haine .Mini11g Bureau will he asked at its regular
1r:.eeting on Monday to approve a transfer of the License to
Hine under which King Resources Company is operating on its

three million acre tract in the Gulf of Maine.

In order for the transfer to be effective, the.new
co:r::i.pany, Scurry-Rain.oow Oil Ltd .. (through its fully-owned
subsidiary, Westcoast Oil & Ga~ Corp.), will have to replace
the $375,000 escrow amount in the Portland bank. The new
company has requested that a bank guaranteed promissory
note drawn on ·the Royal Bank of Canada be used for this
replacement.

You have had the opportunity.to examine very briefly
tl1e new escrmil' agreement and to guarantee the promissory

note. It is my understanding from you that :the Attorney
General 1 s'office will be consulted and that a decision on
b1e acceptability of such a replacement will be made in the
near future. Copies of the pt;rtinent doc:..."Uments were
o.clivered to you during our conversation this morning.
The two companies involvGd will be meeting with the
Mining Bureau at 9:00 a.m. this comii1g Nonc.ay and for their
interest I ara urging a reasonably prompt answer to this
1neroorancium.

Thank you very much for.yo~ consideration.
pm

/

•

April 25, 1968

Leon V. Walker, Jr., Asst. Atty. Gen.

Attorney.General

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Maine Mining Bureau

Oil Claim Staking

QUES'.rION

May the Mining Bureau accept, as feestfor the filing of mining claims,
notice from a l•laine bank that there is on deposit .with the bcmk
sufficient funds to pay such filing fees, said funds being not subject
to withdrawal exc:ept by order of the Bureau and the person filing the
claims?
RGD:gb

;

.

STATE OF MAINE

4'
Date _ _A_p_r_i_1_ 2_6_,_1_9_6_8_

Inter-Departmental Memorandum
To

Robert G. Doyle, Admr.

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

From

Leon V. Walker, Jr., Assistant

Dept.

Attorney General

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _F,__e=--e=s-=f'""'o"""r.......,M.....=i=n=i=n.:..g.,__C""'"""l""'a'""i=ro=s=---------------------

In reply to your memo of April 25, it is my
opinion that under 10 M.R.S.A. § 2104, the Mining
Bureau may accept, as fees for the filing of mining
claism, notice from a Maine bank that there is on
deposit, in escrow, with the bank sufficient funds
to pay such fees, where said funds are not subject
to withdrawal except by order of the Bureau and the
person filing the claims.
The reason is that there is no legal difference
between this procedure and one in which the money is
handed to the Bureau and then deposited in escrow
by the Bureau.

/4

,.,,

(' :-, , . _

:.,,,;:-:1.,,
...

.

I

/,/·

1:>. ,, ( .

Leon V. Walker,
Assistant Attorney General
LVWJr:H

'

I

• .•;

,: ·,

:-. .

: :·..

'- -·

Mr. Robert Doyle, State. . Geologist
.
.
.
State Capital
Augusta, Maine
~

Dear Mr. Doyle:
.

~,

,.,

In accordance with Stat~ of l\'Iaine regulations on ·m ining of #7, this is to
advise you that the King Resources Company has completed a thorough geological
arid geophysical review of all offshore literature publish~d aµd pertinent to the Gulf of ·
.
.
-......'.-"'
Maine, and has now completed its preliminary plans for tl:le-.accomplishment of _
geophysical survey in the Gulf of Maine for 1969. _A reasonable estimate of the inhouse company cost .to accomplish this survey 'review has been in excess of $9,000 .
'

. '{

·.·,::.' ,_,Sincerely yours,
KING RESOURCES
COMPANY
\
.
·.·.·., ,

;McNama Jr.
-·' At anticf Division
Manager ,. -';
.

-- ,

'

·1 :

---:,1"

I

'·

'

-,
I'

Form

Renewal No.

J

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION FOR LICENSE TO MINE

I, ··-······ ·.............. King.... Resources ....company .........·--······················......................................................................._..........._.............. _ _ ....
Applicant's Name -

Please Print Plainly

·······-·..····.. - s-ecurity .Life.... Bui.lding.. ..... Denver........colorado ................................................... _ _ __
Street or Post Office Address

---- --dS°f~f=~(1, J.11l~!i-" i( ··· - · - -- -holder of .Prospector's Permit No . .......6..&..~.J ..................., dated

------ , -ta-te- - - - - -·······················-

~

.AP.;r..i.l..... ..1.. .l.~.Q~., hereby make application

to the Maine Mining Bureau for a License to Mine on Claim(s) No . .....~9..:t::......~.~.~..! .9 :nated

...9.}~f-sh<?..£§:.... ~~.~.~~....,

~&:K~~f{ ................................................................... Attached to and part of

•this application

are the following instruments, as r•e quired by Chapter 401, Section 2105, Revised Statutes of 1964.
Report from

1.

.P..~..~ .....A.~......f...~.....g.;;:.~.~~.~.~S:~~.9..P.:......................................

describing proposed mining operations

Geologist or Engineer in good standing

on said claims.
2.

License fee of $25 per claim, which totals

$:?.. 99..~. 9.9....- - - -

3. Accurate survey of property boundaries certified by .OWen ....Haskel.l . ..... c •.E •...................- ...................................
Qualified surveyor

4.

Copy of the Land Use Ruling of the Mining Bureau that the proposed operations will not conflict with
any prior or proposed State uses. ( If such a ruling has not been granted, make application at this time
on Form E, Application for Land Use Ruling) .

. ...........:. .:--:~~..~ ..........1.1'.l. Y . . ... ........................... . . .

Date

